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Abstract

Material defects such as surface breaking defects exist in engineering systems
in all major industries, including railway, aerospace and nuclear power industries.
Non-destructive testing (NDT) plays an important role for routine inspection of
structures to identify issues. This work focuses on development of novel electro-
magnetic acoustic transducers (EMATs) for use in the field of NDT for enhanced
surface crack characterisation. EMATs are an established non-contact ultrasonic
technique [11], consisting typically of coil and magnet. They are safe for use in many
environments and relatively inexpensive, and are gaining more attention nowadays
in practical use.

In this work, firstly, a phased EMAT array system has been developed for
enhanced characterisation of surface-breaking defects. Rayleigh surface waves were
used as the tool for surface crack detection and characterisation. A new ultrasonic
model of EMATs generating Rayleigh waves was described in detail, from consider-
ing a single linear coil used as the ultrasonic source element to the full model of the
array consisting of multiple linear coils. The coil ultrasonic behaviour with/without
lift-off (distance between the EMAT and the sample surface) is discussed. At zero
lift-off (EMAT in contact with the sample), the single coil induced source spatial
shape was studied, which was standardised to a rectangular function and extended
to form the linear coil array. At a finite lift-off, the coil-induced current can exhibit
a spatial distortion, and the generated ultrasound will suffer from a subsequent fre-
quency shift. A single 1.5 mm wide linear coil showed a decrease in peak frequency
for the wideband Rayleigh wave of the order of 100 kHz/mm with lift-off. Formation
of the 1-D linear coil array is then presented. The array model was studied compre-
hensively for its Rayleigh wave frequency/wavelength behaviour without lift-off to
give instruction for the phased operation, where a particular frequency is desired.
When some lift-off was present, a similar phenomenon of frequency reduction to the
case of the single linear coil was found and understood when using array EMATs.

An in-house built four-channel EMAT phased driver was used to control the
array EMAT. An array of four linear coils that was individually controlled were de-
veloped for either narrowband or broadband Rayleigh wave generation. Controlling
the delay between when the channels are activated makes it possible to change the
Rayleigh wave wavelength without requiring the physical separation of the coils to
be changed. The experimental results show that the four-coil phased system can

xxii



generate a wavelength range from 3 to 11.7 mm, with a significantly improved signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) compared to conventional single coil EMATs. The detection
range of the surface crack has thereby been widened, showing proven sensitivity
to surface cracks that were deeper than 1 mm. The lift-off behaviour comparison
between physically spaced coils and those pulsed with time delays is given, showing
them to be equivalent for all but the smallest separations which are required to give
a high frequency/small wavelength signal.

Secondly, a dual-mode (Rayleigh wave and shear-vertical bulk wave) pitch-
catch EMAT system was developed for faster inspection for surface cracks on both
near- and opposite sides of a bar sample. The EMAT transmitter and receiver used
the racetrack design, giving good SNRs for an incident Rayleigh wave propagating
on the sample near-side surface for near-side surface crack characterisation, and an
angled shear wave propagating into the bulk for far-side surface crack detection.
Defects were indicated by a reduction in the transmitted Rayleigh wave amplitude,
and by blocking of the shear wave. Used together, a full picture of both surfaces
can be obtained, with the ability to identify the spurious crack signal that may be
found when using only a single wavemode, and the ability to accurately measure
the complex geometric information of the near-side surface crack.
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Nomenclature

α Ultrasound amplitude drop rate

αa Ultrasound amplitude drop rate (absorption)

αs Ultrasound amplitude drop rate (scattering)

µ̄ Relative permeability

D̄ Average diameter of the scatterer

F̄
(L)
s Static Lorentz force (normalised)

f̄
(L)
s Static Lorentz force array (normalised)

δ Electromagnetic skin depth

∆τ Time delay unit

δij Kronecker delta

ε Permittivity

Γij Christoffel acoustic tensor

ˆ̄f
(L)
s Static Lorentz force array (normalised) in Fourier domain

Ŝ Detected ultrasound (in Fourier domain) generated by an EMAT

array

λ Wavelength

λp Wavelength to give peak amplitude

λR Rayleigh wave wavelength

λ, µ Lamé constant
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µ Permeability

µ0 Permeability (free space)

∇· Divergence of a vector field

∇× Curl of a vector field

ν Poisson’s ratio

ω Angular frequency

⊗ Convolution operator

ρ Density

ρf Free charge density

σ Conductivity

σ Stress

σij Stress tensor

τj or τ0,j Time delay for jth coil element

A Magnetic vector potential

AV
r Magnetic vector potential in free space when considering EMAT

receiving process

B Magnetic flux density

B0 Biasing field (static)

D Electric flux density

E Electric field

EM
r Electric field in the material when considering EMAT receiving

process

F(L) Lorentz force

F(M) Magnetisation force

F
(L)
dynamic Lorentz force (dynamic)
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F
(L)
static or F

(L)
s Lorentz force (static)

H Magnetic field

J Current density

JD Displacement current density

Je Eddy- (mirror) current density

JMr Current density in the material when considering EMAT receiv-

ing process

M Magnetisation

M0 Magnetisation within biasing field

P Electric polarisation

u Displacement

VV
r Potential difference in free space when considering EMAT receiv-

ing process

θ Incident angle

θE Surface crack inclined angle

Ẽz0 Electric field at the sample surface

H̃z0 Magnetic field at the sample surface

J̃e,y y-component of eddy-current density from all depths

J̃ tote,y Two-coil eddy-current density model

ε Strain

εij Strain tensor

~i Unit vector in Cartesian coordinates

~j Unit vector in Cartesian coordinates

~k Unit vector in Cartesian coordinates

a EMAT linear coil width
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B0,z z-component of biasing field (static)

C Elastic constant

c Ultrasound speed

cL Longitudinal wave speed

cR Rayleigh wave speed

cT Shear wave speed

Cijkl 4th order elasticity tensor (81 components)

deff or Deff Linear coil spacing (phased) in the EMAT coil array

dij Piezoelectric coefficient tensor

dj,0 Physical separation between jth element and the reference ele-

ment

d or D Linear coil spacing in the EMAT coil array

e Electron charge

f Frequency

f∗p Upper limit of the frequency to give peak amplitude

fDp Frequency to give peak amplitude in the coil width spatial func-

tion

fHp Frequency to give peak amplitude in the coil spacing and number

spatial function

fTp Frequency to give peak amplitude in the full coil array spatial

function

f0 Centre frequency

fp Frequency to give peak amplitude

FEIP Rayleigh wave signal enhancement factor

ffitted Gaussian fitted frequency

f
(L)
s Static Lorentz force array
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h EMAT Lift-off

HM
x x-component of magnetic field in the material

HM
z z-component of magnetic field in the material

i
√
−1

Je,y y-component of eddy-current density

k Wavenumber

ks Ultrasound frequency shift rate

N Number of the applied coil

Ndi Number of the applied coil dipole

p Pressure wave

q Electric charge

Rh Mode converted Rayleigh wave

Ri Incident Rayleigh wave

Rp Pressure wave reflection coefficient

Rr Reflected Rayleigh wave

Rt Transmitted Rayleigh wave

S(t) Detected ultrasound generated by an EMAT array

s(t) Detected ultrasound

Sph(t) Detected ultrasound generated by a phased EMAT array

t Time

T0 Time period

tE Surface crack vertical depth

Tp Pressure wave transmission coefficient

uy Ultrasonic displacement

u0 Ultrasonic displacement at sample surface
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vIP In-plane velocity

vOP Out-of-plane velocity

y(t) Driving signal
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Chapter 1

Background

This work focuses on novel electromagnetic acoustic transducer (EMAT) designs for

applications in the field of industrial non-destructive evaluation (NDE). It utilises

the phasing technique for near-side surface inspection (chapters 5 and 6) and devel-

ops multiple ultrasonic mode techniques for double-sided surface inspection (chapter

7). The novel designs of EMATs presented in this work are intended to be used for

enhanced surface crack characterisation on metal surfaces.

This chapter first introduces the material defects that can exist in engineering

components, structures and systems. Secondly, the concept and necessity of NDE

with its unique advantages is outlined. An overview of conventional NDE techniques

for material surface/subsurface characterisation is given in the following sections,

with more weight given to ultrasonic testing (UT), including three established meth-

ods that are relevant to this work. The benefits of EMATs and the outline of this

work are illustrated at the end of the chapter.

1.1 Defects in industrial applications

The technology explosion since the first industrial revolution has led to many differ-

ent types of material being used in every aspect of human life in today’s world [12].

From materials of natural origin that can be found everywhere, such as wood and

cotton to composites that are man-made and specific to a purpose, materials ex-

hibiting proper structural or functional properties are the central concern for choice

as a component within an industrial application. Nevertheless, material integrity

will degrade in various technical stages, from design and production to the com-

ponent’s lifetime during service. The interaction between engineered materials and

the environment, for example, the mechanical loading they are subjected to, or the
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Figure 1.1: (a) Surface cracks in railways due to rolling contact fatigue. The cracks
are located in the gauge corner (picture taken from [1]). (b). Cross-sectioned view
of the cracks. The cracks are growing inclined with an angle of θE (less than 40°)
into the rail track depth direction.

environmental influence such as chemical content or temperatures, may eventually

lead to faults or failure of the components, structures and systems [2].

In this work, the defects of interest are surface-breaking defects. This type of

defect can be formed by various mechanisms and can be found in many situations.

There are two primary types of influence that are responsible for causing a surface-

breaking defect; fatigue and corrosion. Fatigue is the phenomenon of the degradation

of material property under dynamic loading. Permanent damage in the form of

micro-cracks is initiated at the place where the stress is localised and they will

progressively grow with the number of cyclic loads until final fracture occurs [13].

One typical surface cracking problem due to fatigue is rolling contact fatigue (RCF)

in railway tracks [14]. When the train wheel rolls on the top of the rail head, a high

pressure is produced onto the rail head surface by the intimate contact between the

wheel and the rail. Surface flaws can arise after repeated passing of the wheel over

the track. Note that, at the crown, where the rail is straight, the pressure is less likely

to lead to a fracture, however, at the gauge corner (bends on the track), the pressure

is over a smaller area and hence increases and cracking occurs. Figure 1.1(a) is a

photograph showing the appearance of the fatigue cracking above the gauge corner,

namely gauge corner cracking (GCC), in a steel rail [1]. Such cracks often grow in

clusters with a shallow angle to the rail top surface [14], illustrated in figure 1.1(b).

Corrosion is when a material interaction with the surrounding environment

leads to changes in its properties. The corrosive effect is attributable to chemical

or electrochemical reactions between the metal and the environment, sometimes

accompanied by other factors such as heat, mechanical stress or biological (micro-

organisms) participants. The result of corrosion is harmful and can lead to material
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loss and impairment of the technical system [2].

Another hazardous type of surface crack is stress-corrosion cracking (SCC)

where cracks are initiated by the simultaneous action of stress and the corrosive

environment. Alloys such as stainless steel and the family of aluminium alloys are

susceptible to SCC, although the underlying mechanism is difficult to standardise

and still under research [15]. SCC can start from the exposed material surface and

propagate along a grain boundary, giving intergranular SCC (IGSCC). Branched

features can be formed after the IGSCC grows into the bulk of the material, before

a sudden fracture occurs. Another type of SCC, transgranular SCC (TGSCC),

does not have a preference for propagation along grain boundaries, and can be even

harder to predict [15]. Unlike other corrosive attack, SCC is often hidden as it

is more difficult to characterise from the material surface condition as the defects

can be closed. A careful diagnostics strategy is therefore needed to prevent any

catastrophic failure of the item that can be caused by SCC.

1.2 Non-destructive evaluation (NDE)

Functionality and reliability is indispensable to all technical systems, but faults and

failures may occur over time. Regular and stringent quality checks are therefore

needed. Non-destructive evaluation (also known as non-destructive testing (NDT)

or non-destructive inspection (NDI)) plays an important role in performance control

and condition monitoring of industrial components. Many organisations concerned

with NDE and quality control have been founded across the world, such as the

American Society For Nondestructive Testing (ASNT), American Society for Test-

ing and Materials (ASTM), European Organisation For Quality Control (EOQC),

British Institute of Nondestructive Testing (BINDT), etc. International standards

have been formed for NDE and NDE engineers [16].

NDE has been widely used for routine material inspection. It refers to the

science and technology of assessing the object (product, machine, structures, etc)

without impairing their current performance and future serviceability [2, 17, 18].

Unlike destructive testing, such as tensile testing to evaluate the material mechanical

properties, a material which has undertaken NDE can retain its original functionality

for future usage. NDE is well-used for defect localisation and characterisation, where

the latter is the central concern of this thesis.

There are many advantages provided by NDE technology. For example, if a

product can be properly examined by NDE techniques, the factor of ignorance of its

state can be reduced and a higher reliability and safety level can be obtained. This
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is beneficial for both customer and manufacturer as the chance of a faulty product

can be minimised and the manpower of rework can be eliminated to reduce the cost.

Components such as rails, turbines and nuclear power plants, are normally inspected

during shut-downs; for example, using the conventional dye-penetrant method re-

quires sample surface preparation so it is clean enough for appropriate penetrant use.

Advanced NDE allows for on-line monitoring during operation, which can lead to

significant savings in time and cost and an increase in system productivity [2]. Much

research and development is now happening for on-line NDE inspection techniques.

Future NDE techniques will be expected to be part of the Fourth Industrial Rev-

olution (4IR), where digital and physical networks are fused organically to enable

self-diagnosis and resource efficiency improvements for future society [19]. Intelli-

gent and efficient inspection methods can play a key role in the transition of NDE

to the 4IR. The EMAT technique is one of the potential methods for fast on-line

ultrasonic inspection.

While NDE is capable of providing a wealth of information about an object,

it is never comprehensive enough to give a diagnostic of a black box with absolute

accuracy. Gaining knowledge from different NDE methods is the basis of integrity

for testing by an NDE practitioner. An overview of conventional NDE methods is

given in the next section. As a highly multi-disciplinary subject, advancement of

NDE requires understanding of topics such as classical physics, material science,

mechanical engineering, and chemistry.

1.3 Overview of conventional NDE methods

There have been a large number of NDE methods developed or used since the

1900s [16], among which the most widely accepted for surface or subsurface defect

detection are, visual testing, liquid penetrant inspection (LPI), magnetic particle

inspection (MPI), eddy-current testing (ECT) and UT. It should be noted that UT

is available for both surface and volumetric detection, while the other techniques

are primarily focused on surface inspection.

When launching a NDE process for a certain diagnostics purpose, a frame-

work that is generally applicable can be summarised as [17, 18];

1. preparation of the testpiece material. For example, pre-clean of the inspection

surface before using LPI.

2. Implementing the testing technique. For example, using ultrasound as a tool

for sensing the voids/flaws/cracks in a material through sound reflection.
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3. Understanding interaction between the testing probe and the test sample,

which may lead to a modified testing signal that carries sample as well as

defect information.

4. Detection of the testing signals sent in step 2.

5. Signal processing of the received signal.

6. Data interpretation.

7. Delivery of the examination results.

The system consists of three parts; the test sample, the probing instrumentation and

the human inspector. Each part corresponds to one or more steps listed above; for

example, the test sample is dominant in step 1 and 3, the probing instrumentation

affects from step 2 to 5, and the human inspector skill determines steps 5,6 and 7.

It can be seen that all three parts are indispensable and they are inter-dependent.

In the sections below, a brief introduction is given to each basic NDE method,

from the physical principle to its limitations. Information is summarised from ref-

erences [2, 16, 17, 18, 20].

1.3.1 Visual testing

Visual testing, as its name refers, indicates that the material examination is by

human eyes (or, potentially, cameras with machine vision techniques applied). It

includes the optical illumination of the object and the sensing of the reflected light. It

is often accompanied by optical aids such as borescope, fibrescopes and videoscopes

etc. [20]. Generally, visual testing is usable on all materials. A wealth of information

about the surface condition of an opaque sample can be provided, including the

colours and shapes of the surface cracks and the gloss of the surface finish, etc.

The principle of visual testing is the simplest, but it is still widely used.

Evaluation of sophisticated structures usually combines multiple NDE methods and

visual testing is always implemented in the first instance, where feasible. However,

visual testing is highly subjective and is hard to document. An experienced inspector

is required. Recently, development of visual testing has benefited from advances in

optics, robotics and imaging processing [20].

1.3.2 Liquid Penetrant Inspection (LPI)

LPI is a method based on capillary action between a liquid applied to a sample

surface and the surface-breaking defects, which makes the latter visible [2]. The basic
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steps of implementing a LPI start from surface preparation, where any contaminants

or surface finish that can prevent the penetrant from entering the flaws are removed.

Then the liquid penetrant is applied onto the inspection area and remains there for

a sufficient period of time to allow enough penetrant to seep into the surface flaw.

Excess penetrant outside the flaw area is then carefully removed before a developer

(either dry or wet) is used to draw out the penetrant that has been trapped by the

flaw. A dwell time for the developer is allowed to permit a sufficient ‘bleedout’ of the

trapped penetrant. It is the colour contrast between the visible dyes (or fluorescent

dyes) of the penetrant and the developer that allow us to identify the cracks by

shining light (or ultraviolet light) onto the sample.

LPI is an inexpensive technique with high sensitivity to open defects, that

has been widely used. Examination by LPI relies on acuity of the operator, but

training for an LPI inspector is easier than that of other methods such as ECT or

UT. However, LPI is not suitable for inspecting a material with a rough or porous

surface. Also, only those surface cracks with open mouths are detectable by LPI.

The liquid and developer must be fully removed after each inspection.

1.3.3 Magnetic Particle Inspection (MPI)

MPI uses small magnetic particles to visualise the surface/subsurface cracks within

a magnetised material. Figure 1.2 shows the magnetic flux distribution in a cracked

material after being magnetised. The direction of the internal magnetic field is from

right (south pole) to left (north pole). Due to the air gap created by the surface

crack, the magnetic field experiences distortion, leading to magnetic leakage fields

that can be indicated by a fine ferromagnetic powder applied to the sample. The

solid arrows in figure 1.2 are used to indicate the magnetic flux. At the crack mouth,

the material behaves like two separated magnets, and the flux is ‘curved’ due to the

discontinuities of the magnetic properties between the air and the material. Ferro-

magnetic powders (either in dry or wet form) around such leakage fields indicate

the presence of the crack.

The MPI method can also detect subsurface cracks, and it is widely recog-

nised that, the stronger the magnetisation is, the deeper the effective detection thick-

ness [16]. The general procedure of launching a MPI test includes surface prepa-

ration, magnetisation of the workpiece, application of the ferromagnetic powder,

material illumination and inspection, and finally demagnetisation of the workpiece

and removal of the magnetic particle [16].

Both LPI and MPI can be considered as enhanced visual methods. However,

MPI offers better time savings than LPI as no extra dwell time is required. Also,
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Figure 1.2: Principle of the MPI method. Magnetic leakage fields (curved arrows)
are indicated by the accumulation of a fine ferromagnetic powder (area above the
crack in green).

MPI allows for subsurface defect detection, which is not applicable for either vi-

sual testing or LPI. For deeper cracks, however, a strong magnetisation is required,

which can lead to overheating of the material when the magnetisation is under-

taken by a high-power encircling coil. The drawback of MPI compared to LPI is

that it is only applicable on magnetic materials with the testing temperature be-

low their Curie temperatures. The orientation of the crack can significantly affect

the detection probability, for example, if a narrow crack is parallel to the direction

of the internal magnetic field, no flux leakage arises, thus the crack is not observ-

able. Multi-direction magnetisation is required to improve the detection accuracy,

which increases inspection time. Both techniques require cleaning of the sample

after inspection, which has an environmental impact.

1.3.4 Eddy-current Testing (ECT)

ECT is an electromagnetic NDE method that can evaluate the surface/subsurface

discontinuities in a conductive material. Unlike MPI, where it is the magnetic field

within the magnetised workpiece being used, ECT uses small external coils carry-

ing alternating currents to deliver an electromagnetic field in the testing medium.

Figure 1.3 shows the principle of ECT using a single solenoid coil to inspect a flat,

cracked, conductor. The coil is driven by an alternating current, and a dynamic

magnetic field, indicated by the solid arrow pointed into the sample, is generated.

This electromagnetic field is the primary field in this scenario. Secondary fields that

resist the primary field (i.e with an opposite direction with respect to the primary

field) will be induced within a conductor when it is placed close to the inspection
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Figure 1.3: Principle of ECT method using a solenoid coil to detect a crack in a flat
conductor. Eddy currents are induced within the conductor via the AC driven coil.
At the surface crack, the eddy currents are disrupted and the changes in signals
detected are the indication of crack presence.

coil. For a circular coil, the induced electrical currents flow in a circular path and

attenuate exponentially over the conductor thickness direction; these are the eddy

currents. The characteristics of the eddy current will be detailed in section 3.2.1

when discussing EMAT generation. A back electromotive force (emf) is induced in

the inspection coil due to the existence of the eddy current. When encountering a

surface discontinuity (shown in black, filled triangle), the eddy current is disrupted,

and so the change in emf in the coil allows the detection of the discontinuity.

ECT is a method with high sensitivity. It is not only capable of flaw de-

tection, but also material/coating thickness gauging and measurements of physical

properties such as hardness, conductivity etc [16, 21, 22]. ECT is available for non-

contact inspection, as it does not need direct contact between the coil probe and

the sample surface. It can give results more quickly than LPI or MPI. However,

ECT is only applicable on conducting materials and requires scanning of the sam-

ple. The eddy current is confined to a very thin region near the material surface

(see section 3.2.1 for more details), leading to a small frequency-dependent effective

depth for subsurface defect detection. The high sensitivity of ECT to many param-

eters means the testing condition needs to be strictly controlled so only one factor

is varied during the measurement. A skilful ECT operator is required to interpret

the ECT results.
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1.3.5 Radiographic Testing (RT)

Radiographic testing (RT) is another NDE method that has been widely applied

in industry. X-rays or gamma-rays are used as ionising ration that can penetrate

through a testpiece material, to produce a photographic image (radiograph) [17]. A

basic film radiograph can provide information about a cavity (such as a volumetric

defect) two-dimensionally from the interpretation of the intensity of the X-rays (or

gamma-rays) when they reach the film. For example, a small intensity is obtained in

the absence of a cavity due to the higher degree of the material absorption, whereas

intensity is larger when a cavity occurs and there is less absorption.

RT is a versatile technique that can be used for both metallic or non-metallic

samples. It provides high sensitivity for material volumetric inspection in different

engineering components [2, 17]. However, X-rays or gamma-rays are very hazardous

and suitable precautions are always required. Conventional RT equipment is bulkier

and more expensive than other NDE methods such as LPI or ECT. More details

of RT technique are not included in this thesis as it is less used for surface crack

detection.

1.3.6 Ultrasonic Testing (UT)

UT is a versatile method that has been extensively used in all major industries

including nuclear, rail, aerospace and process industries [2]. It is also the technique

of central concern in this work. UT is not limited to surface/subsurface applications,

but is also available for bulk inspection.

In the UT method, an ultrasonic wave is used as the testing probe for object

examination. An ultrasonic wave is a mechanical stress wave where the frequency of

the vibration is more than 20 kHz [23]. The characteristics of ultrasound propagation

is similar to that of optical waves, where reflection/transmission, refraction and

scattering can occur when the wave encounters an obstacle. The beam directivity

of ultrasound makes it an ideal technique for crack detection or material thickness

gauging.

In a conventional UT system, an ultrasound wave is first sent by an ultra-

sonic emitter into the target medium. Such a wave can be transmitted, reflected and

scattered at any discontinuities during the path of propagation. Then, a receiver

(either the same transducer as the emitter or a separate one) is used to detect the

reflected/transmitted signal, which carries information about any material discon-

tinuities. Careful interpretation/data analysis is then performed on the received

signal to give information about the material imperfections such as cracks, porosi-
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Figure 1.4: Generation arrangements of UT transducers. ‘T’ refers to ultrasound
transmitter. ‘R’ refers to ultrasound receiver. (a) Pulse-echo mode. (b) Through-
transmission method. (c) Reflection method.

ties, inclusions etc.

The arrangement of the sound emitter/receiver can be categorised into three

types according to the locations and the number of ultrasound transducers being ap-

plied; pulse-echo method, through-transmission method and reflection method [16].

Figure 1.4 illustrates these. In pulse-echo mode (figure 1.4(a)), a single transducer

is used to generate ultrasound and detect the reflected sound signal. This method

has been widely applied since only a single side of the test sample is required to

be accessible for a single transducer. One of the most popular applications based

on this configuration is ultrasonic thickness gauging [24], where the sample thick-

ness can be accurately measured by calculating the ultrasound time-of-flight (with

knowledge of the sound speed). The degree of the metal thickness loss due to corro-

sion, erosion etc can be evaluated non-destructively. In figures 1.4(b) and (c), which

correspond to through-transmission and reflection methods respectively, two sepa-

rate transducers are needed, in which one is for ultrasound generation and the other

is for detection. In the through-transmission method, access to both sides of the

workpiece is required, so the transmitted bulk wave can be detected by the receiver.

The reflection method is also called the pitch-catch method, where both transmitter

and receiver are placed on the same side of the sample, using the reflected wave

signal to evaluate the defect. The position of the defect can be understood from the

ray path given in figure 1.4(c). Angle beam transducers are typically used for this

arrangement.

The ultrasonic data obtained by UT transducers is normally displayed in

three formats; A-scan (amplitude mode display), B-scan (brightness mode display)

and C-scan (time-motion mode). Figure 1.5 gives a brief demonstration of each. An
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Figure 1.5: Formats of ultrasonic data representation; A-scan is from a single point
showing the amplitude information at a certain time/depth trace. A B-scan consists
of multiple A-scans. It is formed by combining all A-scans obtained after scanning
along a line in the x-direction. A C-scan is the cross section view of the workpiece
at a certain depth.

A-scan is the most basic form, showing the ultrasonic amplitude as a function of time

or distance at a single location. B-scan and C-scans contain imaging information. A

B-scan normally consists of multiple A-scans obtained from moving the transducer

along a certain path. In a B-scan display, the x-axis indicates time (or depth)

and the y-axis is the location of the transducer, or vice versa. A C-scan normally

contains information about a cross section through the sample. The transducer is

scanned over the xy-plane. The amplitude at a certain depth/time point is extracted

to form the image of the scanned plane. In this work, A-scans and B-scans were

mostly used.

UT methods exhibit many advantages over other NDE techniques. Firstly,

instantaneous results can be available from the UT display. The three display for-

mats can be used together [25], with the ability to provide rich information about

a crack including its location, size and shape. Also, surface, subsurface or bulk

defects are detectable using UT, depending on measurement configuration, and its

penetration depth is larger than the other techniques listed above. However, mate-

rials with coarses grain, irregular shape or very small size can be unfavourable for

UT examination. Conventional UT using piezoelectric transducers requires an extra

medium of couplant between transducer and sample surface to reduce the transmis-
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sion loss due to acoustic impedance mismatch, and this can cause beam divergence

and unrepeatable results. The use of couplant can also require a flat and relatively

clean surface to be inspected (surface preparation), which may further reduce the

inspection efficiency. EMATs, as a non-contact ultrasonic technique, can overcome

some of these drawbacks. Additionally, equipment calibration may be needed be-

fore implementing the UT, and an experienced operator is required. More details

of ultrasound transduction methods can be found in section 2.3 and chapter 3.

Throughout this work, EMAT transducers arranged in pitch-catch mode were

developed. Surface wave transmission to evaluate surface-breaking defects was stud-

ied in chapters 5 and 6. In chapter 7, both bulk waves and surface waves were used.

An alternative reflection and transmission method was developed for surface crack

characterisation.

1.4 Established UT techniques

The above section gave a basic introduction to the NDE UT method. Selected

specialist ultrasonic techniques that have been established for advanced uses are

described in this section. They are; time-of-flight diffraction (TOFD), guided wave

ultrasonic inspection, and phased array (PA) UT for enhanced beam performance

and imaging convenience.

1.4.1 Time-of-Flight Diffraction

TOFD is a method using wave diffraction to give information about crack size and

depth. The ability of high accuracy and automated inspection has brought TOFD

more attention since the 1980s [26]. It is now considered as an alternative to replace

conventional pulse-echo ultrasonics and radiography for weld inspection [27].

Figure 1.6(a) shows the typical arrangement for a TOFD test using a lon-

gitudinal wave [26]. A pair of transducer consisting of an ultrasonic transmitter

and receiver is used in pitch-catch mode on the same side of the sample. The wide

beam of the transmitter allows the longitudinal wave to cover a wide sectoral region.

There is also a lateral wave propagating along the near surface. On the receiver side,

two waves are expected to be detected where no defect is present; the incident lat-

eral wave (LW) and the longitudinal wave reflected from the back wall (BW), whose

ray paths are illustrated in the figure. When a crack is at a depth that is located

between the lateral wave and the back wall, additional diffracted waves from the

crack tips (the top, ‘diffract 1’, and the bottom, ‘diffract 2’) are created and will

be detected by the receiver. With knowledge of the sound speed, the transit time
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Figure 1.6: Typical TOFD arrangement, after [2]. (a) Ultrasound transducers are
placed in pitch-catch mode. Ray paths of the lateral wave (LW), the diffracted
waves (diffract 1 and 2) and the back wall echo (BW) are indicated. (b) A typical
TOFD A-scan display, according to the waves in (a).

of different waves can be found, so the corresponding waveforms in the received

A-scan trace can be identified. By solving simple trigonometric relations, crack size

and depth can be obtained. Figure 1.6(b) gives a typical TOFD A-scan [26]. Four

waves can be observed; the incident lateral wave, the diffracted wave from the crack

top, the diffracted wave from the crack bottom, and the back wall echo.

The existence of the lateral wave hinders the detection of surface/near-

subsurface defects using TOFD. A modified Hough transform method was studied to

remove the interference from the surface waves [28]. The directed/reflected surface

wave patterns on the TOFD image were partially removed and the signal-to-noise

ratios of the desired diffracted waves were significantly increased. It can also be seen

that the effective region of a TOFD inspection is reduced when the sample thickness

is decreased, as the back wall echo starts to overlap with the incident lateral wave

in the A-scan. Miniaturising the transducer and increasing the pulse frequency can

be helpful. A combined immersion-TOFD system (conventional TOFD used under

water) was proposed to enhance the performance on thin materials [29]. The beam

angle and the transducer separation are more flexible and can be adjusted under the

water, so a higher angle longitudinal wave can be generated to detect a shallower

crack.

1.4.2 Long range guided wave ultrasonics

Conventional UT methods send ultrasound into bulk media. Arrangements such as

the pulse-echo mode are a typical inspection type and can be very time consuming

and costly when a large scale is under test, as every point on the sample needs to

be tested. Using ultrasonic guided waves for long-range screening is an attractive
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alternative [3, 30]. Unlike pulse-echo piezoelectric ultrasound, where waves with

high frequency (small wavelength) are used, guided wave ultrasonics normally uses

sound waves with much lower frequency (greater wavelength). When the sound

wavelength is comparable to the thickness of the sample, or the sample has a curved

geometry, the sample becomes a waveguide, where the stress waves will travel along

the boundaries with special characteristics [3]. Such waves are typically from tens of

kilohertz to hundreds of kilohertz (depending on the material geometric properties),

as these show a lower degree of attenuation during propagation (see section 2.1.4

for ultrasound attention). The possible travel distance of guided waves is from

several to tens of metres, overcoming the drawback of the short travelling distance

exhibited by conventional UT [3]. Guided wave ultrasonics in plates or cylindrical

structures has been extensively developed, and has been applied in many situations,

such as composite plates, rails, vessels, tubes or pipelines diagnostics in all major

industries [30, 31, 32, 33].

Guided waves show some complexity during propagation, and the material

and its geometry will determine the characteristics of the guided waves that it may

support. The dispersion of guided waves describes that waves with different fre-

quencies may travel at different velocities. Lamb waves and shear-horizontal (SH)

guided waves are two examples of guided waves that can occur in a plate (or shell)

with finite thickness. Section 2.1.3 gives the scientific basis for Lamb waves, from

which the solution (equations 2.41 and 2.42) suggests the wave motion can be cate-

gorised into asymmetric and symmetric modes, as demonstrated in figure 2.5. The

SH guided wave is a group of waves that propagates in a free plate. The particle vi-

bration of SH guided wave is parallel to the surface of the waveguide. An attractive

property of SH guided waves is that the fundamental mode is non-dispersive on flat

samples, where both group and phase velocities are the same at all frequencies [3].

SH guided waves are also capable of travelling around a bend with very limited

energy loss [34], showing the potential to inspect a long distance in the presence of

bends or other obstacles. This type of wave is not easy to generate using conven-

tional pieozoelectric transducers, but can be generated by EMATs very efficiently.

SH EMATs have been applied for weld inspection, and more details are given in

sections 3.4.2 and 3.4.4.

Guided wave modes become more complex in pipeline or tubes. There are

two axisymmetric wave modes that can be identified in a pipe; longitudinal wave

(L-mode) and torsional wave (T-mode), which propagate in the pipe axial direction.

L-mode and T-mode are analogous to Lamb wave and SH wave, respectively, if the

pipe is approximated as a curved plate, but the circumferential geometry of the pipe
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causes another layer of complexity. The flexure mode of the pipe can also give rise

to another type of wave, flexural waves (F-mode), which are non-axisymmetric [30].

Typical instrumentation for a guided wave system employs a ring of trans-

ducers, when a tubular structure is under test [32]. The large volumetric length

inspection is undertaken by a single shot of the probe at a single position. The

transducer array is arranged circumferentially for sending and receiving the ultra-

sound, which is similar to the conventional pulse-echo method when reflection of the

sound wave is used to evaluate discontinuities. Nevertheless, the complexity of wave

modes and the dispersive nature make guided waves hard to interpret in a complex

structure. Highly experienced technicians are required to operate GWT. One of the

effective methods to simplify the data processing is to implement mode selection on

the transducer side, such that only a single mode can be sent and received from the

sample [35, 36].

1.4.3 Phased Array UT

The phased array method is an advanced technique that has been extensively used

in a variety of different areas, including radar, acoustics and ultrasonography [37,

38, 39]. Development of ultrasonic phased arrays (PAs) for NDE purposes benefits

from recent advances in electronics and material science. The ability of a PA UT

system, such as dynamic beam control and slice imaging through the object, make

it accepted in many demanding practices [40].

The common arrangement of an UT inspection (explained in section 1.3.5)

is undertaken by a single-element transducer to emit the sound wave with fixed

beam characteristics. In a PA system, a probe contains multiple elements, and

each of them is individually driven by a pulse with an appropriate time delay fac-

tor. The delay sequence of the entire array is programmable, known as focal law,

and the beam characteristics of the array are electronically tunable. Figure 1.7

demonstrates three basic beam profiles transmitted from a typical PA system. In

figure 1.7(a), when all elements are pulsed simultaneously (no phasing is applied), a

plane wave propagating in the normal direction is generated. This is similar to the

performance of a single-element transducer, where the beam width is determined by

the transducer aperture size. The beam can also be steered into a certain direction,

as can be seen in figure 1.7(b). The time delay between the neighbouring elements is

progressively increased, so the corresponding phase shift between different elements

leads to coherent constructive interference primarily in the desired direction. Simi-

larly, focusing at various depths is achievable via a PA. Figure 1.7(c) exemplifies a

simple PA array accompanied with a symmetric focal law. The combined wavefront
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Figure 1.7: Phased array modalities: (a) array without phasing. (b) Beam steering.
(c) Beam focusing.

is chosen to be symmetric around the central element. With the propagation of the

wave, a final focal point can be obtained at a calculated depth, if the velovity of the

wave is known precisely.

PA ultrasonics is replacing conventional pulse-echo ultrasonics in many appli-

cations due to its superb sensitivity and the controllable electronic unit. Mechanical

moving of a single transducer is required to form a B-scan display, while a B-scan

is obtainable with a single PA probe by simply combining the results from multiple

elements (elements are working as both transmitters and receivers with multiplex-

ing) [40]. The ability of beam steering also allows a sector scan over a wider area,

and this has been applied to inspect complex weld structures [41]. Recently, many

efforts have been made on data post-processing and imaging techniques, including

full-matrix capture (FMC) and the total focusing method (TFM) [42]. FMC is a

data-acquisition method for subsequent imaging post-processing. It allows collec-

tion of all possible data from a PA probe. Each element is fired in turn and the

rest are used to receive the reflected signals, for example, a 16-element probe will

capture a 16 by 16 matrix dataset. Each cell contains a time-domain signal from

a transmit-receive pair. The algorithm of TFM allows one to focus at each point

of interest, by mapping the amplitude in the A-scan in the FMC matrix from the

calculated time-of-flight point [42]. Visual imaging with higher resolution can be ob-

tained. However, the complexity of PA electronics makes the system more expensive

than traditional UT systems. With a large number of pixels, the post-processing

for a high quality image can be computation and time consuming. Additionally,

a small size and a large number of ultrasonic elements are always needed for high

resolution imaging. A piezoelectric PA system with hundreds of elements can be

very expensive, and the need for couplant for NDE uses is sill a major drawback.
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1.5 Electromagnetic Acoustic Transducers (EMATs) for

ultrasonic NDE

The established ultrasonic methods introduced in this chapter show powerful ca-

pability to provide a wealth of information about a component, nondestructively.

Sending and receiving of the chosen ultrasonic signals are crucially important in

an ultrasonic NDE system. The common methods of ultrasound transduction are

introduced in chapter 2. While piezoelectric transducers are by far the most popular

choice, EMATs, as a counterpart, are gaining more attention due to their unique ad-

vantages. After decades of research and development, EMATs have been applied for

different purposes, for example, NDE damage detection (including thickness gaug-

ing) [43, 44], physical acoustics studies (evaluation of material elastic constants,

attenuation, grain size etc.) [11] and ultrasonic communication [45]. This work fo-

cuses on EMAT applications in NDE. Details of the EMAT technique are given in

chapter 3.

An EMAT typically consists of a coil and a permanent magnet. The coil is

used to introduce the electromagnetic field into the sample, and the magnet is to

provide a biasing field. Together these cause elastic motion in the sample. This

allows EMATs to work without the need of direct contact with the sample surface

(see more in sections 3.2 and 3.3), and removes issues relating to required flatness

of the sample, and surface preparation, and couplant.

The non-contact characteristic equips EMATs with more suitability over tra-

ditional piezoelectric transducers (which need couplant), especially for applications

within a harsh environment (hot, dry, corrosive etc.) [46, 47, 48]. EMATs also show

great potential for on-line inspection with fast speed [49]. In fact, the flexibility of

spatial configuration for the EMAT coil and magnets makes it possible to generate

all kinds of wavemodes, from conventional bulk waves and surface acoustic waves

(SAWs) to guided waves in different structures (see section 3.4). The beam shape

can also be customised, giving either straight beam or angle beam.

EMATs can be configured in all common arrangements such as pulse-echo,

through-transmission and pitch-catch [11]. However, EMATs are widely recognised

as having low efficiencies and are only used on conducting and/or magnetic ma-

terials. These drawbacks have hindered EMATs from being further applied. The

element size in an EMAT array system can never be as small as that in a piezo-

electric system by a significant margin, hence a lower imaging resolution can be

expected. However, PA EMATs are suitable for some special applications, in partic-

ular under harsh industrial environments or for inspection with wavemodes that are
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hard to generate using piezoelectric transducers. More details of PA EMAT designs

are introduced in section 3.4.4. The phased EMAT arrays proposed in this work

focus on extended ultrasonic surface wave applications. Instead of tuning the beam

to cover a wider inspection area, the phasing technique was used to enhance the

wave generation ability of EMATs.

Despite the above limitations, there is still much more that can be done

with EMATs. This work presents new designs of EMAT with a phased array con-

cept (chapters 5 and 6) and extended use of EMAT multiple wavemode generation

(chapter 7) for enhanced metal surface crack detection. Below gives the outline of

these designs;

1. Chapter 5. Illustration of the array design of EMAT proposed in this work,

from basic coil element formation to spatial performance of the entire array.

A Rayleigh wave was chosen as the ultrasonic wave required when configuring

a linear array system. This was to make use of the EMAT convenience, where

surface waves can be easily generated to inspect on a large scale with fast

speed (e.g. for RCF in railways) [50], or characterise a material under corrosive

conditions (e.g. for SCC) [48]. The lift-off effect of the proposed EMAT will be

thoroughly studied, as this behaviour can influence the non-contact advantage

of EMATs (see section 3.2.4 for EMAT lift-off problem).

2. Chapter 6. Implementing phasing onto the array EMAT proposed in chapter

5. The possible number of channels in the EMAT driver in this work was four

(introduced in chapter 4), but full control of Rayleigh wave characteristics

(frequency, bandwidth) was achieved via the phased EMAT system. The new

design significantly improved the performance of surface crack detection com-

pared to a conventional EMAT system. Comparison of the lift-off performance

between the phased and non-phased array EMAT is discussed.

3. Chapter 7. A multi-mode EMAT pitch-catch system is proposed. An EMAT

generating both an angle beam shear wave and direct surface wave was char-

acterised and used. A comprehensive scan of the near- and far-surfaces of a

metallic material was achievable through the use of the proposed EMAT pair.
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Chapter 2

Ultrasound basics and review

This chapter considers the ultrasonic technique in more detail. First the basic theory

of ultrasonic bulk waves, Rayleigh surface waves and Lamb waves propagation is

presented. Ultrasonic attenuation in a homogeneous media is also briefly introduced,

though this factor did not crucially influence the experimental results presented in

chapters 4 to 7. The behaviour of sound waves at interfaces is described in detail,

so that the behaviour of Rayleigh surface waves can be used to characterise surface-

breaking defects (chapters 5 to 7). Common methods of ultrasound transduction are

briefly introduced, including piezoelectric transducers, flexural air-borne transducers

and laser ultrasound, and the laser interferometer was used for ultrasound detection

in the later chapters. EMATs are described separately in chapter 3.

2.1 Ultrasonic waves in elastic media

2.1.1 Elastic behaviour of materials

Before understanding wave propagation in elastic media, a fundamental knowledge

of the deformative behaviour of an elastic solid is required. A mathematical frame-

work is included in this section to review the basic concepts and formulae of static

elasticity, such as the strain, the stress and Hooke’s law. Physical quantities demon-

strated below are represented in tensor notation.

The stress, σ, is a measure of internal forces in a body between its parti-

cles. When an elastic material is subjected to an applied stress, the deformation

undergone is described through the strain, ε [51]. In three-dimensions, the stress is

described by a stress tensor of rank two, σij , where i, j take values 1,2 or 3 (map-

ping to x1, x2 and x3 axes respectively). The first index indicates the direction of

the surface normal for the surface onto which the stress is applied and the second
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Figure 2.1: The stress tensor on a differential element [3].

indicates its direction [51]. The strain tensor, εij , is also a tensor of rank two. These

tensors are given below for three dimensional materials,

ε =

ε11 ε12 ε13

ε21 ε22 ε23

ε31 ε32 ε33

 and σ =

σ11 σ12 σ13

σ21 σ22 σ23

σ31 σ32 σ33

 . (2.1)

Figure 2.1 shows the definition of the stress tensor in Cartesian coordinates.

For materials that behave linearly and elastically, and for a deformation that

is sufficiently small, the constitutive relationship between the applied stress and the

strain can be written as [51],

σij = Cijklεkl. (2.2)

This is known as Hooke’s law and C is the elastic constant. Since C links σ and ε,

the elastic tensor Cijkl is a 4th order tensor which contains 81 components. For any

elastic body, these components are not always independent, and the tensor can be

simplified [52];

� using the symmetry of the stress and strain tensors (σij = σji and εij = εji)

leads to a reduction of the number of independent components of Cijkl from

81 to 36. This must hold as a result of the condition of static equilibrium.

If it was not the case, the paired stresses along any one axis could not be

balanced and this would cause acceleration and rotation. The symmetries lead

to only six independent components in σij or εij , including three diagonals

and three off-diagonals. Such symmetry is reflected in the matrix of C, as

Cijkl = Cjikl = Cijlk = Cjilk.

� The elastic constant matrix is symmetric, Cijkl = Cklij . This condition is
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satisfied for all elastic bodies, which further reduces the number of independent

constants of C to a maximum of 21.

There is a convention to use reduced notation to represent the elastic constants, due

to the above symmetries [51, 53, 54]; this is written as CIJ ≡ Cijkl, and I, J go

over values 1,2,3...6, since ij and kl are used in pairs. The conversion between the

normal indices and the reduced indices is

11→ 1, 22→ 2, 33→ 3, 23, 32→ 4, 31, 13→ 5, 12, 21→ 6. (2.3)

Using the tensor-to-matrix notation, Hooke’s law (equation 2.2) in reduced notation

is rewritten as, 

σ11

σ22

σ33

σ23

σ31

σ12


=



C11 C12 C13 C14 C15 C16

C22 C23 C24 C25 C26

C33 C34 C35 C36

C44 C45 C46

C55 C56

s C66





ε11

ε22

ε33

ε23

ε31

ε12


, (2.4)

where the letter s indicates the symmetry of the C matrix.

Some of the elastic constants are further reducible depending on the struc-

tural properties of the material. For example, in isotropic cubic crystals, each of

the axes, x1, x2 and x3, are equivalent and so are the planes x1x2, x2x3 and x1x3.

This leads to an elastic behaviour where C11 = C22 = C33, C12 = C13 = C23 and

C44 = C55 = C66 [54]. The elastic constant matrix for such a medium is reduced

to [54],

C =



C11 C12 C12 0 0 0

C12 C11 C12 0 0 0

C12 C12 C11 0 0 0

0 0 0 C44 0 0

0 0 0 0 C44 0

0 0 0 0 0 C44


(2.5)

The Lamé parameters, λ (bulk modulus) and µ (shear modulus), historically are

used to represent C for an isotropic material; C12 = λ, C44 = µ and C11 = λ+ 2µ.

Hence, Hooke’s law (equation 2.2) for an isotropic bulk material can be written as,

σij = λεkkδij + 2µεij , (2.6)
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here δij is the Kronecker delta, which is equal to 1 if i = j, or 0 otherwise.

Hooke’s law (equation 2.2 or 2.6) is one of the three essential relations (along

with equations 2.7 and 2.8) for deriving the ultrasound wave motion in elastic ma-

terials. In the following two sections, waves in unbounded and bounded media

will be introduced. Waves travelling in isotropic materials are emphasised since all

test samples used in this work are aluminium bar samples with the top 3 mm re-

moved to avoid grain structure issues, and for the wavelengths used, can be taken

as isotropic [55].

2.1.2 Bulk waves in elastic media

In this section, ultrasonic harmonic motion (i.e. motion with a time factor of eiωt,

where ω is the angular frequency and t is time) in an unbounded isotropic elastic

media is introduced. The derivation reviewed below mainly follows the methods by

Rose [3] and Auld [54].

Firstly, the equation of motion is defined by Newton’s second law of mo-

tion, which states the kinetic relation between an object and the force acting on

it. Equation 2.7 gives the law in index notation that is commonly used in elastic-

dynamics [3, 53, 54, 56],

σij,j = ρüi, (2.7)

where σij,j =
∑
i

∑
j

∂σij
∂xj

and üi =
∑
i

∂2ui
∂t2

. ρ indicates the material density and

u is the particle displacement. The material particles undergo harmonic motion,

with ü = −k2u, where k is the wavenumber. The ultrasonic deformation is on a

small scale such that a linear approximation can be made between the strain and

the particle displacement, hence [51],

εij =
1

2
(ui,j + uj,i). (2.8)

The sections below introduce first the basic two types of wave motions in an un-

bounded material; shear and longitudinal motions, and then the bulk wave propa-

gation in an isotropic solid.

Shear and longitudinal motion

By substituting Hooke’s law (equation 2.6) and the deformation relation (equa-

tion 2.8) into Newton’s law (equation 2.7), the wave equation can be obtained, and

is given by,

(λ+ µ)uj,ij + µui,jj = ρüi. (2.9)
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This is the famous Navier’s governing equation. For clearer demonstration of the

physical quantities (the space, the time and the motion), the following derivation is

represented by vector notation. Using the Hamiltonian1 and Laplacian2 operators,

∇ and ∇2, equation 2.9 in vector form is written as,

(λ+ µ)∇(∇ · u) + µ∇2u = ρ
∂2

∂t2
u. (2.10)

To understand the wave motion described by the above governing equation,

the method of potentials can be used to find the harmonic solution. u is decomposed

via Helmholtz decomposition,

u = ∇φ+∇×ψψψ, ∇ ·ψψψ = 0, (2.11)

where φ and ψψψ are scalar and vector potentials, respectively. By substituting equa-

tion 2.11 into equation 2.10 and rearranging, and separating terms in φ and ψψψ, one

obtains the expression

∇
[
(λ+ 2µ)∇2φ− ρ ∂

2

∂t2
φ

]
+∇×

[
µ∇2ψψψ − ρ ∂

2

∂t2
ψψψ

]
= 0. (2.12)

This can be separated to give,

∇2φ− 1

c2L

∂2

∂t2
φ = 0, (2.13)

∇2ψψψ − 1

c2T

∂2

∂t2
ψψψ = 0, (2.14)

where cL and cT are longitudinal and shear velocities, respectively, with c2L =
λ+ 2µ

ρ

and c2T =
µ

ρ
. The above equations allow the description of two independent motions;

firstly, if ∇×ψψψ = 0 and hence u = ∇φ, then the displacement only has longitudinal

(dilatational) motion with a velocity cL. Similarly, if ∇φ = 0 and u = ∇ × ψψψ, the

displacement only has shear motion, with a velocity cT . These two wavemodes can

propagate in an infinite elastic body without any interaction.

1 ∇ =
∂

∂x1
~i +

∂

∂x2
~j +

∂

∂x3
~k

2 ∇2 =
∂2

∂x21
+

∂2

∂x22
+

∂2

∂x23
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Bulk wave propagation

Unlike the simple isotropic elastic wave behaviour (equation 2.9), waves travelling

in anisotropic media is far more complex. The Christoffel equation given below is

more general and can be used to study waves propagating in either isotropic or

anisotropic bodies [3, 53, 54],

(Γij − ρc2δij)uj = 0, (2.15)

where Γij is the Christoffel acoustic tensor and is dependent on the material crystal

structure. Γij = Cikljnknl, where nk and nl are the direction cosines of the normal

to the wavefront. Equation 2.15 can be used to solve the bulk wave propagation

in a certain direction. For example, in an isotropic crystal, assuming the plane

harmonic waves are travelling in the direction of [n1, n2, n3]=[0,0,1] (wavevector

k = |k| · [n1, n2, n3]), the Christoffel tensor is [3, 54],

Γ =

C44 0 0

0 C44 0

0 0 C11

 . (2.16)

Substituting the above Γ-matrix into equation 2.15 enables solution of the particle

displacement, which contains a group of three eigen-wavemodes;

1. A horizontally-polarised shear wave (SH shear wave), with speed c1 = cT . The

particle displacement, u1, is in the direction [1,0,0].

2. A vertically-polarised shear wave (SV shear wave), with speed c2 = cT . The

particle displacement, u2, is in the direction [0,1,0].

3. A longitudinal bulk wave (L shear wave), with speed c3 = cL. The particle

displacement, u3, is in the direction [0,0,1].

Figure 2.2 illustrates the wave motions in Cartesian coordinates x1-x2-x3. These

waves are the most commonly used ultrasonic waves in ultrasonic NDE and are

relevant to the physical phenomena described in chapter 7, where surface breaking

defects on the far side of a sample were scanned using the shear bulk wave.

2.1.3 Guided elastic waves

When bulk waves are coupled to the media boundaries, elastic motions with special

properties occur. Chapters 5 and 6 focus on detecting material surface breaking
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Figure 2.2: Schematic showing the propagation of plane waves in x3-direction. Three
eigenmodes, SH, SV and L, correspond to the three solutions of wavevector in the
[1,0,0], [0,1,0] and [0,0,1] directions, respectively.

Figure 2.3: Geometries showing samples in which (a) Rayleigh waves or (b) Lamb
waves will propagate.

defects using Rayleigh surface waves. Such a wave propagates along the material

surface, showing a unique sensitivity to surface discontinuities [57]. The elastic

model of the testpiece material is considered as a half-space with one free surface,

since the sample thickness is usually much greater than the Rayleigh wavelength

used. The coupling of the longitudinal and shear motions at the free surface results

in the special Rayleigh motion, which will be detailed in section 2.1.3.

A brief introduction is also given to Lamb waves in section 2.1.3. These waves

arise in plate structures when the sample thickness becomes comparable to or less

than the ultrasound wavelength. The Rayleigh-Lamb frequency dispersion relation

will be introduced, showing the numerical link between the Rayleigh surface wave

and Lamb wave when the sample thickness decreases from more than five times the

wavelength to zero.

Figures 2.3(a)&(b) demonstrate the geometry of the half-space and the plate

problem, respectively. The geometries are described in two dimensions where the

sagittal wave is formed only by the displacements in the x1 and x3 directions. It

is assumed that the size of the solids are infinitely large in the x2 direction and no

particle motion is in the x2 direction (u2 = 0).
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There are several classical methods to solve the above free half-space and

plate problems, for example, the method of displacement potentials [3, 53, 56, 57] or

the method of partial waves [53, 54]. The following introduces the derivation through

the former method. First, the displacement u, for the case of these two-dimensional

problems, can be written as,

u = (u1, 0, u3). (2.17)

The Helmholtz decomposition of the displacement (equation 2.11) states that φ and

ψψψ can be expressed as

φ = φ(x1, x3, t), (2.18)

ψψψ = (0, ψ2, 0) and ψ2 = ψ2(x1, x3, t), (2.19)

where x1 and x3 are the particle locations in the x1 and x3 dimensions. Under

the two-dimensional framework, ψψψ is simplified to a one-dimensional plane wave

propagation, ψ2 from here on. The above expressions for φ and ψ can be substituted

into equation 2.11, allowing the displacements u1 and u3 to be written in terms of

φ and ψ [3, 53],

u1 =
∂

∂x1
φ− ∂

∂x3
ψ, (2.20)

u3 =
∂

∂x1
ψ +

∂

∂x3
φ. (2.21)

Equations 2.20 and 2.21 are used to find the stress components, σ13 and σ33, which

are critical for solving the boundary conditions later. This is done by substituting

equations 2.8, 2.20 and 2.21 into equation 2.6, to obtain,

σ13 = µ

(
∂2

∂x21
ψ + 2

∂2

∂x1∂x3
φ− ∂2

∂x23
ψ

)
, (2.22)

σ33 = λ
∂2

∂x21
φ+ (λ+ 2µ)

∂2

∂x23
φ+ 2µ

∂2

∂x1∂x3
ψ. (2.23)

For Rayleigh and Lamb waves, different boundary conditions should be satisfied,

leading to different wave properties. The sections below give a brief review for both

waves.
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Rayleigh surface acoustic waves

Following the geometry given in figure 2.3(a), the boundary condition for Rayleigh

waves is,

σ13 = σ33 = 0 at x3 = 0. (2.24)

Recalling equations 2.13 and 2.14, which are the longitudinal (φ) and shear (ψ) wave

equations in an unbounded isotropic medium, a general harmonic solution for φ and

ψ can be written as,

φ = Ae−kqx3ei(kx1−ωt), (2.25)

ψ = Be−ksx3ei(kx1−ωt), (2.26)

in the x1-x3 plane, where q2 = 1 − c2

c2L
and s2 = 1 − c2

c2T
. A and B are unknown

constants. Equations 2.25 and 2.26 imply plane waves travelling in the direction of

x1 ([1,0,0]).

To solve for A, B, and find the Rayleigh velocity, cR, the boundary condition

described in equation 2.24 must be used. Substituting equations 2.25 and 2.26 and

equations 2.22 and 2.23 into the boundary condition yields,

A = i
2s

1 + s2
B or − 1 + s2

i2q
B, (2.27)

which holds if,

(s2 + 1)2 − 4qs = 0. (2.28)

This is the Rayleigh wave characteristic equation. The roots of the equation contain

the Rayleigh wave velocity. Equation 2.28 is rewritten by Viktorov [57] as,

η6 − 8η4 + 8(3− 2ξ2)η2 + 16(ξ2 − 1) = 0, (2.29)

where η = c/cT and ξ = cT /cL. Viktorov also provides an approximate solution of

the root, that is,

ηR ≈
0.87 + 1.12ν

1 + ν
, (2.30)

where ν is the material Poisson’s ratio. According to this approximation, the

Rayleigh velocity cR (c = cR) in an aluminium is about 2906 m/s for cT = 3111 m/s

and ν = 0.345 [58].

Another thing of note is the elliptical trajectory of the particle motion with

Rayleigh waves. This can be demonstrated from solving the displacement u1 and
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Figure 2.4: Rayleigh wave motion in an aluminium sample. (a) Normalised in-plane
(u1) and out-of-plane (u3) motions as a function of depth into the sample. (b) The
Rayleigh displacement vector at different depths, after [3]. a is the depth when the
particle motion reverses from that at the surface.

u3. Substituting equations 2.25, 2.26 and 2.27 into equations 2.20 and 2.21 gives,

u1 =
kB

2q

[
(1 + s2)e−kqx3 − 2qse−ksx3

]
cos(kx1 − ωt)

≡ G1(x3) cos(kx1 − ωt), (2.31)

u3 =
kB

2

[
−(1 + s2)e−kqx3 + 2e−ksx3

]
sin(kx1 − ωt)

≡ G3(x3) sin(kx1 − ωt). (2.32)

G1(x3) and G3(x3) are functions that describe the amplitude of the displacements

u1 and u3, receptively, as x3 is increased. An elliptical numerical relation can then

be identified from manipulating equations 2.31 and 2.32 into [3, 57],[
u1

G1(x3)

]2
+

[
u3

G3(x3)

]2
= 1. (2.33)

While the original displacements u1 and u3 refer to longitudinal and shear motions,

respectively, equation 2.33 indicates that the sum of these wavevectors results in an

elliptical particle motion. This motion decays into the material thickness, and has

a minor axis of |G1| and a major axis of |G3|. Figure 2.4 demonstrates the motion

properties of Rayleigh waves. The displacement amplitude is given in figure 2.4(a),

where both u1 and u3 values are normalised to their values at the surface (x3 = 0).

The in-plane motion refers to u1 and the out-of-plane motion refers to u3. Most

of the wave motion is concentrated within one wavelength of the surface. This is
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a key point that can be used for detecting surface cracks [57] and details will be

introduced in section 2.2.2. Figure 2.4(b) shows the Rayleigh elliptical motion at

different depths. The orientation of the motion is reversed at a depth, x3 = a, and

the motion occurring at deeper thicknesses (more than a wavelength, x3 > λR) is

insignificant, indicated by a much smaller size of the ellipse trajectory of u.

Lamb waves

Following the geometry given in figure 2.3(b), the boundary conditions for Lamb

waves are,

σ13 = σ33 = 0 at x3 = ±h, (2.34)

where h equals to half of the sample thickness. Similar to the Rayleigh derivation,

expressions for harmonic motion in φ and ψ are first suggested,

φ = Φ(x3)e
i(kx1−ωt), (2.35)

ψ = Ψ(x3)e
i(kx1−ωt), (2.36)

where Φ and Ψ are unknown functions indicating the wave distributions only in

the transverse direction (x3 dependences). Equations 2.35 and 2.36 are plane waves

that travel in the x1 direction ([1,0,0]) and are standing waves in the x3 direction

([0,0,1]). Recalling the wave equations for φ and ψ (equations 2.13 and 2.14), a

general solution for Φ and Ψ can be found as [53],

Φ(x3) = A1 sin(k3Lx3) +A2 cos(k3Lx3), (2.37)

Ψ(x3) = B1 sin(k3T x3) +B2 cos(k3T x3), (2.38)

where k3L and k3T are defined as the longitudinal and transverse (shear) wavenum-

bers in the x3-direction, and k23L =
ω2

c2L
− k2 and k23T =

ω2

c2T
− k2. The boundary

condition represented in equation 2.34 is satisfied only if Φ and Ψ are of opposite

parity [3, 53, 57]. Hence,

Φ(x3) = A2 cos(k3Lx3 + γ), (2.39)

Ψ(x3) = B1 sin(k3T x3 + γ), (2.40)

where γ = 0 or π/2. When γ = 0, σ13 is odd and σ33 is even about the axis of x3 = 0

(middle of the x1-x3 plane). When γ = π/2, σ13 is even and σ33 is odd about the

axis of x3 = 0. Substituting equations 2.39, 2.40, 2.35 and 2.36 into equations 2.20
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Figure 2.5: Illustration of Lamb wave modes. (a) Symmetric mode (S-mode). (b)
Asymmetric mode (A-mode).

and 2.21 yields the results,

u1 = ikA2 cos(k3Lx3 + γ) + k3TB1 cos(k3T x3 + γ), (2.41)

u3 = k3TA2 sin(k3Lx3 + γ) + ikB1 sin(k3T x3 + γ). (2.42)

Note, the factor ei(kx−ωt) has been omitted for simplicity. When γ = 0, the above dis-

placements represent the symmetric mode (S-mode) for Lamb waves which imposes

wave motion that is symmetric about x3 = 0, while γ = π/2 leads to the antisym-

metric mode (A-mode) that moves anti-symmetrically about the axis x3 = 0 shown

in figure 2.5.

Substituting equations 2.39, 2.40, and equations 2.22 and 2.23 into the Lamb

wave boundary condition (equation 2.34) gives the Rayleigh-Lamb frequency equa-

tions [3, 57],

tan(k3T )h

tan(k3L)h
= −

[
4k2k3T k3L
(k23L − k

2)2

]±1
, (2.43)

where ‘+’ is for symmetric modes while ‘-’ is for antisymmetric modes. There are

an infinite number of Lamb wave modes that can be supported within a thin plate,

and these equations can be used to determine the phase velocity of a Lamb wave

at a particular frequency (f) or at the product of the frequency and the sample

thickness (fd). The dispersive nature and the complex wave modes make the Lamb

wave problem more complicated than that of the bulk wave or the Rayleigh surface

wave.

Equation 2.43 can only be solved numerically. One of the typical methods is

to use the bi-section method, from giving a proper initial value of phase velocity at

a certain value of fd, as described in section 6.3 of reference [3]. Figure 2.6 shows

a sample dispersion curve for phase velocity derived in aluminium material. It can

be seen that, with increasing fd, the phase velocities of the S0 and A0 reach that of

the Rayleigh mode, while the other modes have the shear velocity.
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Figure 2.6: Lamb wave dispersion curve showing phase velocity, after [4]. The
sample material is a free isotropic aluminium plate.

2.1.4 Ultrasonic wave attenuation

So far, the ultrasonic waves have been assumed to propagate in an idealised media

without energy loss of any kind. However, the ultrasound energy will always be

reduced throughout the propagation in a standard material. For a plane wave,

the wave amplitude after propagating a distance x, Ax, often follows the below

relationship to the amplitude A0 at the initial position [53, 59],

Ax = A0e
−αx, (2.44)

where α is the attenuation coefficient in the x-direction. The above equation is

determined phenomenologically, which states that the acoustic energy decays expo-

nentially with an increased propagation distance3.

The analysis of the wave attenuation is complex as it is attributable to multi-

ple aspects, such as the wave property (frequency, polarisation), the material prop-

erties, the temperature and so on [53]. In general, two mechanisms are primarily

responsible for causing attenuation, they are, absorption and scattering [59];

1. Absorption is a direct energy conversion from the mechanical energy of the ul-

trasound into heat. It arises from many mechanisms; for example, dissipation

due to the internal molecular friction with the ultrasonic vibration in a solid

3The acoustic attenuation contributed by the beam geometric spreading is not included here.
This phenomenon comes from the expanding of the acoustic wavefront with the wave propagation,
while the total acoustic energy in the medium stays the same. For a spherical wave, the sound
intensity I follows an inverse square law with propagation distance R, i.e. I ∝ 1/R2. For a
cylindrical wave, it follows an inverse law, I ∝ 1/R [23].
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with a high degree of elastic hysteresis [60]. The heat flow from the hot regions

(compressions) to the cooler regions (rarefactions) created by a longitudinal

motion can cause opposite elastic deformation due to the thermal-elastic ef-

fect, which leads to more ultrasonic attenuation [61]. The absorption is linked

closely to the material properties of viscosity, thermal conduction and the hys-

teresis effect at a microscopic level, etc. The absorption coefficient is defined

as αa.

2. Scattering is when a sound wave encounters discontinuities in a material, such

as grain boundaries, dislocations, inclusions or phase changes in a metal. Re-

flections, refractions and diffractions can occur, causing additional energy di-

minishing in the propagation direction. The scattering attenuation depends

on the geometric shape and the distribution of the scatterers within the mate-

rial [23]. Unlike the absorption, scattering is not an energy conversion process,

but also follows an exponential decay law (equation 2.44) [62]. The scattering

coefficient is defined as αs.

The attenuation coefficients in many liquids and metals are frequency depen-

dent [60, 62, 63]. Both αa and αs obey a frequency power law,

αa ∝ |f |m, (2.45)

αs ∝ |f |n, (2.46)

where m and n are material-dependent. For absorption, αa increases linearly with

frequency (αa ∝ |f |) in many metals [53, 60], while it follows a square law (αa ∝ |f |2)
in water [64]. The effect in other media of interests, such as human tissues, is often

between that in water and metals [65]. Scattering can be categorised into three

regimes by comparing the sound wavelength, λ, with the average diameter of the

scatterer, D̄ [62]; when the wavelength is much greater than the size of the scatterer

or λ > 10D̄, it is Rayleigh scattering, where αs ∝ |f |4. When the wavelength is

large but comparable to the scatterer size (e.g. 4D̄ < λ <10D̄), it is stochastic and

follows a square rule, αs ∝ |f |2. When the wavelength is comparable or smaller

than the scatter (λ < 4D̄), it is treated as a diffusion phenomenon where αs is

independent of the wave frequency but is inversely proportional to the scatterer

diameter, αs ∝ 1/D̄. The functional dependence of the attenuation coefficients

upon frequency is summarised in table 2.1.

In this work, the material to be tested is aluminium. The grain size of

aluminium is of the order of 0.1 mm, while the sound frequency used is less than

1.5 MHz, corresponding to a 2 mm shear wavelength and 4.2 mm longitudinal wave-
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Table 2.1: Functional dependence of the attenuation on wave frequency, state of
materials (for absorption), and scatterer size (for scattering). m and n are defined
in equations 2.45 and 2.46. f is the ultrasonic frequency and D̄ indicates the average
size of the scatterer.

Absorption, αa Scattering, αs
dependence m materials dependence n range (in solids)

|f | m ≈ 1 metals |f |4 n=4 λ > 10 D̄
|f | ∼ |f |2 1 < m < 2 human tissues |f |2 n=2 4D̄ < λ < 10D̄
|f |2 m = 2 water 1/D̄ n=0 λ < 4 D̄

length or larger. Mason and Maskimin [66, 67] give an estimation of attenuation

of shear and longitudinal waves in aluminium and some other solids, in which the

attenuation coefficient is fitted as,

α = B1f +A4f
4, (2.47)

where B1 and A4 are constants. The first linear term is attributed to the absorption

due to the elastic hysteresis while the second fourth order power term is contributed

by the Rayleigh scattering when the given wavelength is greater than one-third of

the grain size. Equation 2.47 represents a case that fits with the description in

table 2.1.

Due to the lower frequencies excited by the EMATs in this work (normally

less than 1 MHz) and the limited separation between the transmitter and receiver

(normally less than 150 mm), the attenuation effect was extremely small in this

work for surface crack detection, and hence is not considered in the explanation of

the results.

2.2 Ultrasonic waves at interfaces

The reflection and transmission of waves at an inhomogeneity in the medium is

essential for ultrasound to be used as a tool for NDT and medical diagnosis. In

fact, such wave behaviours are so general and important that they must always

be considered when ultrasound moves from one medium to another, including for

transducer design and crack detection. This section introduces two topics; firstly,

the basics of ultrasound reflection, refraction and mode conversion at an interface.

Secondly, the interaction between Rayleigh surface waves and a surface defect. This

is a highly relevant topic for the work of chapters 6 and 7 and needs to be reviewed

in detail.
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2.2.1 Reflection, refraction and mode conversion

Like other waves, ultrasonic waves can experience reflection and refraction at an

interface between two media. Such interfaces can be categorised as; fluid-fluid,

fluid-solid, vacuum-solid, solid-solid etc., according to the materials of interest. The

situation of fluid-fluid is briefly introduced for illustrative purpose as it is the sim-

plest case; only longitudinal waves can propagate within the fluids without any

mode conversion at the interface. The basic concepts of wave reflection and trans-

mission are demonstrated by this case. Considering the ultrasound propagation in

this work (e.g. the wave is directly induced into a bar sample by EMATs and using

surface waves to target the surface defects on both the near and far side surfaces),

the scenario of air-solid is of most interest and needs to be well understood. It

is approximated as vacuum-solid because only a small amount of ultrasound wave

(nearly zero) will leak into the air because of the large acoustic impedance mismatch

between the two mediums.

The derivation given below follows by procedure summarised by Cheeke [53];

firstly, define the interface and the coordinate system to be used. Secondly, identify

all possible reflected and transmitted waves. Finally, apply the boundary condition

at the interface to solve for the unknown parameters, such as the refracted angle,

the reflection coefficients, etc,. In this section, a plane pressure wave, p, with unity

amplitude in the general form p = eik·r−iωt is used; k is the wavevector that has

been defined in section 2.1 and r denotes the propagation distance of the wave.

For the case of a fluid-fluid interface, assuming a wave is incident from the

upper medium (x3 > 0, medium 1) upon the interface at x3 = 0, a reflected wave

in medium 1 and a transmitted wave in the lower medium (x3 < 0, medium 2)

could occur, demonstrated in figure 2.7. Medium 1 and 2 have acoustic properties

described by wavenumbers, k1, k2, sound speeds, c1, c2 and densities, ρ1, ρ2, respec-

tively. p is used to represent a pressure wave. For an incident angle of θ1, k is in

the direction of [sin θ1, cos θ1], and the incident (i), reflected (r) and transmitted (t)

pressure waves can be represented as [68],

pi = eik1(sin θ1x1−cos θ1x3), (2.48)

pr = Rpe
ik1(sin θ1x1+cos θ1x3), (2.49)

pt = Tpe
ik2(sin θ2x1−cos θ2x3). (2.50)

Here the time oscillator e−iωt has been omitted for simplicity. k1 = ω/c1 and

k2 = ω/c2. Rp and Tp are defined as the pressure reflection and transmission

coefficients. To solve for θ2, Rp and Tp, the boundary conditions must be considered;
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Figure 2.7: Schematic diagram showing a longitudinal wave incident from medium
1 to medium 2. The wave is travelling in x1-x3 plane.

first is the conservation of horizontal momentum along the x-axis, which implies that

the horizontal wavevector for pi, pr and pt should remain the same, yielding,

sin θ1
sin θ2

=
c1
c2

=
k2
k1

=
n2
n1
. (2.51)

This is the Snell’s refraction law, where n1 and n2 are the refractive index for medium

1 and medium 2, respectively.

The second boundary condition is the continuity of pressure and velocity at

the interface, x3 = 0. The results of applying these conditions are that [53, 68],

Rp = Tp − 1, (2.52)

Rp = (Z∗1 − Z∗2 )/(Z∗1 + Z∗2 ), (2.53)

Tp = 2Z∗1/(Z
∗
1 + Z∗2 ), (2.54)

where Z∗j = ρjcj/ cos θj is defined as the normal acoustic impedance of the medium

j. There are a few special cases;

1. θ1 = 0, normal incidence. θ2 = 0, Rp = (Z1 − Z2)/(Z1 + Z2) and Tp =

2Z1/(Z1 +Z2). Z = ρc is referred to as the acoustic characteristic impedance

of the medium.

2. θ1 = 90°, parallel incidence. This gives Rp → 1 and Tp → 0.

3. 0 < θ1 < 90°. This scenario needs to consider n as an addition. If n > 1,

the refraction angle θ2 is always less than the incident angle θ1. If n < 1,

total reflection will occur at a critical angle θ∗ = tan−1(sinn2/n1). When
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Figure 2.8: The coordinate system of waves in reflection at a boundary of solid-
vacuum. The incident waves are implied in back while reflections are in blue. Wave
motions are indicated by the double-sided arrows on the wave beams.

0 < θ1 < θ∗, the refraction angle increases as the incident angle increases.

When θ∗ ≤ θ1 < 90°, it is a total reflection with |Rp| = 1, but both reflection

pr and refraction pt exhibit a phase shift compared to the incident pi [68].

Another scenario of interest in this work is when the ultrasound is incident

onto a metal-air interface. A metal-vacuum interface is used to demonstrate this,

as explained in the beginning of this section. Unlike a fluid, that can only support

longitudinal waves, metals can support both longitudinal and shear waves, leading

to more complicated results at the interface, including mode conversion.

Figure 2.8 demonstrates the wave in reflection at a boundary of metal and

vacuum. Recall equation 2.11 in section 2.1.2 where the plane wave is represented

in the form of potentials φ and ψψψ as u = ∇φ+∇×ψψψ . φ indicates the longitudinal

wave and ψψψ indicates the shear wave. ψψψ can describe both shear-horizontal and

shear-vertical waves. In this section, the former is not considered and ψψψ is simplified

to a scalar form, ψ. This can be applied because the polarisation of the particle

displacement of a shear-horizontal wave is perpendicular to the x1-x3 plane. No

mode conversion would occur in this wavemode at a metal-vacuum interface, similar

to the case when longitudinal waves are in liquids, and so this is not considered

here. Hence the incident (with subscribe i) and reflected wave (with subscribe r)

displacements can be represented as,

ui = ∇φi +∇× ψi, (2.55)

ur = ∇φr +∇× ψr, (2.56)

with wavevectors ki and kr, respectively, where ki = −kr.
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Figure 2.8 shows a bulk wave combining both longitudinal (L, φi) and shear-

vertical (SV, ψi) components, incident from the metal (lower medium, x3 < 0) to the

surface (x3 = 0); a reflected longitudinal (L’, φr) and a reflected shear-vertical (SV’,

ψr) occur. The incident angles for φi and ψi are θL and θT , respectively, θL 6= θT .

These hold because the speeds of longitudinal motion and shear motion are different

and the horizontal momentum along the x1-axis must conserved (see discussion for

equation 2.51). The corresponding wavevectors for φi and ψi are in the directions

[sin θL, cos θL] and [sin θT , cos θT ], respectively. Similarly, the wavevectors for φr

and ψr are [sin θL, -cos θL] and [sin θT , -cos θT ], respectively. The total potentials

contributed by both incident and reflected waves can be written as,

φ = φ1e
ikL cos θLx3 + φ2e

−ikL cos θLx3 , (2.57)

ψ = ψ1e
ikT cos θT x3 + ψ2e

−ikT cos θT x3 , (2.58)

where kL = ω/cL and kT = ω/cT . The oscillation eikx1−iωt where k = kL sin θL =

kT sin θT , is omitted for simplicity. φ1 and ψ1 are the incident amplitudes, while φ2

and ψ2 are for the reflections. To solve for φ2 and ψ2, the boundary condition of

a free surface (both normal and shear stresses at the surface vanish, σ13 = σ33 = 0

at x3 = 0) needs to be applied. This is analogue to the derivation of the Rayleigh

surface wave given in section 2.1.3; by substituting equations 2.57, 2.58 and equa-

tions 2.22, 2.23 into the boundary condition, a mathematical relation between the

incident amplitude and reflection amplitude can be obtained,[
φ2

ψ2

]
=

[
RLL RTL

RLT RTT

][
φ1

ψ1

]
. (2.59)

Let [S] =

[
RLL RTL

RLT RTT

]
, which is known as the scattering matrix (S-matrix). Each

term has its own physical meaning [68];

1. RLL indicates the reflection coefficient of a longitudinal wave where the inci-

dent wave is also a longitudinal wave. Similarly, RTT is the reflection coefficient

from a shear to shear wave. The full expressions of RLL and RTT are given

by,

RLL = RTT =
kLkT cos θL cos θT − k2T cos2 θT cot2 θT
kLkT cos θL cos θT + k2T cos2 θT cot2 θT

. (2.60)

2. RTL is the transformation coefficient from an incident shear wave to a reflected
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longitudinal wave. RTL is written as,

RTL =
2k2T cos2 θT cot θT

kLkT cos θL cos θT + k2T cos2 θT cot2 θT
. (2.61)

3. RLT is the transformation coefficient from an incident longitudinal wave to a

reflected shear wave. RLT is written as,

RLT =
−2kLkT cos θL cos θT cot θT

kLkT cos θL cos θT + k2T cos2 θT cot2 θT
. (2.62)

Having knowledge of the scattering matrix allows for understanding of the

whole system, from ultrasonic probing characteristics to testing medium properties.

Information provided by such a matrix can therefore work for multiple purposes.

One of the promising topics to NDT is to use the S-matrix to accurately size a

defect-like structure within a solid [69, 70], including its location, angle and shape.

This idea is similar to the principle of using Rayleigh surface wave to characterise

surface-breaking defects.

2.2.2 Rayleigh wave interaction with surface-breaking defects

As stated in chapter 1, surface-breaking defects occur in various industrial compo-

nents, from tight fatigue cracks in aerospace engineering to surface cracks in concrete

structures [50, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76]. Quantitative identification of such cracks at

an early stage before they develop to the hazardous stage is important.

Some well-known ultrasonic NDT techniques using bulk waves have been de-

veloped for bulk/near-surface crack characterisation, such as time-of-flight diffrac-

tion (TOFD), as introduced in chapter 1. There are also numerous studies on using

Rayleigh surface waves for surface crack NDT. As introduced in section 2.1.3, a

Rayleigh wave is a guided elastic wave that propagates along the material surface.

The wave displacement, both in the in-plane and the out-of-plane, exponentially de-

cays through the material thickness (see terms G1(x3) and G3(x3) in equations 2.31

and 2.32), thereby the majority of the wave energy remains highly confined to a thin

layer near the free surface during the propagation. It can be seen from figure 2.4

that the depth of this layer is of the order of one Rayleigh wavelength. This unique

wave property makes Rayleigh waves a very sensitive tool for finding surface discon-

tinuities. The wave scattering of Rayleigh waves at a surface crack has been used

for crack characterisation (the size, shape and orientation) since the 1960s [57].

A Rayleigh wave encountering a surface-breaking defect will experience wave
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phenomena including reflection, transmission and mode-conversion [74, 77, 78, 79,

80]. A Rayleigh wave can be considered as a combination of a longitudinal (in-

plane) motion and a shear vertical (out-of-plane) motion. When such a wave im-

pinges onto the solid-air interface created by a crack, a portion of the wave will

be reflected whilst the rest will be transmitted and mode-converted. Figure 2.9(a)

is a schematic showing the problem of simple normal incidence Rayleigh waves on

a surface-breaking defect of depth d. f and λ represent the ultrasound frequency

and wavelength, respectively, and the incident Rayleigh wave (Ri) is assumed to

be broadband, consisting of both smaller wavelength components (high f , small λ)

and larger components (low f , large λ). The penetration depth of the high f com-

ponent in the figure is smaller than the crack depth, whereas that of the low f is

deeper than the crack depth. For simpler interpretation, the frequency of the high

f incident wave is assumed to be high enough that the wave can be approximated

as propagating along the surface (λ � d), while that of the low f incident wave

is assumed small enough that the penetration depth is much larger than the crack

depth (λ � d). Incident waves with any other frequency/wavelength components

will follow a propagation behaviour between the above two cases.

To demonstrate the wave phenomena, the interaction between the incident

Rayleigh wave (Ri-wave) and the crack is considered from two spatial aspects: the

backscattered field and the forward-scattered field, demonstrated in figures 2.9(b)

and (c), respectively. In the backscattered field, the high frequency component and

the portion of the low frequency energy near the surface can first be considered by

using the ray-tracing approximation, where the wave is taken as travelling along the

sample surfaces. At the crack mouth, these waves can be reflected, giving Rr1. The

wave can also be transmitted down the open face of the crack. At the crack tip,

a second reflection can occur back towards the crack mouth, labelled Rr2. Further

reflections between crack mouth and tip can occur, with increasingly small ampli-

tudes [80]. Some of the energy contained in the lower frequency wave may reflect

from the crack face (Rr3), while a portion will be transmitted directly underneath

the defect into the forward-scattered field. Each time the wave is reflected, mode

conversion may occur. In experiments, a significant mode conversion into a surface-

skimming longitudinal wave is observed from the crack mouth (Rh1, shown by green

arrow and circle). At the crack tip, mode conversion into bulk wave modes is found

(Rh2) [80, 81, 82].

In the forward-scattered field (figure 2.9(c)), multiple transmitted waves can

again be seen. Following again the ray-tracing approximation, wave Rr2 can be

transmitted around the bottom of the crack and propagates along the crack face,
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Figure 2.9: (a) Schematic of a Rayleigh wave interaction with a surface-breaking
defect. A plane Rayleigh wave is normally incident onto the edge crack. The crack
depth is d and the incident Rayleigh wave (Ri) contains various wavelength compo-
nents, including λ � d (square dot line near the surface) to λ � d (long dash dot
dot lines from surface to depths larger than d). (b) The back-scattered field. (c)
The forward-scattered field. The ray paths for high-frequency Ri and low-frequency
Ri are distinguished.
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Figure 2.10: The near-field enhancement effect of Rayleigh wave characterising
surface-breaking defects, after [5].

around the mouth opening, and along the sample surface, giving Rt1. This will

arrive at a later time than the directly transmitted low frequency wave, Rt3. For

waves which have undergone mode conversion at the crack tip, a portion of the wave

may travel through the bulk of the sample and be reflected or mode-converted back

into a Rayleigh wave when it reaches the top surface (Rt2). The arrival time of

this wave will show a dependence on the position at which it is detected, and the

geometry of the crack [82]. It should be noted that only a small amount of mode

conversion may occur at the crack mouth, illustrated by the green circle.

Near-field enhancement effect

A near-field enhancement effect has been observed and studied by a few researchers [5,

6, 83, 84]. It states that the detected Rayleigh signal can be drastically increased

when the detector is in the proximity of the surface crack.

Figure 2.10 demonstrates the Rayleigh wave near-field enhancement effect.

This is the result from a finite element analysis where a wideband Rayleigh wave

signal centred at 590 kHz interacted with a 3 mm deep surface crack. Rayleigh

velocities at various detection points were collected. It is clearly shown that the am-

plitude of the reflected signal gives an overall trend of enhancement as the detection

position was moved closer to the crack. Both in-plane and out-of-plane components

show similar results, while the enhancement of the latter was smaller. There are also

some minima occurring among the maxima. This can be explained by wave inter-

ference between the incident Rayleigh and the reflected and mode converted waves,

such as the surface skimming longitudinal waves at the crack opening mouth, caus-
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ing a significant amplitude enhancement when a constructive interference is formed,

or a signal cancellation when a deconstructive interference is formed.

The enhancement factor of the incident wave amplitude can be as high as to

2∼5 times, depending on crack geometry [5]. This effect can be used as a powerful

tool to identify the presence of a surface crack [50], or even provide information about

the crack geometry [82, 85, 86], including the crack depth, length and inclined angle.

Quantitative study on crack geometry

The propagation properties of Rayleigh waves provide a method of quantitative

NDE for surface-breaking defects. This is an inverse problem using the scattering

of Rayleigh wave to extract information about the crack geometry. One of the

established methods to estimate the crack depth is to measure the delayed arrival-

time of the Rayleigh wave that is diffracted from the crack tip [73, 74, 87]. The

crack depth can be calculated from comparing signals with a reference signal taken

in the absence of the crack. This is similar to TOFD but using a Rayleigh surface

wave instead. The small signal-to-noise ratio of the desired diffracted signal can

be an issue for signal processing. This method can also be problematic for shallow

surface cracks when the time resolution is limited [73].

Other techniques are mostly founded on the physical principle that the

Rayleigh wave reflection/transmission is frequency dependent, as explained above.

Numerous studies have been undertaken to quantify the Rayleigh transmission and

reflection when surface cracks vary from shallow to deep. Different methods, from

theoretical predictions to experimental validations, were employed. For example,

Achenbach et al. [88] analytically predicted the R-wave reflection and transmission

for backscattered and forward-scattered fields respectively by considering the contri-

bution from each eigen-wavemode. Numerical simulations, such as finite difference

method [89, 90] or finite element analysis [80, 81], were used to model the Rayleigh-

crack system, enabling the relation between the wave transmission/reflection and

the crack depth to be studied. Also, many experiments have been done to validate

the analytical or numerically simulated results, including using wedge piezoelectric

transducers to generate Rayleigh waves [6, 73, 89], validating via laser-based ultra-

sound systems [78] or EMAT-based systems [50, 80, 85]. All of the studies show

that the Rayleigh transmission decreases with increasing crack depth, while the re-

flection increases. An example can be found in figure 2.11. It should be noted that

the use of such transmission/reflection curves with varying crack depth for crack

characterisation is more suitable when d/λ < 1 [88, 89]; for deeper cracks, most of

the wave energy will be blocked, thereby the transmission will show a constant low
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Figure 2.11: Rayleigh wave transmission/reflection curve, after [6]. AT refers to the
transmission coefficient and AR refers to the reflection coefficient. The wedge trans-
ducer result (discrete points) was compared to the ultrasonic spectroscopy (solid
lines).

value and reflection can tend towards a constant value.

Methods using spectrum analysis in the frequency domain were also in-

vestigated to extract crack information. Different ultrasound systems can gener-

ate/detect Rayleigh waves with various frequency properties, for example a pulsed-

laser or EMAT based system can be designed to give a broadband wave [78, 81],

while the wedge piezoelectric transducer systems are more narrowband [73]. Be-

cause a crack will effectively block the high frequency components and partially

block lower frequencies, the spectrum of the transmitted or reflected signals in the

far field differs significantly from that of the original incident signal. Longo et al. [91]

modelled the crack as a low-pass filter and determined the crack depth by relating it

to the cut-off frequency of this filter. Masserey et al. [73] used the shift of the central

frequency in the transmission spectrum to estimate the crack depth. Edwards et

al. [92] used linear fitting to the fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the transmitted

signal. A cut-off frequency defined as being at the zero-crossing of the x-axis was

identified to be related to the crack depth. Complex geometries, such as angled or

branched cracking, can also be characterised by the laser-EMAT or the pitch-catch

EMAT systems [82, 86].
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2.3 Common methods of ultrasonic transduction

2.3.1 Conventional piezoelectric transducers

Ultrasonic transducers working through the mechanism of piezoelectricity are by

far the most common technique in research and industry areas, including ultrasonic

NDT. The piezoelectric phenomenon was first described by Curie brothers and is re-

versible; the direct piezoelectric effect explains that in certain materials, an electric

charge can be generated in response to an applied mechanical stress. Such an effect

has been widely applied for designing of acoustic sensors/receivers [53, 93]. The re-

verse piezoelectric effect, where deformation of these materials could occur when an

electrical field is applied, is used for generation. Many acoustic actuators/emitters

work principally on the latter reverse effect [53, 93].

For a piezoelectric material, a common approach to describe the electrome-

chanical coupling through the piezoelectric effect is through a physics framework,

briefly introduced below. The behaviour can be described by [93, 94];

Pi = dijσj . (2.63)

The above equation is given in matrix notation, where the physical quantities of

electrical polarisation, P, and mechanical stress, σσσ, are written in the tensor forms,

Pi and σj . Pi is a first rank tensor where i goes over i = 1, 2, 3, indicating a three-

dimensional polarisation through the Cartesian coordinate system. σj is a second

rank tensor but j goes from 1 to 6 for the simplified stress indices, as explained

in section 2.1. The piezoelectric coefficient tensor is defined as dij , where the first

subscript demonstrates the direction of the induced or the applied electric field, and

the second subscript indicates the direction of the applied stress.

Depending on the orientation of the electrical field and the resultant mechan-

ical stress (or vice-versa), the piezoelectric coefficient, dij , can be categorised into

four groups to describe the material piezoelectric behaviour [93];

1. Coefficients d11, d22 and d33 (three in total) to characterise the longitudinal

piezoelectric effect or L-effect. This refers to the piezoelectrically induced

electrical moment whose direction of polarisation is in the same direction as

the applied stress (normal to the surface). Figure 2.12(a) exemplifies the

piezoelectric phenomenon represented by d33.

2. Coefficients d12, d13, d21, d23, d31 and d32 (six in total) to characterise the

transverse piezoelectric effect or T -effect. This refers to the induced electri-

cal moment whose direction of polarisation is perpendicular to the applied
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Figure 2.12: Several piezoelectric coefficients are illustrated from (a) to (d) upon
a piezoelectric cut. The electrical response of the cut, indicated by a pair of elec-
trodes to show the induced electrical field, is the result of applied mechanical stress,
indicated by a pair of arrows acting on the corresponding surfaces. The polarisation
of the stress is indicated by the arrow direction. (a) d33-mode. (b) d31-mode. (c)
d24-mode. (d) d26-mode. (e) demonstrates the sandwich structure of a classical
single crystal piezoelectric transducer.

stress (normal to the surface). Figure 2.12(b) exemplifies the piezoelectric

phenomenon represented by d31.

3. Coefficients d14, d25 and d36 (three in total) to characterise the longitudi-

nal shear piezoelectric effect or LS-effect. This is when a tangential stress

is applied, and a longitudinal electrical polarisation can be induced which is

perpendicular to the original stress direction. Figure 2.12(c) exemplifies the

piezoelectric phenomenon represented by d24.

4. The rest of the coefficients, d15, d16, d24, d26, d34 and d35 (six in total), to

characterise the transverse shear piezoelectric effect or TS-effect. Similarly, this

effect corresponds to the application of a tangential stress with a corresponding

transverse electrical polarisation. Figure 2.12(d) exemplifies the piezoelectric

phenomenon represented by d26.

There are 18 individual components in total in the tensor dij , however, the number

of independent components can be much smaller in common practical piezoelectric

materials, such as quartz (2), Rochelle salt (RS) (8), the family of barium titanate

(BaTi) or the family of lead zirconate titanate (PZT), etc. [94].

In practice, a single piezoelectric element is not able to generate or detect

the sound vibration directly into or from either fluids or solids very efficiently. This

is due to the large mismatch of the acoustic impedance between the piezoelectric
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material (∼101 MRayl) and other media, especially gas (∼10−4 MRayl), hence sig-

nificant energy loss occurs [58]. To reduce the loss, an additional impedance ‘match-

ing’ layer is used before the sound is directed into the target media. The acoustic

impedance of the matching layer is optimised to the geometric mean value of that

of the neighbouring media,
√
Z1Z2 [95], though this is hard to achieve practically.

Some composites with porous structures are used as common matching layer mate-

rials [96]. Designing of multiple matching layers can also be an option to improve

the transduction efficiency [96, 97]. This, however, could increase the fabrication

complexity undesirably. A typical structure of a basic piezoelectric module is shown

in figure 2.12(e). A three-layer sandwich structure is presented, where the piezo-

electric material is arranged between a matching layer and a backing layer. The

generated sound wave is expected to propagate unidirectionally to the air (or vice

versa) due to the presence of the backing layer, which is designed for improving the

mechanical damping, reducing the waveform distortion and energy loss. Another

important consideration when optimising the transducer structure is to ensure that

the thickness of the matching layer is equal to a quarter of the wavelength [23, 97].

This is to form constructive interference for waves that have bounced back and for-

wards in the layer, so they are in-phase and can be superposed at the boundaries.

This method will also decrease the transducer bandwidth.

Many NDT applications use ultrasound for flaw detection in solid materials,

with piezoelectric transducers used as the sound emitters/receivers. A layer of cou-

plant is normally used to reduce the transduction loss from piezoelectric transducer

to the solid material. One way to couple the transducer and the test sample is to

use an immersion test, since water is a natural medium for effective transferring of

acoustic waves from transducer to sample [98, 99, 100]. The other way is to use

an extra layer of couplant gel (or dry couplant). This is also to overcome the issue

of impedance mismatch between the air and the materials, so waves can be trans-

mitted into the sample or vice versa more efficiently. It is the use of the couplant

that hinders the development of fast, repeatable UT for large field inspection, or

application in harsh industrial environments.

Generation or reception of surface acoustic waves (SAWs), such as Rayleigh

or Lamb waves, for detecting surface/near surface defects can also use standard

piezoelectric transducers, with an additional use of a wedge between transducer and

sample [7, 101, 102]. Figure 2.13 is a schematic digram showing a pair of transducers

arranged in pitch-catch mode for Rayleigh wave generation and detection. The

transducer configuration is known as the angle-beam wedge transducer, working on

the principle of wave refraction and mode conversion. The transducer positioned on
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Figure 2.13: Geometry of Rayleigh wave generation and detection using angle-beam
wedge transducers, after [7]. L refers to longitudinal wave and R refers to Rayleigh
wave. Couplant gel is also used for increasing the transferring efficiency.

the left is the wave emitter while the right one is the receiver. During generation,

a longitudinal bulk wave is first generated and propagates into the medium of the

wedge, before obliquely impinging onto the interface between the wedge and the

sample surface. Mode conversion will then occur with both longitudinal and shear

waves occurring at the boundary, as explained in section 2.1.2. If the incident angle

θL is properly chosen, both bulk waves will propagate along the surface (critical

angle for total reflection, as explained in section 2.2.1), leading to the Rayleigh wave.

The wave reception through the wedge transducer can be simplified to a reciprocal

process to the generation process, but other issues such as beam spreading in the

wedge or leaky waves need to be considered [7].

2.3.2 Flexural mode ultrasonic transducers

The development of ultrasonic transducers is now benefiting from improvements

to the technology of micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS) and new material

science. There are trends of producing transducers which are miniaturised, thin-

filmed, electronically-integrated and low-power consuming [53, 103, 104, 105, 106].

One of the most successful subjects of research and development has to be

the micro-machined ultrasonic transducers (MUTs). The MUTs family includes ca-

pacitive micro-machined ultrasonic transducers (cMUTs) and pieozoelectric micro-

machined ultrasonic transducers (pMUTs) [107, 108, 109, 110]. Unlike the tra-

ditional piezoelectric transducers where the acoustic excitation happens within the

piezoelectric layer, cMUTs and pMUTs generate ultrasound through the vibration of

a thin-film structure that is directly coupled to the fluids. Figure 2.14 is a schematic

diagram showing a basic cell of cMUTs [107]. It can be considered as a capacitor
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Figure 2.14: Typical cross-section view of a basic cell of cMUTs.

cell which consists of a top metallised suspended membrane and a bottom rigid met-

allised Si substrate. By applying a bias voltage (Vdc) between the electrodes, the

membrane will deflect into the cavity as a result of the attractive electrostatic forces

towards the substrate. By superimposing an AC voltage (Vac), ultrasound can then

be generated via the subsequent mechanical vibration of the membrane. The trans-

ducer bandwidth is closely related to the resonant frequency of the flexural mode of

the membrane. A pMUT cell transfers the energy in a similar way but the above

membrane is replaced by a piezoelectric membrane. The vibration of the membrane

is caused by the lateral strain induced by the piezoelectric effect [109, 110].

The mechanical impedance of the thin-membrane is much lower than its

acoustic impedance, hence the energy transformation of cMUTs and pMUTs is

higher than that of conventional piezoelectric transducers. A wider bandwidth can

also be provided due to the absence of the matching layer [107, 109]. Modern micro-

fabrication techniques are enabling these MUTs to be good candidates for phased

array imaging in medical diagnostics [105, 111]. However, some of their intrinsic

properties, such as the requirement of the large bias field for cMUTs or the fragile

membrane structure, can hinder NDT application in hostile environments, such as

at high pressure.

An alternative air-coupled flexural design has been investigated for gas flow

measurement under elevated pressure levels [112, 113, 114]. In there, the piezoelec-

tric ceramic was bonded onto a metal cap, working as the actuator to cause resonant

vibration of the front surface and so ultrasound can be generated. The long wave-

form caused by the cap vibration can be an issue, but the ceramic can be protected

under those high pressure working conditions.

Many attempts have been made to identify different piezoelectric materials

for harsh condition NDT applications [115, 116]. Bernhard et al., [116] investigated

various candidates, including both single-crystals and ceramics. The materials were
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exposed to an environment that was up to 2000°, and/or under a test of nuclear

radiation. Aluminium Nitrate (AlN) was concluded as a viable candidate to survive

these harsh environments.

2.3.3 Laser-based ultrasound

Some other methods, such as laser ultrasound or EMATs, for ultrasound generation

and detection are gaining more interest in the field of NDT. These are both non-

contact techniques and show great potential for implementing repeatable scans when

compared to conventional piezoelectric methods [11, 117]. While EMATs will be

introduced in the next chapter in detail as they are the focus of this work, this

section gives a brief introduction to laser ultrasound.

Generation of ultrasound via laser irradiation in a metal can be categorised

into two regimes; the thermoelastic regime and the ablation regime [117]. The lo-

calised heating of the sample surface by a laser pulse can cause significant, rapid

heating over a small region. Thermal expansion occurs during the heat diffusion,

giving rise to elastic waves as a result of the associated strains. When the applied

laser power density is increased and reaches a threshold, the ablation of the sample

surface occurs. A plasma is formed during the material melting phase, with an extra

expansion (normal to the sample surface) causing ultrasound generation. Applica-

tions at higher power densities within the ablative regime are not optimal as the

technique is no longer nondestructive.

Ultrasound generation and detection via lasers are through different princi-

ples. This means a separate laser detector is required to capture the sound vibration

in the system. Several laser measuring systems, such as the Michelson interferome-

ter, which works on a polished surface, Doppler vibrometer (insensitive to very small

disturbances) or Fabry-Perot interferometer, have been widely applied in ultrasonic

detection over the past few decades [118].

The lift-off work on the single coil presented in chapter 5 employed a two-

wave mixing interferometer (Intelligent Optical Systems (IOS), AIR-1550-TWM)

to receive the EMAT generated surface waves. This equipment requires scattered

light for detection of ultrasound, hence a sample with rough surfaces can be used.

Also, the workable bandwidth of the IOS is from 0 to 125 MHz, allowing a rela-

tively accurate measurement under the frequency variation designed in this work.

The Rayleigh surface displacement in the out-of-plane direction can be measured.

This system is more sensitive than the Doppler velocity vibrometer which is more

commonly used in NDT. Figure 2.15 is a schematic showing the basic units of the

IOS interferometer [119]. Two coherent light beams, a plane-wave reference beam
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Figure 2.15: A basic schematic showing the two-wave mixing interferometer as an
ultrasonic detector.

(blue dashed line) and a signal beam (red solid line) are produced by a common

laser source via a beam splitter. The two beams are mixed within a photorefrac-

tive crystal (PRC); the signal beam is first directed towards the sample surface and

hence a reflection carrying the information about the vibrating sample surface can

be combined with the reference beam in the PRC. The PRC acts as an adaptive

beam splitter to diffract the reference beam, allowing a perfect wavefront matching

between the transmitted signal beam and the diffracted reference beam for coherent

detection [119, 120, 121]. Any of the reference beam that hasn’t been diffracted

correctly by the PRC will be wasted.

Laser ultrasound offers unique non-contact benefits, but it also brings many

safety concerns. Lab operation is generally required for appropriate implementation

of the safety procedures. Some high power lasers can only work in sealed chambers,

which hinders its wide application in industry. Also, laser ultrasonics is generally

more costly than other methods.
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Chapter 3

Electromagnetic acoustic

transducers (EMATs)

introduction

EMATs are an established non-contact method in the field of ultrasonic NDE, and

are also the major topic of this work. So far, there are a small number of major

EMAT solution providers on the market, including Innerspec, Olympus, ROSEN

Group, Sonomatic and Sonemat. Most of these focus on producing simple, standard

designs of EMAT, but there are many bespoke solutions that are possible using this

type of transducer. Advanced NDT systems using EMAT techniques are presented

here.

This chapter reviews the operation of EMATs. The first part introduces

the EMAT acoustic principles, including the three generation mechanisms and the

receiving mechanism. The second part introduces the EMAT electronics, mainly

focusing on the electrical characteristics of the system comprised of the EMAT

driver, EMAT and the testpiece material. The last part reviews EMAT design for

different ultrasonic wavemodes, from conventional single-coil EMATs to the state of

the art array designs of EMATs.

3.1 Basic EMAT configuration

EMATs are a type of transducer that can transform electrical energy to elastic

wave motion inside a material. An EMAT typically consists of a coil to introduce

a dynamic magnetic field into the material, and a permanent magnet (or electro-

magnet) to introduce a static biasing magnetic field. Figure 3.1 shows a schematic
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Figure 3.1: Sketch of basic EMAT configuration; a magnet and a coil.

of the basic EMAT configuration. A flat spiral coil is used to generate ultrasound

omni-directionally. More details on this design can be found in section 3.4.1. The

electromagnetic coupling between the EMAT and the material under test are de-

tailed in the following section.

3.2 Acoustic mechanisms

EMATs can generate ultrasound via three different mechanisms, depending on

sample properties; Lorentz force, magnetisation, and/or magnetostriction mecha-

nisms [11, 122]. The Lorenz force can occur in all electrically conductive materials,

whereas the latter two mechanisms only arise in magnetic materials.

The understanding of the EMAT-material electromagnetic interaction is in-

troduced here. Maxwell’s equations are the governing equations of this process, as

given here in the differential form [123],

∇ ·D = ρf , (3.1)

∇ ·B = 0, (3.2)

∇×E = −∂B

∂t
, (3.3)

∇×H = J +
∂D

∂t
. (3.4)

Here D denotes the electric flux density, ρf the free charge density, B the magnetic

flux density, E the electrical field, H the magnetic field, J the conduction current

density and JD =
∂D

∂t
the displacement current density. The constitutive relations
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between B and H and D and E are

B = µH, (3.5)

D = εE, (3.6)

where µ and ε are the material permeability and permittivity respectively. The final

essential equation is Ohm’s law, relating J and E via

J = σE, (3.7)

where σ is the material conductivity.

3.2.1 Electromagnetic skin depth

For the inductive coil wire which forms part of an EMAT, which is driven by a

dynamic (time-varying) current Ic, there will be an associated dynamic magnetic

field, Hc surrounding it, as defined by Ampère’s law. When this AC driven coil

is in close proximity to a conductive material (σ > 0), this time-varying magnetic

field (or magnetic flux, Bc) will penetrate into the material, causing a secondary

flow of electric charge (known as an eddy current) within the material, as defined by

Faraday’s law (equation 3.3). At the material surface (the interface between the air

and the material), the eddy current is out-of-phase to the primary driving current

and will generate a secondary magnetic field which opposes the magnetic field that

creates it, as stated by Lenz’s law.

The mutual cancellation between the eddy current (or the secondary vary-

ing magnetic field) and the coil driving current (or the primary varying magnetic

field) leads to the rapid fall-off of the electromagnetic (EM) fields as they penetrate

to larger depths within the material. The eddy current is therefore constrained

into a thin layer below the material surface. This phenomenon is known as the

electromagnetic skin effect.

Assuming that the coil current is oscillating at an regular frequency ω (ω =

2πf), and that f is far below 100 MHz in most EMAT applications [11], the

displacement current, JD, and the conduction current, Jc, can be compared as
|JD|
|Jc|

= ω
ε

σ
[123], where in conductive metals, the term

ε

σ
is of the order of

10−17 [124]. JD in equation 3.4 is hence neglected in this work. The EM fields

induced by the EMAT coil in the material then can be described by the updated
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Maxwell’s equations,

∇ ·D = 0, (3.8)

∇ ·B = 0, (3.9)

∇×E = −∂B

∂t
, (3.10)

∇×H = Jc. (3.11)

Here, the net charge density (ρf ) in equation 3.8 is zero. This holds because the

material is electrically neutral on a macroscopic level, as the electron density matches

the ion density on the microscopic level.

The constitutive relationships (equations 3.5 and 3.6) and Ohm’s law (equa-

tion 3.7) are substituted into equations 3.10 and 3.11 to find the E-field. Manipu-

lations are given below based on [123];

∇×E = −µ∂H

∂t

∇× (∇×E) = −µ ∂
∂t

(∇×H). (3.12)

The right hand side of the above equation can be rewritten using the electric field

from Ampère’s equation (equation 3.11). The left hand side can be represented as

∇× (∇×E) = −∇2E +∇(∇ ·E) through the vector identity. This can be further

simplified to −∇2E, as ∇ · E =
ρf
ε

= 0, as defined by Gauss’ law (equation 3.8).

Equation 3.12 hence is rewritten as

∇2E− µσ∂E

∂t
= 0. (3.13)

The H-field equation can be derived using a similar procedure, giving

∇2H− µσ∂H

∂t
= 0. (3.14)

By considering a plane wave propagating in the z-direction (the direction through

the material thickness), the Laplacian operator can be simplified to ∇2 =
∂2

∂z2
.

Solutions to equation 3.13 and 3.14 can then be easily found as [123]

Ez(z, t) = Ẽz0e
iωte−

z
δ e−i

z
δ , (3.15)

Hz(z, t) = H̃z0e
iωte−

z
δ e−i

z
δ , (3.16)

where Ẽz0 and H̃z0 are the complex magnitudes of the electric field and magnetic
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field at the material sample surface, respectively. δ is defined as the standard depth

of the penetration of the wave into the the material or the skin depth, and is given

by

δ =

√
2

ωµσ
. (3.17)

This indicates the value of the depth in the material thickness direction when the EM

wave amplitude has attenuated to 1/e of its value at the material surface (|Ez|z=δ | =
|Ẽz0 |/e). It can be seen that this skin depth is highly dependent on the frequency of

the wave (ω) and the material properties (µ and σ). The terms e−
z
δ in equations 3.15

and 3.16 show that the EM fields would exponentially decay into the material depth,

and the term e−i
z
δ illustrates the corresponding spatial phase information.

By substituting Ohm’s law (equation 3.7) into equation 3.15, the coil induced

current density in the conducting material, Jz, can be obtained,

Jz(z, t) = σEz(z, t)

= J̃z0e
iωte−

z
δ e−i

z
δ (3.18)

where J̃z0 denotes the complex value of the current density at the conductor surface.

Figure 3.2 demonstrates the amplitude and the phase information of Jz as a function

of depth z for a 500 kHz current in an Aluminium bar sample. It can be seen from

figure 3.2(a) that the induced eddy current in Aluminium is mostly concentrated

in a small depth, where the skin depth δ is only 0.12 mm. Such a current field

also shows a phase shift with the increased z, with a 180° phase shift at around

z=0.39 mm with respect to that at z = 0 mm (material surface).

From equation 3.17, it can be seen that a higher frequency can lead to a

thinner skin depth. For the EMATs developed in this work, the EM skin depths (tens

of micro-meters) are always much smaller than the generated/detected ultrasound

wavelength (of the order of millimetres, see chapter 2) in the target samples. The

current is therefore approximated as an effect occurring only at the material surface

(a surface effect).

3.2.2 Generation mechanisms

Lorentz force

The first generation mechanism to be introduced and the one most relevant to the

work in this thesis, is generation via the Lorentz force. The Lorentz force is the

force which acts on moving charged particles in electric and magnetic fields. The
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Figure 3.2: Current density for a plane wave propagating of frequency 500 kHz
in an Aluminium sample. (a) and (b) are the amplitude and the wrapped phase
information of current density at different depths (z-direction). The skin depth, δ,
is illustrated in (a).

Lorentz force formula is

F = q(E + v×B), (3.19)

where q denotes the particle electric charge and v is the particle velocity [125]. The

first term, qE, is the Coulomb force (electric force) and the second term, qv × B,

refers to the magnetic force.

On the macroscopic level, the test sample is electrically neutral, hence the

Lorentz force induced in the conducting material can be simplified to F(L) = qv×B.

On the atomic scale, the generation mechanism can be understood from the motion

of the electrons. Firstly, the motion of the charged electrons is given by [11]

mev̇e = −e(E + ve ×B)− meve
τ

. (3.20)

Here −e, me and ve denote the electron charge, mass and velocity respectively. The

electron experiences a Lorentz force given by the term −e(E + ve ×B). The term

−meve
τ

arises from scattering due to random particle thermal motion, and τ denotes

the mean time of the electron-ion collision [11, 126]. For common metals, τ is of

the order of 10−14 s at room temperature [11], which is a much shorter time scale

than the oscillation of the driving electrical field, 2π/ω. The electron-ion collision

is therefore approximated as a continuous momentum transfer process such that no

overall acceleration occurs, and v̇e = 0. Equation 3.20 for the motion of an electron

is then reduced to
meve
τ

= −e(E + ve ×B). (3.21)
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The above process of the momentum transfer causes motion of the ions. For

an isotropic conductor with a certain volume, which is neutral in terms of the total

electric charge (NiZi = nee, where Zi is the ion charge and Ni and ne are the charge

densities of ions and electrons respectively), the forces that are applied to the ions

by the fields and the moving electrons in unit volume of the material can be written

as [11]

F = NiZi(E + vi ×B) + ne
meve
τ

, (3.22)

where vi denotes the ion velocity. Equation 3.22 for the ions includes the Lorentz

force from the magnetic field and the collision force transferred from the electrons.

It is known that vi � ve since the ions are less free to move than the electron, hence

the collision force is the predominant force on the ions causing elastic motion, rather

than the Lorentz force on the ion. By substituting equation 3.21 into equation 3.22

and rearranging, the force on the ions reduces to

F = −neeve ×B = Je ×B ≡ F(L). (3.23)

Je = −neeve, is equal to the induced eddy current density, Jz (equation 3.18). B

represents the total magnetic field, and consists of the AC coil induced time-varying

magnetic field, Hz, demonstrated in section 3.2.1, and the static biasing magnetic

field, B0, produced by the EMAT magnet, if one is used. Substituting Je by Jz, and

B by the sum of static and dynamic fields, equation 3.23 can be further decomposed

to

F(L) = Jz × (B0 + µHz)

= Jz ×B0 + µJz ×Hz

≡ F
(L)
static + F

(L)
dynamic, (3.24)

where the relationship B = µH has been used. Note, B0 is a static or slowly time-

varying biasing field, whereas Jz and Hz oscillate at a frequency of ω (see expressions

in equations 3.16 and 3.18, respectively). The Lorentz force contributed by the

static field, F
(L)
static, vibrates at the same frequency (ω) as the coil driving current

(see equation 3.18), whereas the contribution from the coil dynamic magnetic field,

F
(L)
dynamic, vibrates at the doubled frequency, 2ω (see equations 3.16 and 3.18).

Equation 3.24 states that the direction of the induced Lorentz force is perpen-

dicular to the plane containing the current and magnetic field. Figure 3.3 illustrates

the EMAT induced Lorentz forces that are produced by either (a)&(b) static mag-

netic fields in different orientations or (c) the coil self-generated dynamic field for
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Figure 3.3: EMATs schematic diagram showing the Lorentz force ultrasonic source.
The skin depth δ is given and the coil induced eddy-current is assumed to be con-
centrated in the depth region of δ. Direction of the generated Lorentz force is given
by green arrows. (a)&(b) demonstrate the generation of the Lorentz force by apply-
ing a permanent magnet with normal or tangential fields. (c) demonstrates the coil
self-field Lorentz force. The dynamic magnetic flux is shown by the dashed circle.

a simple linear coil. The induced eddy currents are perpendicular to the sample

surface and are approximated as purely out-of-phase to the driving current within

a skin depth [127]. The direction of the Lorentz force depends on the configuration

of the external magnetic field and the coil, for example in figure 3.3(a), a shear

(in-plane) Lorentz force arises from the interaction between an out-of-plane biased

external magnetic field and the eddy currents. Figure 3.5(b) shows a normal (out-

of-plane) Lorentz force when the static field is instead in-plane. Figure 3.3(c) shows

the coil-self induced out-of-plane Lorentz force arising from the interaction between

the coil self-induced EM fields.

Figure 3.3 illustrates the most basic Lorentz force configuration for ultra-

sound generation. In fact, the generation efficiencies for different wavemodes are

far more complex in practical use. The coil self-generated out-of-plane force always

exists whether the magnet is used or not. Hence, the generation of shear wave

(in-plane) requires careful design of the external magnet, from the geometric size

to the orientation of the field, and similar for the longitudinal wave (out-of-plane).

Work to optimise the EMAT design is essential, not only to ensure the proper wave-

mode selection but also to maximise the generation efficiency. More information

about EMAT designs for generating different wavemodes is given in section 3.4,
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with demonstrations of various coil and magnet layouts.

Additionally, the requirement for an external magnetic field for Lorentz force

application depends on the intensity of the generation current. If the coil self-

generated fields are strong enough and F
(L)
dynamic can produce enough signal, the

external field is not a necessity, as EMATs can work solely with AC pulsed coils.

There are a few applications based on such a concept [128, 129], mainly under high

temperature conditions when piezoelectric transducers or the magnet in an EMAT

will quickly fail when it surpasses the Curie-temperature. Reference [130] shows

that the contribution from the self-generated dynamic field is relatively small when

the driving current is below 100 A. In this work, the EMAT driver can produce a

current pulse with a peak amplitude of around 70 A, as will be introduced in chapter

4. The Lorentz force effect in this case is dominated by the static magnetic field

provided by external magnets, and self-field generation is inefficient.

Magnetoelastic mechanisms

Besides the Lorentz force that can be generated in all electrically conducting mate-

rials, EMATs can cause ultrasonic vibration through two other magetoelastic mech-

anisms in a magnetic material, including magnetisation force and magnetostrictive

force [11, 122]. In a ferromagnetic material exposed to an external magnetic field

(considering both the dynamic field induced by the EMAT coil, H, and an external

biasing field if one is applied), the magnetisation force arises as a result of the in-

teraction between the external field and the magnetic dipoles within the material.

The magnetic dipoles tend to align with the external field. The magnetisation force

for ultrasound generation is given by [131],

F =

∫
V
µ0M · ∇HdV +

1

2
µ0

∫
S

nM2
nS
dS, (3.25)

where M denotes the magnetisation, n is the unit vector normal to the material

surface and MnS is the normal component of the magnetisation at the surface.

The first integrand term represents the force acting in the material volume, and the

second the force on the surface. Following the method reported in [11], equation 3.25

is reduced to

F = (∇H) · µ0M0 ≡ F(M), (3.26)

where the surface traction is not considered. Here M0 denotes the material magneti-

sation within the biasing field. B, H and M have the relationship B = µ0(H + M),

where µ0 is the magnetic permeability of free space. Equation 3.26 for estimating
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Figure 3.4: Sketch of magnetostriction characteristic curves (λS-H) of iron (blue)
and nickel (red).

the magnetisation force works for most cases, but it can cause discrepancy when a

high frequency and high material permeability are used, due to the underestimation

of the surface traction [132].

Magnetostriction is a phenomenon where a magnetic body shrinks or expands

due to the change in magnetisation. It arises because the magnetic domains within

the material tend to rearrange in the presence of an external magnetic field, causing

mechanical strain of the body [133]. Figure 3.4 is a sketch of typical magnetostriction

curves for iron and nickel. λS is the variation of the relative deformation and is given

by λS =
4L
L

, where L is the length of the magnetic sample. It can be seen that

a pure nickel sample shrinks in the direction of the applied field, whereas an iron

sample would expand first and then shrink as the biasing field intensity is increased.

When the relevant biasing field is time-varying, as with the dynamic field for EMATs,

this strain can be exploited to cause ultrasonic motion. For a ferromagnetic material,

a high λS and a high dS (magneto-mechanical strain coefficient

(
∂λS
∂H

)
σ

) are the

basic requirements for generation of ultrasound [133].

The magnetostriction effect is far more complicated in polycrystalline materi-

als, as suggested by the highly non-linear λS-H behaviour for iron shown in figure 3.4.

Precise prediction of the ultrasonic transduction efficiency of a magnetostrictive

EMAT is difficult on ferromagnetic materials. Thompson [126] investigated this

for iron and nickel and showed that the magnetostrictive force can dominate the

generation process at low bias fields, but will become relatively insignificant after
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the magnetisation saturation, when compared to Lorentz force generation. This

conclusion conflicts with the arguments made by Ogi [134], who states that the

magnetostriction can donate the EMAT detection and generation in many steels. A

more recent work corrects this to show that the Lorentz force is the major contribu-

tion, while the magnetostrictive force only takes a small part in generation in steel

samples [135].

In this work, ferromagnetic materials are not the focus as all samples are alu-

minium. The magnetoelastic mechanisms for generating the ultrasound are therefore

not considered when designing the EMAT system used in chapters 5 to 7.

3.2.3 EMATs as receiver

EMATs can also be used as ultrasound detectors. This section gives an introduction

to EMAT detection via the Lorentz force mechanism. The latter two are only briefly

introduced, since the testing material in this work was aluminium.

Ultrasound propagation within a conductive material leads to dynamic de-

formation of the body. If such a vibrating body is exposed to a magnetic field (by

e.g. using an external magnet to provide a biasing field), a dynamic electric field

can be induced by the internal charge carriers i.e. the electrons and ions within the

conductor due to the Lorentz force [11],

EM
r ∝

∂u

∂t
×B0, (3.27)

JMr ∝ σ
∂u

∂t
×B0. (3.28)

Here, EM
r and JMr denote the induced electric field and the current density within

the material (superscript ‘M ’) for the receiving process (subscript ‘r’), respectively.

This induced electrical field due to the interaction between the ultrasonic motion

(u) and the biasing field (B0) will cause potential differences across the length of

a coil wire if it is placed in close proximity to the sample surface. An EMAT coil

placed above the material can thus be used as a receiver to measure the ultrasound

signal. However, the above equations do not imply that EMAT detection is merely

a reversed Lorentz force process with respected to the generation (equation 3.23).

This is because only electrons with energies above or around the Fermi level are

free to move and so create the charge current for generation [136], though both ions

and electrons can experience the Lorentz force. The momentum transfer from ion

to electron for detection process is more efficient than generation who is transferred

from electron to ion.
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Figure 3.5: Schematic diagram of EMAT detection of a longitudinal wave through
the Lorentz force mechanism. (a) 3D view. An EMAT with a single planer linear
coil is placed above the conductor. The static bias field is parallel to the material
surface in the in-plane direction. (b) Cross section. The EMAT detection coil is at
a lift-off h above the surface. The induced current field within the material, JMr , is
shown by the dashed line and that in the air (JVr ) is shown in solid line. Both the
incoming wave from the positive z-direction (u+) and the reflected wave into the
negative direction (u−) are shown.

Figure 3.5 shows an example when an EMAT is used to detect a longitudinal

wave, with displacement u (out-of-plane, the wave travels through the direction

of the material thickness). As can be seen in the schematic of figure 3.5(a) the

chosen EMAT consists of planar linear coil wires, and the static magnetic field, B0

is applied parallel to the material surface (in-plane, x-direction). The EMAT coil

can be approximated as a conducting sheet. N and l0 denote the wire density and

length, respectively. The induced current in the EMAT coil sheet (superscript ‘V ’)

is defined as IVr for clarity, and so the current density in the coil is JVr = NIVr .

Figure 3.5(b) shows the cross section. The coil is above the sample at a lift-off h.

Assuming that the ultrasound u is a plane wave travelling in the z-direction;

it will firstly propagate from the material bulk (u+, in positive z-direction), then

reflect at the material surface and back into the far field (u−, in negative z-direction).

u therefore can be expressed as,

u(z) = u(z)~k where u(z) = u0(e
−ikz + eikz), (3.29)

where the time oscillator eiωt is omitted for u(z). Assuming that B0 is uniformly

distributed across the xz-plane,

B0 = B0
~j. (3.30)

Substituting the above equations into equation 3.27, the induced current in the
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sample material by motion u can be expressed as

JMr (z) ∝ σ∂u(z)

∂t
B0 = iωσu0(e

−ikz + eikz)B0. (3.31)

This disruption (dynamic electric field) will propagate into the air and be measured

by the EMAT coil as the change of electromotive force. To find the coil detected

signal, the magnetic vector potential1 in the air, AV
r , is solved for first. This quantity

is produced as a result of the whole JMr (the sum of JMr (z) over all depths). The

work reported in [137, 138, 139] has given the details of the derivation of AV
r , which

uses Maxwell’s equations and the EM fields boundary conditions at the material

surface. The result is,

AV
r ∝ 2u0B0

(
1− i1

2
k2δ2

)−1
, (3.32)

where δ and k denote the EM skin depth and wavenumber within the material,

respectively. u0 is the ultrasonic displacement at the material surface (z = 0). The

potential difference that is induced in a linear coil with a length l0 for a unit width

is

VV
r ∝ −Nl0

∂

∂t
AV
r

∝ −2Nl0(iωu0)B0

(
1− i1

2
k2δ2

)−1
. (3.33)

Note, the term in the first bracket iωu0 is the value of the ultrasonic velocity at

z = 0. Taking both the time oscillation and spatial parameter, z, into account, the

EMAT detected voltage signal can be expressed as [137],

VV
r (t, z) ∝ −2Nl0B0

(
1− i1

2
k2δ2

)−1 ∂
∂t

(u(t, z = 0)). (3.34)

This equation illustrates that an EMAT is a particle velocity sensor and it measures

the temporal signal of the wave velocity at the sample surface. The work reported by

Dixon [140] generalises this conclusion and argues that the detected velocity signal

will be enhanced by a factor of ω compared to displacement sensing methods such

as laser interferometry [141], due to the differential term.

Apart from the Lorentz force mechanism, magnetoelastic mechanisms can

also contribute when using EMATs as a detector in a ferromagnetic material [11].

1B = ∇×A and ∇ ·A = 0
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The ultrasonic vibration disturbs the equilibrium (steady state) of the magnetisation

of the magnetic domain within the body, causing extra magnetic flux. This is the

reverse of the magnetostrictive force generation mechanism [133]. The constitutive

relationship of the magnetic field is given by [11, 142, 143]

B = µ0(µr)SH + ẽ(MS) × εεεµ, (3.35)

where (µr)S denotes the magnetic permeability tensor at a constant strain, ẽ(MS)

denotes the mechanical-magneto coefficient and εεεµ denotes the strain caused by the

ultrasound.

Precise evaluation of EMAT detection through the magnetostrictive effect

is difficult. In detecting bulk waves using a spiral coil, it is reported that shear

wave detection is more efficient than longitudinal wave detection in steel samples,

no matter how the bias field is polarised [143]. This is because the out-of-plane

magnetostrictive force will always be cancelled by the magnetisation force or the

Lorentz force if they are configured parallel. The detection efficiency of the longi-

tudinal wave is sample thickness dependent in steel samples [144], that is, a smaller

thickness can give a larger wave amplitude due to the reduced attenuation after

multi-reflections between the upper and lower surfaces. As a result, detection of

Rayleigh waves is also possible using EMATs, but the in-plane component (shear) is

normally easier to detect than the out-of-plane (longitudinal) in magnetic samples.

3.2.4 Lift-off performance

An EMAT does not need direct contact with samples, allowing for fast scans and

the potential to be used in high temperature testing [49] or on conductive samples

covered with thin non-conductive coatings [44]. The lift-off (the distance between

transducer and the sample surface, as illustrated in figure 3.5(b)) performance of

an EMAT is a very important characteristic to be considered during practical use.

EMATs are only effective for a lift-off range of a few millimetres [11], with the range

dependent on EMAT design and the frequency used.

The EMAT generation/detection mechanisms given in sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3

can be strongly affected by variation in lift-off. Firstly, increasing lift-off causes a

signal amplitude reduction [139, 145, 146]. On generation, the transmitted EM field

into the sample is reduced due to the further distance between the driving coil and

sample. This is shown by the fact that the values of Ẽz0 and H̃z0 at the surface in

solutions of equations 3.15 and 3.16 decay exponentially, and so does the generated

sound signal amplitude. On detection, similarly, the induced electromotive force in
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the detection coil (equation 3.34) is reduced because the magnetic flux is less intense

at a greater distance from the sample.

Secondly, both theoretical models explained in section 3.2 assume the coil

is large enough that the transmitted/received EM fields can be approximated as

a plane wave. However, EMATs are of finite size, and the edge effect cannot be

ignored in some situations. Solving the field distribution of an AC driven coil is a

very classical topic in electromagnetism [123]. There are many relevant works that

can be reviewed to solve the EMAT problem [147, 148, 149, 150]. One of the most

classical solutions is from [147] where a planar spiral (pancake) coil is placed above

a conductor. Figure 3.6(a) demonstrates the system geometry. The magnetic vector

potential in the conductor when a spiral coil carries an AC current is,

A(r, z) = µI0r0

∫ r0

0

∫ ∞
0

Γ1(αr0)Γ1(αr)e
−αhα

eα1z

(α+ α1)
drcdα. (3.36)

This is solved in the rz-plane, where r is the radial position and z is the depth. r0

is the radius of the spiral coil and I0 is the magnitude of the driving current pulse.

Γ1 refers to the Bessel function of first kind. rc is a continuous variable from 0 to

the value of r0. α is also a continuous variable from 0 to positive infinity, and α1 is

defined as α1 =
√
α2 + iωµσ. h denotes the coil lift-off.

Figure 3.6(b) shows an example of the lift-off effect on the distribution of

the magnetic vector potential underneath the coil. It illustrates the shape of the

magnetic potential in the material near surface region (z = −0.01 mm) when a

1.0 mm radius coil is driven by a 500 kHz pulse, and the coil is placed at various

lift-offs. It is worth noting that the increasing lift-off h broadens the distribution

from a narrower sinusoidal shape to a broader shape. Such a shape distortion is

very sensitive to the variation of lift-off since a change of less than millimetre can

cause a significant change (e.g. the width of A at 1 mm lift-off is twice as wide as

that at 0.25 mm). This lift-off effect has several consequences on the ultrasound

generation, for example, the shape of the ultrasound waveform is distorted, making

the measurement inaccurate [151, 152, 153]. As a result, one cannot use EMATs

for accurate measurements when lift-off needs to be changed significantly, without

consideration of the lift-off. This is discussed in detail in chapters 5 and 6.

Several efforts have been made to quantify the EMAT lift-off effect, mainly

by evaluating the system electrical characteristics [152, 154, 155]. This is a similar

problem to one which occurs in eddy-current testing (ECT) [156]. The mutual inter-

action between the primary fields and the secondary fields caused by eddy currents

must be taken into account. The coil impedance is also significantly lift-off depen-
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Figure 3.6: Distribution of a pancake coil induced magnetic potential in an alu-
minium testpiece. The coil is at different lift-offs; 0.25, 0.5 and 1.0 mm.

dent [127]. The work reported in [154] emphasises the coil inductance behaviour,

showing a shifted electrical resonance of the EMAT coil when coupled to a conduc-

tor at various lift-offs. The resultant broadband ultrasound experienced a frequency

shift. A lift-off compensation was made for accurate velocity measurement [152].

The EMAT magnet can also contribute to the lift-off effect. Models discussed

in section 3.2.2 assume the static magnetic field is uniform across the entire domain.

This is not always true however, especially when the permanent magnet used is not

large enough [139], or an electromagnet is used [157]. The magnetic flux in such

cases is not evenly distributed in a single direction and can have some edge effects.

As the lift-off is increased, the flux density at the material surface drops by a certain

amount. The signal-to-noise is thereby reduced.

A ferrite backing method proposed in [158, 159] was used to enhance Rayleigh

wave EMAT lift-off performance [146]. Instead of having a permanent magnet, a

simple ferrite was used as a back plate to the coil. The ferrite was magnetised by

the magnetic field surrounding the excitation coil, and so the induced eddy current

can be enhanced to give a larger signal.

The lift-off performance of the array EMAT designed in chapter 5 and 6 is

investigated in detail. The study focuses on the Lorentz force spatial behaviour

when a single linear coil is used as a finite ultrasonic source, and its effect on build-

ing a linear coil array. The dependence of the system electrical characteristics is

not considered. This is to emphasise the coil spatial behaviour. The investigated

lift-off region (less than 1.5 mm) was small and the variation of the electrical char-

acteristics was minimal. The magnet field divergence was not considered, since the

chosen lift-off region was very small. Section 5.3 details the variation of the coil

electrical characteristics and the magnetic field drop, so the simplification of the
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lift-off problem in this work can be applied.

3.3 EMAT electronics

3.3.1 Electrical impedance matching

As introduced in section 3.2, an EMAT can transfer electrical energy into elastic

motion and vice versa. However, the transdution efficiency is very low compared to

that of piezoelectric transducers. It is therefore necessary to minimise the energy loss

during the transmission of energy from an electrical pulser to a generation EMAT.

A basic EMAT generation system consists of the pulser generator, EMAT,

test sample and the associated cables [11, 154, 155], as shown in figure 3.7(a). The

pulser generator normally has an internal resistance of the order of tens of ohms. An

EMAT coil is less resistive but more inductive. Hence, good impedance matching

is needed to reduce the energy loss. L-type impedance matching has been applied

and figure 3.7(b) shows the basic diagram of the system impedance network [11].

The pulser and the EMAT have impedances of Zp and ZE , respectively, taking the

forms,

Zp = Rp + jXp,

ZE = RE + jXE . (3.37)

Rp, RE and Xp, XE represent values of resistance and reactance of the pulser and the

EMAT, respectively. Components A and B on figure 3.7(b) can be used as reactive

components (inductor and capacitor) to improve the transmission efficiency. For

the coupling between the EMAT and the sample, the equivalent capacitance is very

small and the coupling is mostly inductive [156]. The equivalent inductance for this

part depends significantly on the properties of the test sample, the coil geometry

and the transducer lift-off [147, 156, 160]. The resultant inductance that can be

measured for the EMAT coil, LE , can be decomposed into [154]

LE = Lair − Leddy + Lampere, (3.38)

where Lair denotes the coil inductance when no sample is in proximity, Leddy is

the contribution from the induced eddy currents in the sample and Lampere is the

inductance arising from the Ampère current from the sample magnetisation. These

inductance sources are inter-dependent through Maxwell’s governing equations. Be-

cause the induced eddy currents oppose the excitation currents, the inductance of
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Figure 3.7: (a) Schematic of a basic EMAT generation circuit. The use of impedance
matching unit is optional (‘∗’). (b) Block diagram showing the EMAT impedance
network with L-type impedance matching method.

the excitation coil can be reduced [127]. The Ampère current can be ignored in

paramagnetic and diamagnetic materials, but is very strong in ferromagnetic ma-

terials [154]. The capacitance possessed by the transducer connection cables also

needs to be considered during the measurements [155].

Design of the above matching network requires that the electrical charac-

teristics of the pulser and the EMAT are both measurable. Once Zp and ZE are

known, values for components A and B can be found from [11]

XA = GRE −XE and XB = −
R2
p +X2

p

Xp +GRp
, (3.39)

where G is a dimensionless quantity given by G =

√√√√Rp
RE

[
1 +

(
Xp

Rp

)2
]
− 1. This

solution is obtained under the condition that the pulser impedance is equal to the

equivalent impedance of components A and B and the EMAT combined, which

gives a maximised transmission power to the EMAT. However, as discussed earlier

in section 3.2, given that it is the EM field that transmits the driving energy, a

maximum current would be more desirable for EMAT use. Such a requirement is
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satisfied when the reactance of the pulser and EMAT is matched so that the whole

circuit is at electrical resonance [161, 162, 163].

The ‘L-matching’ network was used in the work of [163], where a simple ca-

pacitor was employed to cancel the reactance of the EMAT coil inductance. This

was applicable because the pulser used was relatively ideal with a constant 50 ohm

internal resistance, and nearly zero reactance throughout its frequency range. Also,

the EMAT coil application in that design was fixed to only a few frequencies, al-

lowing accurate measurements of the EMAT impedance, and so the design of the

‘L-matching’ components.

The in-house built EMAT driver used in this work exhibited a dynamic

impedance behaviour under different frequency use (see figure 4.4). This frequency

behaviour was not standardised (or compensated for) for the multi-frequency EMAT

array used during the experiment. Using a simple L-matching network to match the

EMAT-driver impedance was not applicable as this would have meant that only one

frequency of operation was optimised. Future work can include the optimisation

of the EMAT driver internal circuit, and a matched EMAT-driver circuit. The

electrical system would then expect an improved high frequency performance. The

drawback of the trial pulser will be described in chapter 4, and details of designing

a multi-frequency EMAT ultrasonic system are given in chapters 5 and 6.

3.3.2 Detection amplification

As EMATs often suffer from low signal-to-noise ratio, careful design of the electronics

is desired. EMATs as the ultrasonic generator often require for high power driving as

discussed in section 3.3.1. Although the receiving Lorentz force process is much more

efficient (see section 3.2.3), the detected signal by an EMAT receiver can still be weak

and is sometimes contaminated by the surrounding noise, such as EM disturbance or

other mechanical/electrical noise from the associated setup [164]. The level of signal

without amplification is normally too small to be read on a standard oscilloscope.

Design of the amplification unit for the received signal is important and is also

critical to the data processing. A pre-amplifier with low noise and good impedance

matching is essential with designs discussed in references [164, 165, 166, 167, 168].

There have been some attempts to incorporate EMATs with chirp pulse

compression methods [169, 170]. The received signals have been improved by a factor

of tens of decibels and the level of signal averaging (a signal processing method to

enhance the SNR) required was significantly reduced. However, an extra hardware

unit or post-processing module is required, which can sometimes lower the EMAT

inspection speed.
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3.4 EMAT designs for different wavemodes

As explained in section 3.2, EMATs generating/detecting ultrasound act mainly via

the electromagnetic coupling between the EMAT coil, the biasing field and the test-

piece sample. The direction of the acoustic source (Lorentz force or magnetostrictive

force) solely depends on the arrangement between the current flowing through the

EMAT coil and the applied biasing field. By carefully designing the EMAT coil and

the static magnetic field, different ultrasonic wavemodes can be achieved.

This section gives a brief introduction to EMAT designs that have been

developed for generating bulk waves (shear and longitudinal waves) and surface

waves (Rayleigh, Lamb waves, and shear-horizontal (SH) guided waves) in metallic

materials. Some special designs, such as focused EMATs for enhanced bulk or

surface inspection, are also mentioned. EMATs using the phased array concept

will be introduced at the end. Note, the Lorentz force mechanism for EMATs to

generate/detect ultrasound is emphasised in this section, since the testpiece samples

of interest in this work are all non-magnetic.

3.4.1 Conventional EMATs

Conventional EMATs consist of a single conductive coil and a permanent magnet

(or electromagnet [171]). To customise the desired Lorentz force for different wave-

modes, there are two main aspects to consider; the shape of the EMAT coil and the

design of the magnetic field, such as the field orientation and the magnet layout.

This determines the spatial distribution of the Lorentz force. The spatial effect

of the coil can be understood from the eddy-current theory demonstrated in sec-

tion 3.2.1, and the calculation of the eddy-current distribution given by Dodd and

Deeds [147] detailed in section 3.3. The latter consideration is to determine the

polarisation of the resultant Lorentz force into the material; for example, the ideal

normal magnetic field illustrated in figure 3.3(a) will lead to a shear force for shear

wave generation. For the full picture one must also consider any self-field genera-

tion. This section summarises some basic EMAT configurations based on the work

presented in [11, 122, 172, 173, 174, 175, 176].

There are four common shapes of EMAT coils for bulk wave applications;

linear, spiral, racetrack (elongated spiral/pancake) and butterfly (double racetrack),

shown in figures 3.8 and 3.9. Figures 3.8(a) and (b) represent the linear and butterfly

coils. Both are used to create the basic linear pattern of the eddy current over the

plane (the birds eye view on the left). By introducing a single permanent magnet,

a Lorentz force with a linear pattern can be induced into the material to excite
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Figure 3.8: Schematic showing two linear polarised EMATs consisting of a single
block permanent magnet and (a) a linear coil wrapped around the magnet, or (b) a
flat butterfly coil.

bulk waves. To produce the coil shown in figure 3.8(a), a wire is wrapped onto a

block magnet [172]. An example EMAT application of this type of coil is given in

figure 7.3(c) in chapter 7 for multi-mode surface scanning. The butterfly coil shown

in figure 3.8(b) is easier to produce as it is planar [122, 175, 176]. This also allows for

the flexible design of the magnet to enhance the EMAT performance, for example,

using multiple magnets to increase the normal flux density while suppressing the

radial flux [176, 177]. However, there is also a huge waste of the coil when using the

butterfly coil design to provide a linear pattern, compared to the linear coil, since the

coil in its outer reaches is away from the magnet, and the increased inductance and

the potential self-field generation from the sides of the coil needs to be considered.

For the applied static magnetic field shown in figure 3.8, the edge effect of a

practical magnet cannot be neglected, hence both normal and tangential components

of the biasing field under the sample surface are produced. The resultant Lorentz

force contains both shear force and normal force (illustrated by green arrows) com-

ponents for shear and longitudinal wave generation. In addition, a Rayleigh surface

wave can also be generated because of the coupling between the shear and longitu-

dinal waves at the sample surface.

The spiral coil EMAT is demonstrated in figure 3.9(a) with the use of a single

permanent magnet. This is the most basic configuration of EMATs, with simple

production of the spiral coil and arrangement of the magnet. The spiral coil is

radially polarised and the spatial distribution of the eddy currents is symmetric but

out-of-phase on opposite sides of the centre. While the magnet provides primarily a

normal component of the static magnetic field but also some radial components, the

resultant Lorentz forces will contain both shear and normal components to excite

both longitudinal and shear waves. The longitudinal wave is generally small due

to the small intensity of the shear component of the magnetic field. A Rayleigh

surface wave can also be induced when two bulk wavemodes are coupled at the
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Figure 3.9: Schematic of (a) spiral coil and (b) racetrack coil EMATs. Both coils
can provide a symmetric layout of the currents. Two magnet configurations can be
used with each designs. Using a single magnet as shown in (a), the induced shear
Lorentz forces are symmetric, while they are identical when using two magnets with
alternating polarisation shown in (b).

surface. Because of the symmetric distribution of the induced Lorentz forces due

to the currents symmetry, these generated waves are omni-directional, propagating

into the bulk or surface at the same time [174]. However, the primary wavemode

generated by this set-up is a radially polarised shear wave.

The racetrack coil, or elongated spiral coil, can be used similarly to the

spiral coil with only one magnet, or with two magnets for shear wave generation

and detection [11, 122, 173], with the latter demonstrated in figure 3.9(b). Unlike

the spiral coil usage in figure 3.10(a), where the EMAT is radially polarised, the

racetrack coil can imprint linear patterns by carefully choosing the magnet size. If

the two magnets are in alternating orientations, the resultant shear Lorentz forces

are identical and in-phase on either side of the centre. A small normal Lorentz

force for longitudinal wave excitation arises in the centre due to the presence of the

edge tangential magnetic field. This design has been proved to be very effective for

shear wave generation in ferromagnetic materials, since the normal Lorentz force

for longitudinal wave generation in those cases is cancelled by the magnetisation

force [11]. The Rayleigh surface wave is also minimised.

Meander-line coil EMATs

Another conventional design is the meander-line coil EMAT, shown in figure 3.10.

The coil is fabricated into a meander-shape, so that the multiple turns of coil gener-

ate enhanced ultrasound waves. Each turn can be considered as a single linear coil

with a small width. Using a normal biasing magnetic field (provided by a perma-

nent magnet), a shear Lorentz force array that is parallel to the surface is induced.

The direction of the neighbouring Lorentz force elements changes alternately with
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Figure 3.10: Schematic of a meander-line coil EMAT.

respect to each other, as shown in figure 3.10.

The meander-line coil is capable of generating multiple modes, giving bulk

waves and surface waves simultaneously [122]. This is understandable as each coil

turn is approximated as a linear element where the shear wave, longitudinal wave

and the surface coupled Rayleigh wave will be excited. The array property of the

meander-line coil can provide many benefits. Firstly, for bulk waves, the ultrasound

beam is obliquely emitted into the material, showing a certain directivity that can be

used to improve the detection sensitivity [178, 179]. The directional characteristics

also show a frequency-dependence [172, 180], making it possible to electronically

tune the beam directivity for enhanced detection. Secondly, for surface waves; the

meander-line geometry is similar to a comb structure where a narrowband signal

can be generated [181]. An approximate relationship between the spacing of the coil

turns and the optimal wavelength for generation is given by,

δm = (m+
1

2
)λ, (3.40)

where δm is the coil turn spacing and m is an integer. This property has been

used for wavelength selection of Rayleigh surface waves [181] or mode selection of

Lamb waves [182], since the transducer bandwidth in this case is dominated by the

number of turns and the meander spacing [122]. Chapter 6 (section 6.3) discusses

the performance of the conventional meander-line coil EMAT as compared to the

linear coil array EMAT developed in this work for Rayleigh surface wave generation.

3.4.2 Periodic Permanent Magnet EMATs

Recently, the periodic permanent magnet (PPM) EMAT design has gained more

interest [11, 122]. Figure 3.11 demonstrates the schematic of a typical PPM EMAT.
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Figure 3.11: Schematic of a periodic permanent magnet (PPM) EMAT generating
SH guided waves on a plate surface.

This design aims to generate horizontally-polarised shear waves (SH-waves) in dif-

ferent materials, especially SH guided waves in thin structures. A simple racetrack

coil is used with a permanent magnet array, as can be seen in figure 3.11(a). The

polarisation of each neighbouring magnet is changed alternately, leading to an al-

ternating Lorentz force whose direction varies with the same period as the magnet

array. The induced array of Lorentz forces is parallel to the surface, and so the

generated shear wave is polarised horizontally to the sample surface, propagating

to the far field in both directions. Figure 3.11(b) gives the cross-section view. This

design is similar to the concept of the meander-line coil where a pseudo source array

is formed, but the force distribution here is dominated by the magnet separation.

The properties of the generated SH waves, i.e. the wavelength, are determined by

the layout of the magnet array; the wavelength for the generation pulse should equal

the period of the magnet array to maximise the output amplitude.

SH-wave PPM EMATs have been applied in different applications. Hill and

Dixon [183] investigated the directivity characteristics of the SH bulk wave beam

emitted from a PPM EMAT. The frequency-dependence of the beam directivity

was confirmed. Beam steering was achieved by simply tuning the input frequency

rather than using a phased array system, due to waves from each section interfer-

ing constructively [184]. This PPM system with beam-steering capability has been

used for weld inspections [185, 186, 187]. Additionally, PPM EMATs have been

used in pipeline inspections. The SH waves are different in different structures,

providing more possible inspection strategies. For example, the PPM generated SH

guided wave travelling in the circumferential direction around a pipe was used to

monitor corrosion, using a pitch-catch EMAT arrangement moving in the axial di-

rection [188], or by using a modified PPM design to generate a torsional wave whose

particle displacement is in the circumferential direction and the wave propagates in

the axial direction [189]. The latter wave type provides a means of inspecting over

a large distance within a single measurement [190].
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Figure 3.12: (a) Line-focusing for bulk inspection (in xz-plane), after [8]. (b) Point-
focusing for surface inspection (in x-yplane), after [9].

3.4.3 Wave focusing EMATs

Recently, there has been a group of interesting designs of EMATs using wave focusing

for enhanced ultrasonic inspection. The main reason for applying the focusing prin-

ciple using an EMAT is to concentrate the ultrasonic energy to the target flaw/crack

through a narrowed beam. The method can be effective at overcoming the draw-

backs of EMAT low signal amplitude, and the low detection accuracy due to the

broad beam profile generated by a conventional EMAT design [8, 9, 191, 192]. Tiny

cracks can be detected using focused EMATs before they develop into the hazardous

stage [134].

Two focusing EMAT designs are illustrated in this section. First is the line-

focusing shear wave EMAT for bulk inspection, shown in figure 3.12(a) [8]. This is a

modified meander-line coil EMAT where the generated shear-vertical wave is focused

in the xz-plane. By continuously varying the spacing between each of the meander-

line turns, the shear wave emitted from each coil turn is superimposed in a way

where their combined wavefront is directed at a certain angle through constructive

interference. A beam-steered EMAT with good directivity can be obtained by using

different frequencies, offering great potential for oblique ultrasonic inspection. The

prototype design presented in [8, 191] shows a sharpened directivity of a 4.0 MHz

shear wave line-focusing EMAT at around 40°, allowing for the detection of tiny slits

that are deeper than 0.05 mm. It can be expected from the above example that,

by carefully tuning of the geometry of the meander-line coil, different focal lengths

and depths can be obtained. However, this is not flexible for multiple applications

since the focal law of each line-focusing EMAT is fixed due to their fixed physical

designs.
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Another design shown in figure 3.12(b) is the focused surface wave EMAT for

enhanced surface crack detection [9]. The Rayleigh wave generated by the EMAT

was used to detect a surface crack. With the use of a normal biasing field (in the z-

direction, indicated by the red shadow region), the shear Lorentz force was induced

underneath the AC driven coil for Rayleigh wave generation. The wavefront of the

emitted cylindrical waves followed the coil curvature and was geometrically focused

at a point, and this can be used for small surface crack detection. A symmetric

detection coil was used to receive the transmitted Rayleigh wave. A pair of focused

coils used the racetrack design and the Rayleigh frequency was set to 2.0 MHz,

allowing for detection of small cracks that were of the order of 0.5 mm depth and

1.0 mm length. This single generation-detection design can be improved in multiple

ways, for example, by using multiple detection coils to capture the signal scattered

by the crack from arbitrary scan orientations [192] or using a meander-line coil to

further improve the signal amplitude of the inspection [9].

There are some other interesting focusing designs. Takishita et al. [193]

proposed a point-focusing EMAT for bulk inspection. This new design was based

on the previous line-focusing concept where a meander-line coil with continuously

varied spacings was first used to make a focal line in the x-z plane. Meanwhile,

the meander-line coil was geometrically curved at the sample surface, similarly to

the Rayleigh focusing design, to form a focal point in the x-y plane. The resultant

geometry led to a focal point in the material in three-dimensions. Sun et al. [194]

developed a fan-shaped PPM design to focus an SH wave in a plate. The magnet

array was made into a fan shape whose outer and inner edges were concentric, and so

the generated SH guided waves were focused unidirectionally in the plane. It can be

seen that the flexibility of EMAT design, either through the customisable coil shape

or different magnet arrangements, brings great opportunities. By combining these

with the EMAT advantage of being non-contact, the potential can be maximised.

3.4.4 Phased Array EMATs

As introduced in chapter 1, the phased array (PA) technique has been widely applied

in many industrial and scientific areas as well as in medicine. PA ultrasonics allows

for programmable beam patterns such as beam steering or focusing, by controlling

the wavefront superposition from multiple coherent acoustic elements. PA enhanced

ultrasound allows for better sensitivity and efficiency for ultrasonic testing (UT) [40].

The design of PA EMAT systems is gaining more interest, although the size

and the low transduction efficiency of EMAT are widely recognised as the major

drawbacks that hinder its development. Unlike a piezoelectric PA system that can
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contain hundreds of very small individual elements/channels, an EMAT system is

much more power-consuming, and the EMAT source element is much larger. A

32-channel PA SH wave EMAT [166] is the maximum reported in the published

literature for welds inspection. One of the methods to reduce EMAT energy re-

quirements is to evaluate data in conjunction with the digital techniques of pulse

compression [169] or coded excitation [195]. An 8-element pulse-echo EMAT PA

system was proposed based on the latter, claiming that the peak excitation power

was less than 5 W per channel [196]. This system used an angled shear-vertical

(SV) bulk wave to detect the surface crack located on the sample far-side surface.

The prolonged excitation signal can however, degrade the axial resolution of the

imaging. Learning from the evolution of piezoelectric ultrasonics, there is a chance

to update the EMAT technique using advances in electronics.

Despite the disadvantages for PA operation, the unique advantages of EMATs,

such as the generation/detection flexibility for different wavemodes and the capa-

bility of operating without couplant, make it the best candidate for some special

applications. Up to date, there have been three types of PA EMATs that are note-

worthy; the SH-wave EMAT PA system for welding inspection [166, 185, 197], the

longitudinal-wave EMAT PA system for the nuclear power industry [198] and the

coil-only EMAT PA system for high temperature inspection [129]. Below gives a

brief introduction to these techniques.

SH EMATs for austenitic weld inspection: Conventional UT methods were

not considered for the application because of the high degree of acoustic distor-

tion, anisotropy and scattering arising from the large grains of the weld material

(see section 2.1.4 for ultrasonic attenuation). The SV or L waves generated by

conventional piezoelectrics are impractical because they will be skewed into certain

directions [185], and associated with the issue of mode conversion (see section 2.2.1).

A low frequency (below 2 MHz) SH wave thereby exhibits great potential for im-

proving UT scans of austenitic welds, since its attenuation is not significant and the

propagation angle will not be obviously skewed. This type of wave can be easily

generated by a PPM EMAT (see section 3.5.2) but not by conventional piezoelec-

tric transducers. The combination with the PA technique equips the PPM EMAT

(or SH meander-line EMAT [178]) with a better signal to noise ratio and the abil-

ity of beam steering for testing over a wider angular range (up to 90°). Details

of the performance of PA SH EMATs designed by different groups can be found

in [166, 197, 185], for example, Sawaragi et al. [197] proposed an 8-segment PA

PPM EMAT system for pipe welding detection and Gao et al. [185] developed a

high-power integrated 8-channel phased driving system via an H-bridge circuit for
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PPM EMAT steering.

Longitudinal wave PA EMATs have been developed for in-service nuclear re-

actor inspection, for the ASTRID reactor launched by the French government [198].

While optical methods and conventional piezoelectric ultrasonics are considered to

be impractical for inspecting the sodium cooled fast reactor, EMATs are an option

that can work properly in the hot and irradiated liquid sodium environment. The

on-going progress of system development can be seen from their annual conference

papers [199, 200, 201]. To improve the PA EMAT performance, the configuration

of the magnet array has been optimised, the electronics has been optimised to max-

imise the output current via the resonance phenomenon (see section 3.4.1) and the

number of the EMAT driving channels has been increased from 8 to 12.

Another special design of longitudinal wave PA EMAT was for as-cast steel

testing [129]. This was a coil only generation design based on the Lorentz force

principle demonstrated in figure 3.3(c), which was expected to work in the extremely

high temperature (up to 2000°C) environment. The EMAT driver consisted of four

individual phased channels, allowing for operating a four-coil phased array. The

driving system was equipped with a high energy unit that could deliver a current

pulse with a peak value of 1.75 kA from each channel, and so each coil element could

be sufficiently driven to produce enough ultrasound.

There is still room for PA EMATs to be extended for other NDE applications,

due to their flexibility of design for different wavemodes and their non-contact ad-

vantages. The phased EMAT arrays proposed in this work focus on using Rayleigh

surface waves for surface crack characterisation and will be detailed in chapters 5

and 6. The lift-off performance of an array EMAT (see problem described in sec-

tion 3.3) will also be studied to better characterise the ultrasonic behaviour of the

system.
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Chapter 4

Experimental and modelling

methodologies

This chapter outlines the experimental and modelling methodologies used in this

work. The method for EMAT production is firstly introduced, from coil making

to manufacture of the transducer holder. The specialised electrical driving system

(four-channel phased EMAT pulser) that was developed for this work is then de-

tailed. The major functional parts of the driver are illustrated. The driving signals

for EMAT use are exemplified. The behaviour is studied for different load compo-

nents, such as low reactance resistor and typical EMAT coils.

Finite element analysis was used for EMAT modelling in this work. The

procedure of forming the finite element EMAT model is introduced at the end of

this chapter, from the EMAT electromagnetic generation to the wavefield modelling

and the target Aluminium samples.

4.1 EMAT production

The work of this thesis required the production of several new designs of EMAT

coil. The method of EMAT production has yet not been standardised. One of

the popular ways to make an EMAT is through the printed circuit technique [11].

However, all the EMAT prototypes used in this work were made by hand-winding

wires. This is good for conceptual design where novel transducer configurations can

be achieved easily. In addition, the wire density can be improved compared to the

printed circuit method, and EMATs with a better generation/detection efficiency

can be expected. Also, the hand-made EMAT provides a better lift-off performance

than the printed ones as no extra circuit board is placed between the coil wire,
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magnet, and the sample surface.

Making flat EMAT coils was done through the method developed by Y. Fan

in the Ultrasound Group, University of Warwick. This method is based on the

technique described in [11]. Details of the fabrication procedure can be found in

reference [163], and here only a brief introduction is given. The procedure consists

of four steps; 1. producing a paper template of the coil design. In this work, the

geometric shape of the coil (to scale) was designed using an open source painting

package, InkSpace. 2. Etching the coil shape onto a substrate. The coil template

was stuck onto a glass plate using multiple layers of scotch tape and Kapton tape.

A scalpel was used to etch the design into the tape layers by cutting along the

coil profile provided by the template, so that the wires could be wound into the

etched layer to produce the required shape. 3. Hand-winding the copper wire into

the desired shape. 4. Encapsulating the coil using Kapton tape to protect the

prototype design.

The permanent magnets used in this work were NdFeB magnets, produced

by Supermagnete Llc. The size of the magnet was 25 × 15 × 6 mm3 (45N). A 3D

printer was used to make the EMAT holders. Though the 3D printing material is

plastic and hence offers no shielding, it is good enough to provide a solid casing

and electrical insulation to the EMAT high currents and provides a good means of

EMAT prototyping for rapid research studies.

4.2 Four-channel EMAT driver

As introduced in chapter 3, the coils of the EMAT are essential to the system as they

are used as the driving source of the EMAT ultrasound generation. The multiple

channel electronic system for driving the coils is therefore fundamental to making

the novel designs presented in the later chapters achievable.

The version of the EMAT ultrasonic driver used in this work can only sup-

port a maximum of 4 sensors working at the same time. It is a prototype for a

more advanced device which could be developed now the promise has been shown.

For using it to configure a conventional phased array system, the limited number

of driving channels (only 4) means limited performance of the ultrasound bream

directivity, and also the imaging performance.

In this thesis, a new array EMAT system was developed with a different

phasing modality. Four very basic linear EMAT coils were chosen to implement

the fundamental/feasibility study for this idea. The surface wave inspection per-

formance has been proven when using just 4 coils/channels; a better signal-to-noise
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ratio (SNR), and the capability of wavelength selectivity (see figure 6.10). The array

performance of 4 coils was better than using just 2 coils, but worse than would be

expected if using 6 coils or more (see discussions around figures 5.14 and 6.12), for

both SNR and wave selectivity performance.

The pulser was designed and built by David Greenshields from the Elec-

tronics Workshop (Department of Physics, University of Warwick) for this research.

Common phased array electronics are available on the market, but their power level

is normally significantly less than the requirement for EMAT driving. The pulser

contains four individual EMAT drivers that can support four separate EMATs work-

ing simultaneously. Figure 4.1 demonstrates the pulser block diagram of the major

units; PIC processor as the interface to the user, radio frequency (RF) burst gen-

erator which is field-programmable gate array (FPGA)-based, four EMAT drivers

(CH0 to CH3) to deliver high current sinusoidal outputs, and power supply. Users

can customise their EMAT driving signals by setting multiple aspects; the central

frequency, the number of cycles (linked to bandwidth), the number of channels that

are activated, and the time delay on each channel. The signal amplitude level and

the pulser repetition rate can also be varied. The desired sinusoidal burst would

then be produced by the FPGA burst generator before more power is added on to

the output by the EMAT driver. The main functional part of the EMAT driver

contains a MOSFET current source and a voltage booster transformer, as can be

seen in the figure. The time delay between each channel can be customised, which

plays a key role for varying the EMAT array performance in chapter 6.

This pulser design is the next generation of the design compared to the one

presented in [129, 202]. The difference between the two is the ability of signal

delivery. For example, the signal generated by this pulser is under the full control of

the user, allowing control of frequency and bandwidth, while that in [202] delivers a

wideband pulse signal with around 1.5 µs duration. The price for the level of control

is that the amplitude level of the output in this pulser is much lower than that of

the original version. The original has an output of up to 1.75 kA, as it is powered

by a bank of capacitors, while this system has a maximum output of 72 A ideally.

The two different pulsers are therefore suitable for different practical applications.

In the following sections, the performance of the pulser used in this work

will be described in more detail. The output signals will be shown and the pulser

frequency-dependent characteristics are studied through a simplified Norton circuit.
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Figure 4.1: Block diagram showing the major parts of the EMAT pulser used in this
work.

4.2.1 Time-delayed high current output

The performance of the in-house built pulser largely depends on the FPGA signal

generator unit. The programmed module allows for varying the duration of the

burst signal from one cycle to ten cycles, and the central frequency from 10 kHz to

10 MHz. The time delay between channels can be set from 0 to 10 s in 5 ns steps.

Figure 4.2(a) shows the voltage outputs from all four channels for a 1 MHz three-

cycle driving signal, with a time delay between the successive channels of 4 µs. Full

amplitude level (100%) was set. It should be noted that there is a small oscillation

after the voltage burst signal. This implies that the MOSFET has been disabled.

For the power MOSFET chosen in this pulser, a threshold voltage to the gate is

required for conduction. To stabilise and linearise the MOSFET gate voltage with

drain current, source transistors were pre-used to produce a small current before the

MOSFET. This helped the MOSFET to work in the region where it was more linear,

instead of starting from 0 V. The small perturbations outside the pulse waveform

envelope were caused by the switching on and off of the transistors. Additionally,

the signal shapes for the different channels are not completely identical. This could

be due to the 50 Hz mains ripple on the high voltage DC supply that was not

regulated, and so appeared directly on the output. The hand-wound transformer

for each channel may not be identical, which can also affect the relative amplitude

level of each channel. Figure 4.2(b) shows the magnitude frequency spectrum (fast
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Figure 4.2: Driving signal at 1 MHz, showing (a) output of each channel for three-
cycle operation, and (b) frequency information (after fast Fourier Transform, FFT)
for different numbers of cycles.

Fourier Transform, FFT) of the signals generated from one of the channels for

different numbers of cycles. The central frequency was also 1 MHz. The abilities of

broadband (one cycle) or narrowband driving are shown.

4.2.2 Norton equivalent circuit

Understanding the pulser frequency characteristics is essential to this work, as ar-

ray EMATs described in chapters 5 and 6 have considered operation at different

frequencies (wavelengths). Since the pulser internal network is complex, one way

to simplify the circuit is implementing the Norton equivalent circuit [161]. Though

this method could be an oversimplification, a good approximation can be obtained

as a preliminary study for this trial pulser. Figure 4.3(a) shows the diagram of the

equivalent circuit. The system has been considered as being composed of two parts;

the current source and the load. The Norton circuit of the former consists of an

ideal voltage source (about 72 A as the maximum peak-to-peak current value for an

ideal load) with a damping resistor, ZP , mainly contributed by the primary winding

of the transformer, while that of the load is mainly decomposed into the EMAT,

with an internal impedance of ZE . The transformer in the EMAT pulser is 1:1, so

the turns ratio is 1 and the impedance ratio is 1. Therefore the impedance seen at

the primary will be the same as that of the EMAT if the frequency is within the

specified operating range of the transformer.

The transformer has a complex electromagnetic behaviour, with frequency-

dependent characteristics that will also be expected from the pulser behaviour. Pre-
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Figure 4.3: Schematic of (a) the pulser Norton equivalent circuit, and (b) the method
used to test the pulser frequency characteristics.

cise prediction of the transformer efficiency is difficult since it can be contributed

to by multiple factors, such as the transformer construction, magnitude, frequency

as well as the signal types. There are two sources of loss, the copper loss and the

core loss. The copper loss is the heat loss due to the resistance of the wire. The

core used in this transformer is ferrite core that has an effective frequency up to 1

MHz. Beyond this, the efficiency will be drastically limited. Also when the current

is bigger than the core ‘saturation current’, the magnetic field stops increasing, and

the primary begins to be more resistive, so the power waste is increased.

To evaluate the pulser behaviour, a measurement based on the method shown

in figure 4.3(b) was undertaken. A low reactance 0.1 W resistor (ten low reactance

1 W resistors connected in parallel) was connected in series with the pulser and

the EMAT coil, and a voltmeter was used to detect the potential difference across it

when the pulser was activated. This unit was used to measure the current flowing in

the pulser-load system for a range of driving frequencies. The current was obtained

by dividing the potential difference by the resistance (0.1 W). A load of one resistor

or a choice of two different EMAT coils were tested, and their impedance information

(without connection to the pulser) between 0 to 6 MHz is given in figure 4.4(a). The

impedance of the load was measured by a HP impedance analyser. The loads used

were,

1. A low reactance 4.7 W resistor. It can be seen that its impedance value from

0 to 6 MHz remains at about 4.7 W. This resistor was chosen to evaluate the

general behaviour of the pulser.

2. Two linear coils (see figure 3.8(a)); one was made from 6 turns of wires of

0.1 mm diameter (approx. 0.6 mm width in total), and the other was 7 turns
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of wires with 0.2 mm diameter (approx. 1.5 mm width in total). Two different

coils were used to evaluate the EMAT coil influence on the pulser system. It

can be seen that the two coils show similar impedance values within the chosen

frequency change, although the 0.6 mm one has slightly higher amplitude (the

difference is smaller than 3 W). From 0 to 6 MHz, the impedance is increased

from 0 to about 25∼28 W.

Following this, the loads were connected to the pulser (CH0) to evaluate

the performance of the pulser at different frequencies. All driving signals were set

to three-cycles so a good bandwidth and time resolution could be guaranteed. As

explained in section 3.2, EMAT generation efficiency depends largely on the driving

current intensity; the peak-to-peak current values were therefore found and plotted.

The measurements were undertaken via the set-up illustrated in figure 4.3(b) and

the results are given in figures 4.4(b) and (c). Figure 4.4(b) shows the currents when

the 4.7 W resistor was used. The central frequency of the driver was varied from

300 kHz to 5.5 MHz with a 50 kHz step. Amplitude levels (size of the pulser output)

of 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% were measured. It can be seen that the pulser gave

an overall non-linearly decreasing behaviour with frequency. The 75% and 100%

levels show a steep drop from 300 to 750 kHz and a moderate drop from 950 kHz

to 1.8 MHz, compared to that at 1.8 MHz or above. The 25% and 50% levels show

steep drops from 300 to 750 kHz, but experienced a relatively steady output range

from about 750 kHz to 2.5 MHz (highlighted in the red rectangle) before the current

started dropping again at higher frequencies. The behaviour of the current output

was complex and can be attributable to multiple factors; firstly, it could be due to

the behaviour of the power op-amp that was used to drive the MOSFET gates, where

the signal amplitude can drop off at higher frequencies. Secondly, the RC filter (‘R’

by the gate drive resistor and ‘C’ by the MOSFET input capacitance) formed in

the MOSFET gate drive circuit can cause the signal decrease at higher frequencies.

Thirdly, the drain-source capacitance on the MOSFET took more current at higher

frequencies, so the available output current was reduced. The transformer, which

has its own frequency characteristics, can also contribute to the effect. The coil wire

wound onto the transformer shows mostly inductive behaviour and may behave

inconsistently at high frequencies.

The results when using the EMAT linear coils as a load are given in fig-

ure 4.4(c). The driving frequency was varied from 500 kHz to 6 MHz with a 100 kHz

step. The data for the 4.7 W load resistor is also included for better comparison. It

can be seen that similar trends were provided for both EMAT coils at both ampli-

tude levels (whether 100% or 50%). The current amplitude was generally smaller
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Figure 4.4: (a) Frequency characteristics of different test loads. Measured using
a HP impedance analyser. (b) Current measurements using the standard 4.7 W
resistor at different amplitude levels. (c) Full results of the current measurement on
all components in (a). 50% and 100% amplitude levels were tested.

compared to that obtained with the 4.7 W resistor, due to the larger impedance of

the linear coils (tens of ohm). However, this amplitude reduction is not significant

(less than 3 A difference below 1.7 MHz). The difference reached about 5 A when

the frequency was increased to 6 MHz. This implies that the electrical influence

from the EMAT coil will not majorly affect the system over the frequency range

used. The electrical characteristics of the whole system depend mostly on the in-

trinsic properties of the pulser system. Pulser optimisation therefore can be one of

the future directions for research, when high currents and higher frequency EMATs

are required.

The absolute value of the output currents through the EMAT ranged from

50 A at lower frequencies, when the pulser was set to an output amplitude of 100%,

and decreased to only 17 A when the frequency was 6 MHz. The self-field ultrasound

generation contributed by these current intensities can therefore be reasonably ne-

glected [130]. In chapters 5 to 7, the EMATs were used primarily in the frequency

range from 300 kHz to 1.5 MHz with 100% amplitude level, so enough signal-to-noise

(SNR) can be guaranteed.

There are some constrains in this system; 1. the requirement of high-power

consumption, and 2. the reduced device portability. Optimisations such as the

design of more efficient EMAT coil/magnet layouts or using digital electronics can

be part of future work. This will be dependent on the particular NDT purpose.

4.3 Generic experimental procedure

The EMAT systems developed in this work were used in pitch-catch configuration

with a separate detector coil. On the transmission side, the pulser and EMAT were
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used on the target sample for ultrasonic generation. On the detection side, signals

were captured by different ultrasonic detectors. For example, a racetrack coil EMAT

detector (see section 3.4.1) was used for studying the Rayleigh wave array EMAT

performance in chapters 5 and 6, and also for the shear wave multi-mode EMAT

study in chapter 7. The received sound wave signals were amplified by a low-noise

amplifier before being displayed on a digital oscilloscope. Also, the signals were

digitalised and saved using the same oscilloscope. The IOS laser interferometer

described in section 2.3.3 was used for single coil lift-off performance as described

in section 5.3. Full details of the experimental set-up will be given in the relevant

sections.

4.4 Finite element method (FEM)

Finite element method (FEM) is an analysis method that can give approximate

numerical solutions to mathematical models of physical problems [203]. The core

concept of a FEM is to perform finite element formulation, in which the physical do-

main is geometrically discretised into a set of non-overlapping small regions of space

known as elements, so the unknown physical variables can be more easily calculated

by computers. The FEM method provides a good way of solving the behaviour

of complex physical structures, from beams and shells to bridges or aircraft etc.,

making it a powerful tool to solve engineering problems.

A typical FEM procedure can contain the following steps [203]; identify the

physical problem (e.g. sample geometry, measurement type), construct the math-

ematical model (normally the governing partial differential equations (PDEs) and

boundary conditions), implement and obtain the finite element solution, and imple-

ment the post-processing (data interpretation, visualisation, etc.). The central focus

of this work is to develop different EMAT systems for multiple purposes (phased

array and multi-mode EMATs, see chapters 6 and 7). Conducting FEM modelling

gives a good validation of the EMAT performance at different design stages.

As introduced in chapters 2 and 3, the phenomenon of EMAT generation is

a multi-physics problem, which must consider both electromagnetism and elasto-

dynamics. Figure 4.5 illustrates a basic EMAT generation problem in 2D. The

EMAT generator is coupled with the conductive material via electromagnetic forces.

Here the Lorentz force is emphasised as this is the major interest in this work (see

section 3.2). The induced Lorentz force plays the role of ultrasonic source to gener-

ate the desired wavemode in the material. The entire system can be separated into

two aspects for simplicity; the induction of the ultrasonic force, and the ultrasound
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Figure 4.5: Simple 2D model of EMAT generation problem described for FEM
solution.

generation. The benefits of doing so are obvious; firstly, it allows for quantitative

study of EMAT characteristics. This is essential for an EMAT designer when the

physical configuration of the coil and the magnet can significantly affect the ultra-

sonic source distribution. Secondly, it can significantly save the computation time.

The geometric scale of the ultrasonic wavefield (the material) is normally of the

order of tens of millimetres, while the EMAT generator is several millimetres. One

can hugely improve the efficiency if different geometric discretisation (domain size,

meshing fine degree etc) and different analysers (static or transient, in frequency

or time domain) are allocated at different modelling stages. For example, a single

EMAT model with finer meshing and static solver can be used for understanding

the transducer electromagnetic behaviour, while a separate dynamic model for sam-

ple wavefield modelling on a larger scale can be formed to understand the beam

directivity.

The modelling of the Lorentz force in the EMAT-material system (see red

parts in figure 4.5) was undertaken using the commercial package COMSOL Multi-

physics 5.5. The modelling was conducted on a computer managed by the Warwick

Centre for Scientific Computing (CSC). This was done to understand the Lorentz

force distribution when different EMAT lift-offs were used (see section 5.3.1). The

relevant physical equations are Maxwell’s equations (equations 3.1 to 3.4), applied

on the EMAT magnet, coil and material. Figure 4.6(a) demonstrates the basic

computational model of the problem. From the top to the bottom, there were five

domains that were constructed1; air (Ω1), permanent magnet (Ω2, ), coil (Ω3), skin

1With support from Z. Li, Ultrasound Group, University of Warwick.
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effect region (Ω4) and material (Ω5). The key domains in the model are the coil

(Ω3) and the skin effect region (Ω4). While the coil and skin region are normally of

the order of a millimetre or less, depending on the driving frequency, the magnet,

material and air are much larger, normally of the order of tens of millimetres and

hundreds of millimetres, respectively. These are not drawn to scale in the figure for

simplicity, but the brightness of the blocks indicates the fineness of their meshing,

for example, the meshing for the coil and the skin effect region were much denser

than that of the air, magnet and the rest of the material. There are several features

of note regarding this model;

1. The coil was modelled by the COMSOL built-in module (the ‘Coil’ feature

in the regime of ‘Magnetic Fields’ Physics) where the flowing current can be

customised. In this work, sinusoidal bursts with the desired number of cycles

and central frequency were defined.

2. The polarisation of the biasing magnet field was set according to the real

magnet used in the experiment.

3. The size of the skin region (Ω4) element was rectangular meshed (0.017 mm,

351 per 487 kHz Rayleigh wavelength). This is to ensure the spatial accuracy of

the desired eddy-currents field when it is borrowed to generate an ultrasound.

The thickness of the material (Ω5) was set to ten times the skin region. In the

rest of Ω5, the meshing was set to fine (16 per Rayleigh wave length). The

EM wave wavelength is much larger for the selected frequency.

All the above manipulations were to make a good tradeoff between the computation

accuracy and speed. The finite analyser was stationary and the data of the electro-

magnetic fields and Lorentz force could be extracted at each set point in the time

domain.

The next step for solving the above finite element problem is to transform

the governing PDEs and boundary conditions (strong form) into the weak form

(integral equations with weaker requirements on the continuity of field variables).

Numerical methods or algorithms further approximate the weak formulation into

a set of algebraic equations, and so the numerical solution can be obtained easily

using computers. More details about the theory of finite element analysis can be

found in [203] and on the COMSOL website [204].

The result of COMSOL modelling can be used later for other purposes. Sec-

tion 7.3.2 used FEM to study the wave directivity from an EMAT generator. The

target material thickness was of the order of tens to hundreds of millimetres, and
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Figure 4.6: Sketches to illustrate the FEM computational model corresponding to
the physical model described in figure 4.5. Each physical domain is geometrically
discretised into a set of elements with nodes at corners and this is demonstrated
in the inset in (b). (a) EMAT FEM model in COMSOL package. Each domain
has been discretised but not shown for simplicity. (b) Wavefield model in PZFlex
package.

in this case the ultrasonic wavefield modelling (see blue part in figure 4.5) was

undertaken by a commercial package PZFlex (now OnScale) for faster transient

computation. The modelling was conducted on a dedicated modelling computer on

the central server of the Ultrasound Group.

Figure 4.6(b) demonstrates the basic computational model of the problem.

There is only a single domain (Ω) which represents the material with several bound-

aries (Γ1 to Γ4). This is a problem that has been simplified, where the EMAT gen-

eration was replaced by a surface pressure load onto the material surface to match

the load from the chosen EMAT design. This holds because the EMAT generation

phenomenon (the Lorentz force mechanism) can be approximated as a surface effect

(see section 3.2). The distribution and intensity of the pressure load was identical

to the EMAT induced Lorentz force that was studied in COMSOL. The governing

equations here are Newton’s law (equation 2.7) and Hooke’s law (equation 2.2).

PZFlex allows users to customise the boundary condition from ‘free’, ‘fixed’, ‘ab-

sorption’ and ‘symmetric’. While the first two are most common, ‘absorption’ is

very useful for acoustic problems when many wavemodes exists in the same media

but only one is of interest, and reflections need to be minimised, and ‘symmetric’ is

useful for further reducing the computation time. It should be noted that absorb-

ing boundaries in this program are set for longitudinal waves and are not perfectly

valid for other wavemodes. The FEM in chapter 7 used ‘absorption’ to study the

shear wave behaviour. The meshing fineness of the model formed in chapter 7 was

20 elements per ultrasonic wavelength. This can ensure a good tradeoff between
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the modelling accuracy and the computation time [205]. The obtained dataset (dis-

placement/velocity information at each node for the entire wave travelling time) was

post-processed in MATLAB.

The full modelling details of each EMAT and the test sample will be given

in the relevant sections in chapters 5 and 7. The variables were mainly EMAT

geometric size, magnetic field orientation, characteristics of the driving currents

(frequency and bandwidth) and the geometry of the test samples.
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Chapter 5

Array EMATs: Lorentz force

model for Rayleigh wave

generation

5.1 Introduction

EMATs used in arrays have drawn more attention recently. Different set-ups have

been suggested to configure the geometry of an ultrasonic source array. For example,

a meanderline coil with multiple coil turns can be approximated as an array, and

this design is dedicated for narrowband surface acoustic wave (SAW) output [182].

Formation of a surface wave array model is therefore the basis of surface crack

detection purpose in this thesis, which forms the central focus of this chapter.

In this chapter, the mathematical model of a one-dimensional linear coil

array EMAT developed for understanding the behaviour of surface wave (Rayleigh)

generation is presented. The ultrasonic generation is through the Lorentz force

mechanism. A single linear coil was used as the ultrasonic element. The analytical

model in two-dimensions provided by the work [11] was firstly verified, and was used

to form the full array EMAT model. The chapter will start from the basics of the

single coil generation, with a full discussion of its electromagnetic field distribution

for ultrasound generation, then build a one-dimensional linear coil array model.

The spatial behaviour of the model was the main focus of this chapter and

the discussion focused on two main aspects; the coil/coil array frequency behaviour

in terms of the surface Rayleigh wave generation (at zero lift-off), and the lift-off

performances of the coil/coil array when a lift-off between EMAT and sample was

applied. In the former, the effect caused by different coil array layouts will be
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discussed including the changing of coil width, coil separation and the number of

applied coils. For the latter, the calculated spatial behaviour with lift-off was used to

verify the lift-off phenomenon described in chapter 2 where the ultrasound frequency

will shift with lift-off variation. Both coil and coil array lift-off behaviour will be

discussed, including both the time domain and the frequency domain information.

The coil electrical variation due to the lift-off effect was not considered in this model,

as its electrical characteristics remained similar over the lift-off range studied.

5.2 Experimental set-up for EMAT lift-off study

The experimental work undertaken in this chapter was used for understanding the

EMAT lift-off performance and verifying the theoretical model. Two experiments

were designed; 1. for single-coil (section 5.3.3) and 2. for two-coil (section 5.6.2)

ultrasonic behaviour studies.

The generated experimental process has been introduced in section 4.3. The

schematic for the full set-up used in this chapter is given in figure 5.1(a). The in-

house built four-channel pulser detailed in chapter 4 was used to drive the EMAT

coil. Two non-contact ultrasonic detectors were used to capture the generated

Rayleigh signal. The broadband IntOpSys laser interferometer (see section 2.3.3)

was first used to measure the signals generated by the single coil EMAT to give a

broadband measurement. A racetrack EMAT detector (see section 3.4.1) was then

used to measure the signals generated by two-coil EMATs, as this gave a better

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The effective bandwidth of the EMAT detector was

from 0 to 4 MHz [206]. The detected ultrasound signals were recorded by a digital

oscilloscope after being amplified. Data processing, including a 50 kHz high-pass

filter and smoothing (Savizky-Golay, IR filter, of polynomial order 3), was then

performed. All tests were undertaken on an aluminium bar sample whose thick-

ness was 60 mm. Varying the generation EMAT lift-off was done through inserting

plastic spacers of thickness 0.1 mm between the EMAT and the sample surface, as

indicated in figure 5.1(b), to a maximum of 12 plastic sheet spacers (total lift-off of

1.2±0.1 mm).

Three configurations of linear generation EMAT (see introduction in sec-

tion 3.4.1) were used, demonstrated in figures 5.1(b) to (d). Each coil was near-

identical and had a width of 1.5 mm. The magnet was 25×15×18 mm3, producing

an out-of-plane static field in the z-direction at its centre, and coils were placed onto

the magnet in the required positions and held in place using spacers. The magnetic

field was predominantly in the z-direction for all coil positions. The configurations
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Figure 5.1: Schematic diagram showing the set-up for EMAT lift-off study.

are summarised here:

1. figure 5.1(b); single coil experiment, coil in the centre of the magnet.

2. Figure 5.1(c); meander configuration (opposing currents) for two coils. A fixed

physical separation of 2 mm was used. Coils were positioned equidistant from

the magnet centre.

3. Figure 5.1(d); normal array configuration (same direction currents) for two

coils. The physical separation was also fixed at 2 mm and coils were equally

separated from the magnet centre.

5.3 Model of the coil as a finite source

In this work, a coil is used as the source element to form an array EMAT. The desired

wavelength of the Rayleigh wave is of the order of sub-millimetres to millimetres for

surface crack characterisation, and is comparable to the coil width, which is normally

of the order of a millimetre. A coil therefore works as an ultrasonic element with a

finite source field whose edge effect cannot be ignored.

A linear coil EMAT (without magnet) is demonstrated in figure 5.2(a) in

two-dimensions. The system includes the electromagnetic coupling between the coil

and the conductive material. The single coil consists of a series of copper wires and

is driven by an alternating current. As introduced in chapter 3, a mirror current

(eddy current), Je, will be induced into the material skin depth region when the

coil is placed in close proximity to a conductive material. Three approximations are
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given below to simplify the derivation of the coil induced mirror currents when a

finite coil width is considered:

1. the physical gaps between the wires are small enough that they can reasonably

be ignored. This holds for the EMAT production method used in this work as

each loop of wire is wrapped tightly onto the magnet by hand, and gaps will

be minimal.

2. The electrical charges are distributed uniformly across the coil width direction.

This also holds because the wire is reasonably thin (0.08 or 0.2 mm diameter)

and the wire density in a single coil is large enough to make this approximation.

3. The driving (primary) current was of the order of tens of amperes (see sec-

tion 4.2 for the pulser introduction). The coil induced mirror (secondary)

current was weak enough that the mutual effect between the coil primary dy-

namic magnetic field and the mirror current associated secondary magnetic

field [130] was not considered for ultrasound generation. This holds for alu-

minium samples in this work. There will always be some mutual effect be-

tween the primary and secondary fields when the coil electrical characteristics

are considered, but this will have minimal impact on the spatial behaviour

discussed in this work.

In the two-dimensional space domain (the xz-plane) shown in figure 5.2(a),

the mirror current can be calculated using Maxwell’s equations (see section 3.2.1).

The induced secondary currents in the y-direction (into the page), Je,y, are given

by [11]:

Je,y =
∂HM

x

∂z
− ∂HM

z

∂x
, (5.1)

where HM
x and HM

z are the horizontal and vertical magnetic components of the

dynamic magnetic field in the material’s skin depth (the superscript ‘M ’ indicates

that the physical quantities are within the material). The time oscillator eiωt is

omitted in the following derivations for simplicity.

The term HM
z in equation 5.1 is typically neglected in this flat coil set-up, as

it is only significant at the edges of the coil and can be very small (approximately

zero) under the coil. Equation 5.1 can hence be simplified to,

Je,y(x, z) ≈
∂HM

x (x, z)

∂z
. (5.2)

The component HM
x generated by a current through a single wire for an infinite coil
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Figure 5.2: (a) The transient electromagnetic fields generated using the EMAT
coil. The dashed lines show the direction of the dynamic magnetic field surrounding
the coil. A second electrical field (mirror current) is induced in the material. The
secondary magnetic field and the mutual effect between primary and secondary fields
are not indicated. (b) Simplified calculation model.

width along the x-axis has been calculated in [11],

HM
x =

µ̄I

(1 + µ̄)π

h

h2 + x2
exp

[
−(1 + i)z

δ

]
, (5.3)

where h is the coil lift-off (the vertical distance between the coil and the material

surface), δ is the electromagnetic skin depth (see section 3.2.1) and µ̄ is the relative

permeability of the material.

A linear coil has multiple turns and therefore a finite width which must be

considered when analysing the mirror currents induced. The simplified calculation

model is demonstrated in figure 5.2(b). A coil with a finite width a, and a lift-off h is

assumed to be located at the coordinate origin. By applying approximations 1 and

2 from the start of this section, the model of the coil is approximated as a very thin

sheet of current of width a with a uniform charge (wire) density along x-axis. Using

(xT , zT ) to represent the coil position in the xz-plane in the figure, (xT , zT ) can

be described as being evenly distributed from (−a/2,−h) to (+a/2,−h) under the

approximations. The magnetic component HM
x contributed by a single coil position

(xT ,−h) (zT has been replaced by −h) can be found as,

dHM
x =

µ̄I

(1 + µ̄)π
exp

[
−(1 + i)z

δ

]
hdxT

h2 + (x− xT )2
, (5.4)

where xT continuously varies from −a/2 to +a/2. The total magnetic field in the
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xz-plane can therefore be found by integrating over the coil width, that is,

HM
x (x, z) =

µ̄I

(1 + µ̄)π
exp

[
−(1 + i)z

δ

] ∫ a/2

−a/2

hdxT
h2 + (x− xT )2

=
µ̄I

(1 + µ̄)π
exp

[
−(1 + i)z

δ

]
×
[
arctan

(
x+ a/2

h

)
− arctan

(
x− a/2

h

)]
. (5.5)

This equation includes the spatial information of the coil induced HM
x -field in the

xz-plane.

Substituting equations 5.3 and 5.5 into equation 5.2 gives:

Je,y(x, z) ≈ −(1 + i)

δ
HM
x (x, z), (5.6)

Je,y(x, z) ∝ exp

[
−(1 + i)z

δ

]
×
[
arctan

(
x+ a/2

h

)
− arctan

(
x− a/2

h

)]
.(5.7)

Equation 5.7 shows that the distribution of Je,y induced in the y-direction depends

on the position (x, z) within the material, but also depends on the coil geometry

and its location, given by (a, h). Note that this follows the methods outlined in

reference [11] where the time variation is omitted for the calculations. The eddy

current contains an extra factor of ω due to the eddy current being related to the

time differential of the dynamic magnetic field [127], but this is omitted in this

work as it will have a limited effect on the spatial behaviour. The nonlinear factor

exp

[
−(1 + i)z

δ

]
indicates that the induced Je,y(x, z) will exponentially decay into

over the material depth (z direction), as expected.

In the work of [130], Je,y(x, z) at a single depth of z = 0.01 mm was chosen

to present the distribution along the x-axis. A square or sinusoidal shape of coil

induced Je,y was shown. For typical ultrasonic frequencies in metals, the effective

region over which there is a non-negligible Je,y is relatively thin. The coil field of

the EMAT can therefore be approximated by calculating the total mirror current

contribution from all depths,

J̃e,y(x) =

∫ ∞
0

Je,y(x, z)dz

∝
[
arctan

(
x+ a/2

h

)
− arctan

(
x− a/2

h

)]
. (5.8)

This allows one to simplify the distribution of mirror current from a two-dimensional

(xz-plane) description to a one-dimensional (x-axis) problem.
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Figure 5.3: The changing profile of the EMAT coil induced mirror current field with
the lift-off. (a) the coil profile in space domain. (b) The response of (a) in frequency
domain. The single coil is with a 1.5 mm width. Different lift-offs are indicated by
the legend.

5.3.1 Distortion of the induced electromagnetic fields with lift-off

Equation 5.8 was used to calculate the spatial behaviour of the mirror current as

the lift-off was increased. Since a practical EMAT coil is a finite rather than a

point source, the mirror current will experience a visible distortion when the lift-

off is increased by the same order of magnitude as the coil width, as described by

equation 5.7.

An example of J̃e,y calculations are given in figure 5.3. The linear coil was set

to a width of a =1.5 mm and the current profile is given at different lift-offs (h varied

from 0.005 mm to 1.0 mm). It can be observed that the mirror current exhibits a

significant change as lift-off is increased, with the current intensity dropping and

the profile of the induced mirror current broadening. The corresponding frequency

response of the coil profile is given in figure 5.3(b). The coil gives the maximum

response at 0 Hz (or a DC signal) at zero lift-off, and the first minimum occurs at

around 600 kHz. The single linear coil has been extensively used for low frequency

generation, driven by a wideband pulse [81, 207]. As lift-off increases, the higher

frequency peaks experience significant magnitude reduction. The bandwidth of the

low frequency region is also reduced, and so the single coil performance is limited

to low frequencies.
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Figure 5.4: Comparisons between the COMSOL numerical modelling and the theo-
retical calculation. (a) shows the peak amplitude of the mirror current as a function
of lift-off and (b) is the full width half maximum (FWHM) of the current profile.

Validation of the theory using a FEM model

Numerical modelling was performed to validate the behaviour of J̃e,y for a more

realistic set-up where the wires in the coil were considered separately rather than

a uniform current block. The commercial package COMSOL MultiPhysics 5.5 was

used. The modelled coil consisted of seven turns of wire, each with a diameter of

0.2 mm, giving a total width for the coil of 1.5 mm when including a small physical

gap between each wire. Aluminium was chosen as the testpiece, with dimensions of

15 × 5 mm (width×thickness). The frequency of the current was 487 kHz, chosen

to match a frequency where the ultrasound experiments gave a good signal-to-noise

ratio. The lift-off of the coil was varied from 0.05 mm to 2.5 mm (from 0.05 to

0.3 mm with a 0.05 mm interval, from 0.3 to 0.6 mm with a 0.1 mm interval and

from 0.6 to 2.0 mm with a 0.2 mm interval). The total current density over the

depths within the material was found at each lift-off.

Figure 5.4 shows the results for the theory (equation 5.8, black dash lines)

and the COMSOL numerical model (red points). Two parameters, the peak ampli-

tude and the full width half maximum (FWHM) of the FFT of the current density

are plotted. Good agreement is seen between the predictions and the numerical mod-

elling, particularly in the peak amplitude. The FWHM shows a small discrepancy,

due to the simplifications of the analytical model which assumes the current profile

is a single rectangular block of current. Despite this small discrepancy, over the

practically usable lift-off range of the EMAT there is reasonably good agreement,
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Figure 5.5: Experimental set-up for coil impedance test. A HP impedance analyser
was used.

and the current amplitude and spatial behaviour are the primary considerations

when interpreting the lift-off behaviour. Therefore the simplified model described

by equation 5.8 is used for comparison with the experimental data as it offers ease

of interpretation of the behaviour.

5.3.2 Validation of the coil electrical characteristics

The coil electrical characteristics with lift-off were assumed to remain constant in

the mode developed. However, significant changes with lift-off have been found

in some broadband EMAT systems (see problem described in section 3.2.4). This

section provides the experimental validation that for this system the driving current

signal and electrical characteristics of the coil can be approximated as constant.

The single coil EMAT shown in figure 5.1(b) was tested. The experiment

includes two tests measuring; the driving current flowing through the EMAT coil,

and the coil impedance change, both with lift-off. The driving signal was a single-

cycle burst centred at 487 kHz. This is to match with the lift-off study given in

section 5.3. The experimental set-up for measuring the driving current was the

same as that in figure 4.3(b). The lift-off change was made by inserting plastic

spacers between coil and sample. The set-up for measuring coil impedance change

with lift-off is shown in figure 5.5, where an HP impedance analyser was used to test

the coil resistance and inductance. The testing range of the lift-off for these tests

was from 0.1 (no spacers, but considering the Kapton tape layer between the coil

and the sample surface) to 1.5 mm (14 spacers).

The current output of the pulser in the time domain was plotted as a function

of lift-off, with results given in figure 5.6(a). A FFT was then taken and the peak
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Figure 5.6: Lift-off test of the coil electrical characteristics. (a) Driving current
profile with lift-off. (b) Peak frequency in the fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of (a).
(c) and (d) are the coil resistance and inductance information, respectively.
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(frequency at which the FFT showed a maximum value) is plotted as a function of

lift-off in figure 5.6(b). This was to evaluate the current frequency shift effect with

lift-off. It can be clearly seen that the current through the coils was approximately

constant over this range with no consistent variation with lift-off. Therefore the

input current for the models can be treated as constant.

Figures 5.6(c) and (d) show the resistance and inductance of the coil, respec-

tively. Both show only very small variations (less than 7.5% for resistance and less

than 4% for impedance) over the lift-off range considered. Again, the changes show

only a small trend with increasing lift-off and hence the coil electrical characteristics

can be taken as being approximated constant.

Finally, the self-field generation mechanism was tested by removing the mag-

net. No self-field generation was observed. Therefore, the approximations in the

model of the generation being due to just the static field, and a constant behaviour

of the input current, are appropriate.

5.3.3 Surface wave generation via Lorentz force mechanism

In this work, the surface wave generation is through the Lorentz force mechanism,

as the testing samples were aluminium and are non-magnetic. For the 2-D model

presented in figure 5.2(a), with a large static magnetic field directed into the sample

(B0,z), and assuming that the dynamic magnetic field generation (self-field) can

be ignored, the Lorentz force (equation 3.24) can be considered using scalars for

simplicity. Only the x-component needs to be calculated,

F(L) ≈ F(L)
s = F (L)

s
~i , (5.9)

where F
(L)
s is the magnitude of the Lorentz force generated by the static magnetic

field and the mirror current. Combining equations 3.24, 5.8 and 5.9 gives,

F (L)
s (x) = J̃e,y(x)B0,z. (5.10)

If the static field is treated as a constant over all lift-offs, the Lorentz force magnitude

is proportional to J̃e,y, and the spatial profile of the EMAT force is then identical

to that of the mirror current. The generated force due to the static field is then

in-plane. The approximation of the static magnetic field as being constant is not

true when lift-off is changed; however, the primary effect is a reduction in field at

the surface which will affect the amplitude of the generated ultrasound waves, but

not the frequency behaviour.
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The OP component of the magnetic field (B0,z) provided by the block magnet

was measured using a Gauss meter for multiple lift-offs, and incorporated into the

model via equation 5.10 such that the appropriate value was used for each lift-off.

An approximately exponential drop-off of field with lift-off was observed. The field

effect will be illustrated with the coil spatial calculation in the discussion later.

The convolution model for surface wave generation

The generic process of surface wave generation using single coil EMATs has been

described previously using the coupling between the EMAT source field and the

lattice field [56, 57, 130]. This is a convolution between the temporal driving function

y(t) and the spatial profile of the coil. Where there are multiple wires in a coil, each

separate piece of wire can be treated as a single linear source, and a linear sum of

the contributions from each line source gives the final detected signal. For Rayleigh

surface wave generation, one should consider the phase lag between each generated

signal, and the total displacement contributed by all the wire turns in a complete

single linear coil is given by [10, 130],

uy(t, x, z) ∝ F (L)(x, z)⊗ y(t), (5.11)

where ⊗ denotes convolution, y(t) indicates the driving signal of the EMAT coil

(input current) and the spatial profile of the coil (F (L)(x, z)) can be described by

equations 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10 for this work. The above convolution model has also

been validated for EMAT detection [206, 208] where a racetrack coil was used for

receiving the ultrasound.

The wave motion uy can be measured as a function of time at a point P . For

example, the out-of-plane component (motion in z-direction) can be measured by

using the laser interferometer introduced in section 2.3.3, defined as s(t). Combining

equations 5.8 to 5.11, the measured displacement signal, s(t), can hence be written

as,

s(t) ∝ F (L)
s (x)⊗ y(t), (5.12)

s(t) ∝ J̃e,y(x)⊗ y(t) . (5.13)

Converting the spatial signal, which is a function of x, to one written as a function

of time t by using t = x/cR, where cR is the phase velocity of the Rayleigh wave,

equation 5.13 can be rewritten as,

s(t) ∝ J̃e,y(t(x))⊗ y(t). (5.14)
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This is to simplify the calculation from the spatial-temporal domain to a single

temporal domain. The above equation forms the central theoretical basis of this

chapter. It shows that the behaviour of the generated Rayleigh wave depends on

the mirror current distribution, which is affected not only by the driving current

signal temporal behaviour, but also by the coil geometry (width a) and lift-off (h).

To evaluate the distortion of the EMAT field with lift-off, broadband signals (one-

cycle inputs) for the EMAT driving current were used for all lift-off analysis. The

ultrasonic behaviour of the single coil with lift-off will be studied in the following

section, and that for the coil array (section 5.4) will be given in section 5.6.

5.3.4 Ultrasonic frequency shift with lift-off

The ultrasonic behaviour due to the changing spatial profile of the mirror current

for a single linear coil with lift-off is discussed here. An experimental study was

undertaken to validate the effect described by the theoretical model, with the set-

up shown in figure 5.1(a).

The lift-off results for the single coil lift-off are given in figure 5.7. The

theoretical prediction for ultrasonic generation is first shown. This uses J̃e,y, as

shown in figure 5.3, for a coil positioned at the origin with a width of a = 1.5 mm.

The simulated driving signal y(t) was a single-cycle sinusoidal wave, centred at

487 kHz. Figures 5.7(a) and (b) show the behaviour calculated using equation 5.14

in both the time and the frequency domain for h from 0.2 to 0.8 mm. Similarly

to the spatial change of J̃e,y with lift-off, the generated ultrasound also experiences

a waveform broadening. The corresponding frequency spectrum shows not only

that the amplitude is reduced with increasing lift-off, but the peak frequency in the

FFT is also decreased. The frequency shift effect is primarily due to the distortion

of the current profile as the same driving signal (y(t)) was used for all lift-offs.

Figure 5.7(c)&(d) shows the corresponding experimental results. Good agreements

can be observed between the theory and the experiment in both the time domain

and the frequency domain. The signal-to-noise ratio in the experiment is smaller,

limiting the lift-off range in the practical use.

To compare the theoretical and experimental results more precisely, quan-

tified studies on the change in peak frequency and the change in amplitude of the

signals with lift-off were performed. The outputs were measured as a function of

lift-off, shown in figures 5.8(a) for peak frequency shift and (b) for amplitude drop,

respectively. The shift in peak frequency was approximately linear, and a linear fit

was made to quantify the trend for experiment and calculated results. It can be seen

that the linear fit lines for experiment and calculation show a small offset of around
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Figure 5.7: The generated ultrasound signal using a 1.5 mm wide single linear coil
EMAT with lift-off. (a) and (b) are the predicted signals using the calculations of
equation 5.14. (c) Signals measured using laser interferometer and (d) FFTs of the
data presented in (c).
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Figure 5.8: Comparison between the experiments and the theoretical prediction.
(a) The shift of the peak frequency, (b) the magnitude decrease of the peak in FFT
with lift-off.

50 kHz, but have very similar slopes. Multiple factors contribute to this offset; mis-

match between the simulated ideal driving frequency and the EMAT pulser output

(the latter was not as broadband as a perfect single-cycle pulse, so the resultant

ultrasound shows a reduced bandwidth), the physical gap due to the glue and tape

used to seal the coil that cannot be accurately controlled for in the measurement

lift-off value, and the small variation of the permanent magnetic field [146]. Some

scatter is observed in the experiment at higher lift-offs, and this is due to the limited

signal to noise ratio during the experiment, especially at high lift-offs. The slopes

k, which give the rate of frequency shift with lift-off, agree well within errors, with

slopes of ks,expt = 99± 11 kHz/mm and ks,calc = 109± 3 kH/mm obtained.

Figure 5.8(b) shows the change in magnitude of the FFT peak, normalised

to a value of one for the smallest lift-off (0.1 mm here). An exponential fit to

the data of the form A exp[−αh] gives values of αcalc = 0.71 and αexpt = 1.44. The

calculated model only considers the spatial effect; other factors will also significantly

affect the lift-off. The model using the calculation of the current and a constant

magnetic field is shown by the black points and line, while a model incorporating

the measured variation of the magnetic field with lift-off is shown in green. The

current-only model underestimates the change in magnitude, as expected, while the

calculation including the field shows a much better prediction of the behaviour.

This model does not exactly describe the behaviour, and a full model including the

coil electrical behaviour and change in impedance with lift-off would show better

agreement; however, this very simple model explains the majority of the change in

signal amplitude for a single coil EMAT with lift-off.
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Figure 5.9: Geometry of the linear coil array. (a) 3-D schematic diagram showing a
linear coil array EMAT on a conductive material. (b) Cross-section view of the array
presented in (a). The generated Lorentz force is emphasised, shown in green blocks
under the sample surface. Coil element j is positioned at xj on the surface, and its

force expression is F
(L)
s (x+ xj) using the single coil model F

(L)
s in section 5.3.2.

Despite the disagreement between the prediction based on the model and the

experimental results, the single coil behaviour when considered as a finite ultrasonic

element fits well to the predictions of this simple spatial model. The following

sections will discuss the formation of a coil array EMAT for Rayleigh wave generation

and its corresponding lift-off performance, treating the single linear coils as elements

of the array.

5.4 Formation of linear coil arrays for Rayleigh wave

generation

A normal array EMAT could consist of multiple linear coils. The development

of the work in this thesis starts from configuring a 1-D coil array. Figure 5.9(a)

demonstrates the array EMAT geometry on a conductive material. Multiple linear

coils with a fixed spacing, d, are used as the array elements. Each coil is driven by

an AC current. A block permanent magnet is used to provide the static magnetic

field that is directed into the sample surface (B0,z). The testing sample is non-

magnetic, and the EMAT generation is through the Lorentz force mechanism. The

coil induced mirror current is small enough in this work that the self-field generated

Lorentz force is again not considered here.

Figure 5.9(b) shows the array cross-section view. Each coil element is identi-

cal to the single coil model introduced in section 5.3. The mirror current polarisation
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is approximated as out-of-phase to the driving current, but not shown here. Expla-

nations of the single coil model and the mirror current characteristics are given in

sections 5.3.1 and 3.2.1, respectively. The generated Lorentz force from each coil

is due to the interaction between the out-of-plane static magnetic and the mirror

current, and is shown by green blocks. The force direction is in-plane (shearing),

illustrated by the red arrows.

The array generated Lorentz force is a superposition of the force compo-

nents contributed by each of the coil elements (F
(L)
s (x) for a single linear coil,

section 5.3.2). The Rayleigh surface wave that is generated by such an ultrasonic

force array will propagate along the material surface in the positive or negative x-

direction. For a coil element (coil j) located at position xj , the force expression

along x-axis is F
(L)
s (x + xj). Taking a linear combination of these forces, the total

Lorentz force model of the coil array can be written as

f (L)s (x) =

N∑
j=1

F (L)
s (x+ xj), (5.15)

when N linear coils in total are applied to form the array.

The 1-D linear array given in figure 5.9(a) shows all currents on the coils

acting in the same direction. A meander coil, another important array configuration,

has the currents acting in alternating directions, i.e. anti-parallel to the neighbouring

coil. Considering both ways of coil polarisation, a coefficient l is added to amend

equation 5.15, giving

f (L)s (x) =

N∑
j=1

l × F (L)
s (x+ xj)

where l =

(−1)j+1 coils with alternating polarisation,

1 coils with parallel polarisation.
(5.16)

The full expression of F
(L)
s can be found in equations 5.8 and 5.10. The spa-

tial performance of the coil array is discussed from two aspects in the following two

sections: 1. the array spatial performance for Rayleigh surface generation without

lift-off variation. This includes the analysis of coil parameters, a (coil width), d

(coil spacing) and N (applied coil number). 2. the array lift-off performance. This

includes analysis of the array behaviour when lift-off h is varied.
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5.5 Array spatial impulse response

The narrowband nature of an ultrasonic array with a linear periodic source pattern,

such as a meander-coil, has previously been used to select a Lamb wave mode or

Rayleigh wave wavelength [3, 57]. Constructive interference occurs when the source

element spacing is carefully designed such that the undesired Rayleigh wavelengths

or Lamb wave modes can be efficiently suppressed. Full constructive interference

can be obtained by an ideal point source array. However, for a surface wave EMAT,

the coil elements are of finite width, and the wavelength selectivity performance is

limited. Very thin coils, such as the design of a meander coil in [192], were used to

give 2.0 MHz frequency Rayleigh wave operation for detection of sub-mm surface

cracks, but the signal-to-noise ratio and the lift-off performance was reduced due to

the thin coils required.

The array EMAT performance, either as a meander coil or the linear coil

array constructed in this work, needs to be optimised. Section 5.3.2 showed that

the single coil model gave a surface wave displacement that can be predicted by the

convolution between the coil force distribution in the space domain (F
(L)
s ) and the

driving signal in the time domain (y). This section focuses on the force distribution

characteristics of the coil array, for its capability of pure wavelength/frequency gen-

eration. By separating out the driving signal effect, just the force model is studied,

giving the spatial impulse response.

The spatial response of the linear array with an arbitrary coil number N , coil

element width a and element spacing d is discussed. The aim is to find the upper

limit of the workable frequency range for a certain array design, and identify the

maximal coil element width to achieve the chosen frequency. This allows accurate

frequency control with a good signal to noise ratio.

Firstly, the EMAT is operated without any lift-off (h = 0). The Lorentz

force for a single linear coil with a width a (equations 5.8 and 5.10) at zero lift-off,

that is positioned at x = 0, can be normalised to a rectangular function, F̄
(L)
s ,

F̄ (L)
s (x) =

1 |x| ≤ a/2,

0 otherwise.
(5.17)

The behaviour of an ultrasonic array when all elements are identical (l = 1

in equation 5.17) has been studied previously, for example in [23, 35, 57]. This work

focuses on the meander configuration as it is more commonly used for EMAT design.

The shear force array for such an array can also be updated to a set of rectangular

functions at zero lift-off. Given that a coil spacing d is applied, equation 5.16 for
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Figure 5.10: Normalised force profile for two pairs of coils. The current is taken to
be passing through each coil in alternating directions. This forms the spatial model
of the EMAT induced Lorentz force array.

l = (−1)j+1 (array operated in pseudo-meander configuration) is updated to,

f̄ (L)s (x) =

Ndi∑
n=1

(−1)n ×
{

rect

[
x− (n− 1/2) d

a

]
− rect

[
x+ (n− 1/2) d

a

]}

where rect(u) =

1 |u| ≤ 1

2
,

0 otherwise,
(5.18)

where Ndi indicates the total number of coil dipoles, i.e. the number of coil pairs

with alternating current directions, and n denotes which pair is being considered,

with each coil in the pair equidistant from the origin. A schematic diagram of the

normalised force array generated by this array is given in figure 5.10 for Ndi = 2,

showing the coil pair numbering used throughout.

To obtain the spatial impulse response of the coil array, equation 5.18 is

transformed into the wavenumber domain by taking the Fourier transform of f̄
(L)
s (x),

that is,

ˆ̄f (L)s (k) =

∫ ∞
−∞

f̄ (L)s (x)e−ikxdx,

=

Ndi∑
n=1

(−1)n

[∫ a/2+(n−1/2)d

−a/2+(n−1/2)d
e−ikxdx−

∫ a/2−(n−1/2)d

−a/2−(n−1/2)d
e−ikxdx

]
. (5.19)
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Given that
∫
e−ikxdx = i

ke
−ikx, the above expression can be simplified to,

ˆ̄f (L)s (k) =

Ndi∑
n=1

(−1)n
i

k

[(
eik(n−

1
2
)d − e−ik(n−

1
2
)d
)(

e
ika
2 − e

−ika
2

)]
=

Ndi∑
n=1

(−1)n
i

k

{
2i sin

[
k

(
n− 1

2

)
d

]
2i sin

ka

2

}

= −4i

k
sin

(
ka

2

) Ndi∑
n=1

(−1)n sin

[
k

(
n− 1

2

)
d

]

= −4di sin
ka

2

Ndi∑
n=1

(−1)n
(
n− 1

2

)
sinc

[
k

(
n− 1

2

)
d

]
, (5.20)

where k is the wavenumber.

The above equation states that the response of the array spatial model has

a functional dependence on both a, d and Ndi. In practice, ultrasound generation

is normally defined by the temporal frequency f . For a non-dispersive Rayleigh

wave, cR shows no dependency on k, and hence the Fourier response in k-domain

(equation 5.20) can be updated into the f -domain by substituting the relationship

k = 2πf/cR. Thus, the spatial response of the coil array in the temporal frequency

domain, g(f), can be obtained,

g(f) = −2di sin

(
πa

cR
f

) Ndi∑
n=1

{
(−1)n(2n− 1) sinc

[
(2n− 1)

πd

cR
f

]}
. (5.21)

The modulus of g(f) is used to define the frequency behaviour for the linear coil

array, and the terms can be separated,

|g(f)| ≡ T (f) = α(d)D(f, a)H(f, d,Ndi),

where α(d) = 2d,

D(f, a) =

∣∣∣∣sin(πacR f
)∣∣∣∣ ,

H(f, d,Ndi) =

∣∣∣∣∣
Ndi∑
n=1

{
(−1)n(2n− 1) sinc

[
(2n− 1)

πd

cR
f

]}∣∣∣∣∣ .
(5.22)

Here α is a separation-dependent coefficient, D(f, a) is defined as the spatial function

of the coil element width, a, and H(f, d,Ndi) is the spatial function of the array

geometry, depending on the coil spacing, d, and the number of coil dipole pairs, Ndi.

D(f, a) and H(f, d,Ndi) both exhibit periodicity. Figures 5.11(a) and (b)-
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Figure 5.11: Example D(f, a) and H(f, d,Ndi). cR=2906 m/s. (a) D(f, a) is shown
for a =1, 2 and 3 mm. (b)-(d) H(f, d,Ndi) is shown for d =1.5 mm and Ndi = 1, 2
and 3 respectively.

(d) show several examples for function D(f, a) and H(f, d,Ndi) respectively. For

function D(f, a), the spatial period is found as cR/a from the ‘sin’ function. On

increasing a from 1 to 3 mm, the value of the period is reduced and more peaks

appear within the same chosen frequency range, i.e. one peak at 1.45 MHz for

a=1 mm, two peaks at 0.72 and 2.2 MHz for a=2 mm, and three peaks at 0.5, 1.45

and 2.4 MHz for a=3 mm. The peak frequencies appearing in each spatial period

can be calculated by the relation fDp = (2m−1)cR/2a, where fDp is used to represent

the peak frequency of function D(f, a) and m is an integer, denoting the mth period

in the f -domain.

The behaviour of H(f, d,Ndi) is not sinusoidal, as can be seen from fig-

ures 5.11(b) to (d). Examples for Ndi= 1, 2 and 3 and d =1.5 mm are shown.

A series of main peaks occur in the spectrum of H(f, d,Ndi), and become sharper

with increasing Ndi, as expected. The periodicity depends on both d and Ndi. Un-

like D(f, a), where the term

∣∣∣∣sin(
πa

cR
f)

∣∣∣∣ is repeated in each spatial period (cR/a),

H(f, d,Ndi) is expressed by the ‘sinc’ function, and its amplitude exhibits a non-

linear damping with increasing f . The value of the spatial period of H(f, d,Ndi)

can be found as cR/d, and is about 1.94 MHz for d = 1.5 mm in the figure. Single or

multiple maxima can occur within each spatial period, for example, when Ndi = 1,

there is only one peak in each spatial period (see figure 5.11(b)), i.e. 0 MHz is the

peak from 0 to 1.94 MHz (first period), 2.75 MHz is the peak from 1.94 to 3.88 MHz

(second period) and so on. When Ndi ≥ 2, more peaks are observed within each

period. The number of peaks is determined by the coil dipole number, Ndi, i.e.
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2Ndi + 1 when Ndi ≥ 2, for example 3 peaks per period for Ndi = 2, 5 for Ndi = 3

and so on. The target peaks that dominate the array wavelength/frequency are

highlighted by the red spots in figure 5.11(b)-(d). Note, the peak of 0 MHz is not

considered for Ndi ≥ 2. With the increasing of Ndi, the bandwidth of these target

peaks become sharper. Quantitative study of these peaks is given below to better

study the array frequency behaviour.

The peak frequency that provides the greatest magnitude in each period is

defined as fHp for H(f, d,Ndi). To find fHp , several procedures are taken,

1. find the zero-crossing of H(f, d,Ndi). This was undertaken by using the math-

mactical property of the ‘sinc’ function. The two nearest zero-crossings within

a period are approximated as
Ndi − 1

2Ndi − 1

cR
d

(left) and
Ndi

2Ndi − 1

cR
d

(right) on the

f -axis, when Ndi is used. These correspond to 0 and 1.94 MHz for d = 1.5 mm

and Ndi = 1, 0.65 and 1.29 MHz for Ndi=2, and 0.77 and 1.16 MHz for Ndi=3,

highlighted by blue crosses in figures 5.11(b) to (d).

2. The value of the peak frequency (fHp ) is therefore between the left zero-crossing

and the right zero-crossing.

3. The bandwidth between the two zero-crossings can be calculated by their

difference, that is,
cR

(2Ndi − 1)d
from the zero-crossings given in procedure 1.

4. The bandwidth (
cR

(2Ndi − 1)d
) is decreased with increasing Ndi.

5. If Ndi becomes infinitely large, the bandwidth
cR

(2Ndi − 1)d
|Ndi→∞ = 0 holds

and the peak frequency fHp is given by
Ndi − 1

2Ndi − 1

cR
d
|Ndi→∞ = cR/2d.

It can be concluded that fHp approaches the limit cR/2d when Ndi is large. This

matches well with the rule of thumb that f = cR/2d due to the coil spacing setting

the wavelength, and is defined as the limit frequency f∗p = fHp |Ndi→∞ = cR/2d in

this section for later comparison.

The frequency behaviour of the full response T (f) depends on the product

of D(f, a) and H(f, d,Ndi), and will give a peak magnitude response at a frequency

fTp . The behaviour splits into three regimes which depend on the array geometry:

d > a, d = a and d < a.

For d > a and Ndi ≥ 2, the layout of the coil array matches with a con-

ventional meander coil. Figure 5.12 shows examples of T (f) when a =1.5 mm,

d =2.0 mm, and Ndi =2, 3 or 4. Since a < d, the spatial period of function D(f, a)
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Figure 5.12: Examples showing the behaviour of the linear coil array when it is
configured as a meander coil. a = 1.5 mm, d =2 mm and Ndi for (a) 2, (b) 3 and
(c) 4. cR = 2906 m/s. The corresponding frequency behaviour, T (f) is shown from
(d) to (f).

is much larger than that of the function H(f, d,Ndi), and hence the position of the

resultant fTp is dominated by fHp . When Ndi is increased from 2 to 4, the resul-

tant bandwidth to T (f) at fTp becomes narrower, as expected (due to the narrower

bandwidth of H(f, d,Ndi)). fTp =0.70, 0.71 and 0.72 MHz for Ndi =2, 3 and 4

respectively, and will reach f∗p = cR/2d = 0.73 MHz when Ndi is large enough.

For Ndi = 1, the system has a single pair of coils. The behaviour of function

H(f, d,Ndi) for Ndi = 1 is different from that of Ndi ≥ 2, as shown in figure 5.11(b),

and fHp = 0 in the first spatial period for Ndi = 1. This would have an impact on

T (f). The resultant fTp will be determined by both the period of functions D(f, a)

and H(f, d,Ndi). Figure 5.13 shows the scenario when only a single coil pair is

used. The width of each coil is fixed at 1.5 mm while the coil spacing d decreases

from 2.5 mm (d > a) to 1.5 mm (d = a). The behaviour of the full response T (f)

is shown in (a) and the geometry of the single pair array in 2-D is shown in (b)

to (d) for d =2.5, 2.0 and 1.5 mm, respectively. A more broadband spectrum of

T (f) for Ndi = 1 compared to Ndi ≥ 2 (figure 5.12) can be observed. The target

fTp (highlighted by the red spots in figure 5.13(a)) continuously increases with the

decrease of d. fTp is 0.52, 0.62 and 0.72 MHz for d =2.5, 2 and 1.5 mm, respectively.

Note, fTp for d = 2.0 mm here matches well with the peak frequency of the two-

coil out-of-phase model for the lift-off study in figure 5.17(a) (zero lift-off model),

confirming the consistency of this chapter.
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Figure 5.13: Behaviour of a single dipole pair array (Ndi = 1). cR = 2906 m/s and
a = 1.5 mm. Different coil spacings (d =1.5, 2 and 2.5 mm) are shown. (a) shows the
behaviour of their full response T (f). (b)-(d) show the array 2D configuration when
different d was used. The current direction is indicated by wire colour (black and
white meaning alternating polarisation). The coil induced Lorentz force is shown in
green blocks and the arrow indicates the direction of the shear force.

A special case was formed when d = a = 1.5 mm (figure 5.13(d)). In this

case, there is no space between the coils. This configuration recreates a racetrack

coil EMAT (see section 4.1). In the work of [206], a square wave model for a ractrack

coil was proposed and the peak frequency of the model was found to be 0.761cR/2d,

when the total width of the coil was 1.5 mm. The same behaviour of fTp can be

found by numerically solving T (f) (equation 5.22) if the array parameters are set

to a = d = 0.75 mm and Ndi = 1, mimicking the same racetrack shape. This

agreement confirms the reliability of this work.

Since the value of d is critical to the frequency behaviour of an array coil, the

demand for high frequency operation requires a small d. The physical design limit is

where more coil pairs (Ndi ≥ 2) are used but no physical gap is present between each

nearest neighbour (d = a). This is the limit when fabricating a meander coil, and it

is hard to physically achieve. The regime when d < a is not practical for an EMAT

array design since the coils start to overlap with each other. The electromagnetic

fields of the array become complicated and are not discussed in this work. Chapter

6 introduces the concept of phasing to obtain smaller effective separations.

It is essential to know the frequency at which operation of a coil array will be

optimal for different design parameters. Considering the results of fTp for Ndi = 1

and Ndi ≥ 2 at d = 2 mm (figures 5.13(c) and 5.12), fTp =0.6, 0.7, 0.71 and 0.72 MHz
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Figure 5.14: Behaviour of the ratio of the frequency generated to that designed
(equation 5.22). a is fixed at 1.5 mm. d increases from 1.5 mm to 6.0 mm. Ndi at
1, 2, 3, 4 are chosen to compare.

as Ndi is varied from 1 to 4. To study in more detail the influence caused by the

coil number, a dimensionless quality G is defined,

G = fTp (d,Ndi)/f
∗
p (d) (5.23)

by comparing the peak obtained with the limiting frequency f∗p , which is the upper

limit that will be obtained by an infinite Ndi. fTp was numerically solved using

equation 5.22 at each chosen d and Ndi. a was fixed at 1.5 mm. G is plotted as a

function of d in figure 5.14 for Ndi = 1 to 4 and d ≥ a.

It can be seen that fTp always approaches f∗p when d increases. However,

there is a dependence on Ndi when d becomes smaller. When the system desired

peak frequency (or wavelength) is low (large), d is much larger than a and the coil

element can be approximated as a point source, giving closer to the ideal frequency

output. However, when d becomes comparable to a, the drop of fTp is obvious and

the influence of the coil finite width a cannot be neglected. Meanwhile, an array

with a large Ndi, for example Ndi =3 or 4 in the figure, can lead to a higher fTp

than that for a small Ndi (Ndi =1 or 2 in the figure). The reduction of fTp due to

the effect of a can be compensated for by using more coils (large Ndi), especially

for a high frequency purpose when d is required to be small. The result of Ndi = 2

providing a fTp = 0.928f∗p is better than Ndi = 1, which only provides 0.744f∗p at

d = a = 1.5 mm. The results of Ndi =3 or 4 are better, as they are 0.968f∗p and

0.98f∗p , respectively.
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In summary, an array with more elements is a better spatial filter (wave-

length/frequency) than that one using fewer elements. In practice, arrays with

Ndi =2 to 3 are suitable designs, making a good balance between the transducer

size and the frequency performance.

5.6 Array performance with lift-off

Section 5.3 describes the lift-off effect of a single linear coil when generating Rayleigh

surface waves. The effect of lift-off on the designed linear coil array also needs to

be understood, particularly when the interaction between the neighbouring coils

with finite coil separations is non-neglegable. This section discusses the ultrasonic

behaviour when a coil array EMAT is applied with lift-off. The single coil model

described in section 5.3 was used to predict the array behaviour, and both theoretical

analysis and experiments using the array were undertaken. The spatial distortion of

the mirror current of the array is extensively studied in this section. Other factors

such as the coil electrical variation with lift-off or the magnet field distortion with

lift-off are not emphasised, as they will be similar to the behaviour for a single coil.

5.6.1 Cross-talk from the neighbouring coil

Sections 5.4 and 5.5 discuss the EMAT array behaviour using multiple linear coils

without lift-off. In such an 1-D linear array, the coil induced mirror currents within

the sample surface region will experience interaction with the currents generated

by their nearest neighbours, with the interaction changing as the spatial behaviour

of the currents changes with lift-off. Figure 5.15 illustrates such a cross-talk effect

when a four-coil array is applied for two lift-offs, (a) h1 and (b) h2. It can be seen

that the mirror currents partially overlap with each other. The spatial area of the

overlapping region is widened when the lift-off is increased (h2 > h1). This indicates

that the cross-talk between coils becomes more significant at higher lift-offs.

5.6.2 Two-coil model

The simplest form of a coil array is considered in this section using two identical

linear coils (Ndi = 1). The two coils are separated by a distance of d and are

located symmetrically about the origin, with each having the same value of lift-off

(h). Considering the single coil mirror current (equation 5.8), the induced mirror

currents from each of the coils can be represented as J̃e,y(x−d/2) for the right hand

coil, and J̃e,y(x+ d/2) for the left hand coil.
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Figure 5.15: Schematic showing the interaction of the underneath mirror currents
when a four-coil array is applied at lift-off (a) h1 and (b) h2 where h1 < h2. The
spatial profile of the coil induced currents is shown in the material surface region
and the cross-talk from the neighbouring is filled by gray color in (a) and blue color
in (b).

To form a general model, the two coils are assumed to be independent. Any

phase lag between the coils need to be considered. Here, an extra time factor

exp(iωt
′
) is added. This is applied for the coil located at (−d/2, h) (left hand coil),

where t
′

indicates the time delay of the current activation between the two coils.

The total current distribution contributed by these coils is,

J̃ tote,y = J̃e,y(x− d/2) + exp(iωt
′
)× J̃e,y(x+ d/2). (5.24)

From the above equation, different distributions of the model can be obtained by

varying the delay factor t
′
. Assuming that t

′
is within one time period of the particle

motion T0 (T0 = 1/f), that is 0 < t
′ ≤ T0 and −1 ≤ exp(iωt

′
) ≤ 1, two scenarios

can be classified and are illustrated below,

� when T0/4 ≤ t
′
< 3T0/4 and exp(iωt

′
) ≤ 0, the two coils are polarised

in opposite directions and behave like a dipole, with the limiting result of

exp(iωt
′
) = −1 describing the meander-coil-like set-up;

� when 0 < t
′
< T0/4 or 3T0/4 ≤ t

′ ≤ T0 and exp(iωt
′
) ≥ 0, two coils are

polarised in the same current direction, with t
′

= 0 or T0 corresponding to

currents in the same direction with the same phase.

The above discussion is demonstrated in figure 5.16. The figure shows the

current profile of two coils, coil 1 (right hand) and coil 2 (left hand). While coil

2 is modulated by the factor exp(iωt
′
), coil 1 is fixed in the temporal domain. A

small lift-off is applied to both coils and the desired profile is slightly distorted along

the x-direction. This is to distinguish from the standard rectangular shape for zero

lift-off analysed in sections 5.4 and 5.5. The figure focuses on the effect of t
′

as it
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Figure 5.16: Schematic showing the effect of the phase difference between the two
coils. Two identical linear coils are assumed to be located at −d/2 and d/2. The
figure shows the induced current distribution of the two coils as two individual
sources. t

′
applied to coil 2 is varied from t

′
= T0/2 to t

′
= T0. A small lift-off is

assumed.

is increased from the half period point T0/2 to a whole period T0. The other half

period will repeat the results. Coil 2 is shown by the red dashed line from t
′

= T0/2

to t
′

= 2T0/3. The current is in the opposite direction to that in coil 1, and the

current amplitude decreases from the negative maximum to zero. The cross-talk

region near the origin is cancelled due to the presence of such a dipole effect. Coil

2 is then shown by blue dashed lines from t
′

= 2T0/3 to t
′

= T0. The amplitude

increases from zero to the positive maximum. The two coils have currents flowing in

the same current direction in this situation, and the cross-talk region is enhanced.

While figure 5.16 indicates the two-coil with an arbitrary phase lag, this

thesis emphasises two extreme conditions; 1. t
′

= T0, the two coils are in phase

(a standard array configuration). 2. t
′

= T0/2, the two coils are out of phase

(mimicking a meander-coil). The total currents for these configurations are written

as,

J̃ tot±e,y = J̃e,y(x− d/2)± J̃e,y(x+ d/2), (5.25)

where ‘−’ denotes out-of-phase behaviour and ‘+’ is in-phase. The effect of the coil

width a and the lift-off variation h on the field distribution J̃e,y(x) is immediately

obvious as these factors are included in.

Calculation of these currents (J̃ tot±e,y ) are shown in figure 5.17 (red solid
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lines) for two-coil is operated out-of-phase (figures 5.17(a) to (e)) and in-phase (fig-

ures 5.17(f) to (j)). The behaviour for a single coil centred on the origin (black

dashed lines) is also shown for comparison. The coils had a = 1.5 mm, coil spacing

d = 2.0 mm, and lift-off distances of 0 to 0.8 mm. The upper panels show J̃ tot±e,y

after normalisation in the spatial domain, such that the single coil behaviour has a

peak value of 1 at each lift-off. The lower panel shows the corresponding behaviour

in the frequency domain.

For figures 5.17(a) to (e) (out-of-phase configuration), it can be seen that the

coils give a spatial behaviour similar to a square wave (spatial domain) at zero lift-

off, as expected. The frequency of the peak in the frequency behaviour of the current

is at about 625 kHz. This is different from the prediction obtained by the simple

equation λ = 2d, where one would expect a frequency of 725 kHz in aluminium.

This has been explained in section 5.5 and is mainly due to the finite width of the

coils. As lift-off is increased, the current profile becomes a dipole, and the peak in

the frequency behaviour shifts to about 330 kHz at 0.8 mm.

For figures 5.17(f) to (j) (in-phase configuration), two identical rectangular

shapes in the spatial behaviour can be observed at zero lift-off. As lift-off is increased,

the two currents ‘merge’ to become effectively a single coil with a larger width at very

high lift-off. This distortion has a significant impact on the frequency behaviour,

especially on the high frequency bandwidth. Although the FFT of the two-coil

remains at about twice the magnitude of that for the single coil at low frequencies,

there is a significant attenuation at higher frequencies (above 1 MHz in this set-up)

with increased lift-off. This variation in the generated mirror currents will have a

significant impact on the frequency of the generated ultrasound.

5.6.3 Time domain waveform distortion

A single coil EMAT can experience an ultrasound frequency shift due to the lift-

off distortion effect, and EMATs in the coil array design will also exhibit a similar

phenomenon due to the distortion, but with different behaviour due to the cross-

talk between the neighbouring coils. This section discuss the ultrasonic behaviour of

the two-coil model formed above, including both the out-of-phase and the in-phase

configurations. The ultrasonic frequency behaviour is the central focus here. Details

of the experimental set-up are as given in section 5.2.
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Figure 5.17: Underneath cross-talk from the neighbouring coil. (a) to (e) show the
lift-off behaviour of the two-coil model (solid red lines) when two coils are out-of-
phase (mimicking a meander-line coil). (f) to (j) show when two coils (solid red
lines) are in-phase (mimicking a normal 1D array). The spatial behaviour is given
in the upper panel while the corresponding frequency behaviour is given in the lower
panel. The single coil behaviour is given by dashed black lines for comparison.
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Two-coils out-of-phase

There is a preferred frequency which is related to the separation of coils when

multiple (two) coils are used in an array, as explained before. As shown in figure 5.17,

a peak at around 625 kHz for 2 mm separation is shown for the two-coil out-of-

phase configuration. A singe-cycle pulse with 625 kHz (y(t)) was therefore used

to drive these coils for both theoretical predictions and experiential measurements.

Results are shown in figure 5.18. The prediction for ultrasound generation using

equations 5.14 and 5.25 is given in figures 5.18(a) and (b) in the time and frequency

domains, respectively. The FFTs have been normalised so that the peak value at

each lift-off had a maximum magnitude of 1. This is to emphasise the frequency

shift effect. The corresponding experimental results are given in (c) and (d). The

lift-off was varied from 0.1 to 1.2 mm, but only 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0 mm are

shown for clarity.

It can be seen that the overall shape of the time domain waveform is main-

tained during the increase of lift-off, but an elongation is observed alongside a reduc-

tion in amplitude. Note that the experiment was polarised in the opposite direction

to the model. The corresponding frequency behaviour exhibits a decrease in the

peak frequency, which is similar to the behaviour of the single coil. For the exper-

imental results shown in figures 5.18(c) and (d), the signals keep a similar shape

with some distortion, and are in qualitative agreement with the calculation results.

To compare the frequency shift effect between the experiment and theoretical

prediction, the peak frequency in the FFTs are plotted as a function of lift-off, shown

in figure 5.19. The frequencies have been normalised, so that the peak frequency

at zero lift-off had a maximum value of 1. The decreasing trends are clearly seen.

A generally good agreement is obtained. Some discrepancies occur at high lift-offs

(h ≥ 0.6 mm). This is attributable to two factors; firstly, the inaccuracy of the

analytical model for higher lift-offs explained in figure 5.4. Secondly, the reduced

signal-to-noise ratio in the experiment when lift-off was increased.

Two-coils in-phase

A high frequency that was predicted to give a large amplitude signal (see fig-

ure 5.17(f)) was chosen for the two-coil in-phase configuration (see figure 5.17(f)). A

frequency of 900 kHz (a frequency between the first maximum (0 kHz) and the sec-

ond maximum (1200 kHz)) was chosen to drive the coils. This should be high enough

to validate the high frequency attenuation behaviour with lift-off. Figure 5.20 shows

the results of both the theoretical prediction (figures 5.20(a) and (b)) and the exper-
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Figure 5.18: Lift-off behaviour for the two-coil out-of-phase EMAT generating a
Rayleigh surface wave. The physical separation between the coils was 2.0 mm and
the driving frequency was 625 kHz. The theoretical prediction is in (a) and (b),
while the measured signal using an EMAT detector is given in (c) and (d). (a) and
(c) are A-scans while (b) and (d) are the corresponding FFTs.
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Figure 5.19: Comparing the shift of peak frequency in the FFT of the theoreti-
cal calculation (data shown in figure 5.18(b)) and experiment (data shown in fig-
ure 5.18(d)).

iment (figures 5.20(c) and (d)) in the time domain and the frequency domain. The

theoretical calculation was based on equations 5.14 and 5.25. The driving signal,

y(t), was single-cycle centred at 900 kHz.

In the theoretical prediction, a clear waveform distortion with lift-off can be

seen in the time domain. At 0.2 mm lift-off, the waveform is a non-standard two-

cycle wave. The waveform was significantly distorted when the lift-off was increased;

two cycles merged into only one cycle as with the final result in the single coil. The

in-phase signals from the two coils overlap at the centre of the pulse train, giving

the distinction waveform pattern observed. The shape of this depends on the coil

separation and the frequency chosen for operation. There are two maxima observed

in the frequency spectrum, corresponding to the low frequency peak and the high

frequency peak, respectively, as expected (the low frequency bandwidth and the first

harmonic shown in figures 5.17(f)-(j)). The magnitude FFT has been normalised to

the value of second peak (‘1’), so that the variation of the two peaks can be compared

at different lift-offs. It can be seen that the low frequency peak dominates as lift-off

is increased. This observation agrees well with the coil frequency predicted expected

in figure 5.17. The experimental results (figures 5.20(c) and (d)) show qualitative

agreement with the prediction, although an extra half cycle is observed in the time

domain. This can be attributable to two aspects; 1. influence from the EMAT

detector. The model was assumed to be captured by a point detector, while the

used racetrack detector has a finite bandwidth. 2. The actual driving signal was

not as ideal as the modelled single-cycle pulse used for prediction.

A quantitative study on ultrasound frequency characteristics was then per-
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Figure 5.20: Lift-off behaviour for the two-coil in-phase EMAT generating a Rayleigh
surface wave. The physical separation between the coils was 2.0 mm and the driving
frequency was 900 kHz. Theoretical prediction is in (a) and (b) while the measured
signal using EMAT detector is given in (c) and (d). (a) and (c) are A-scans while
(b) and (d) are the corresponding FFTs.
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Figure 5.21: Comparing the relative change of peak frequencies in the FFT of the
theoretical calculation (data shown in figure 5.20(b)) and experiment (data shown
in figure 5.20(d)). (a) shows the amplitude ratio of the two peaks. (b)&(c) compare
the shift of the first peak frequency and second peak frequency, respectively.

formed. Three comparisons were made between the theoretical and experimental

results. They are: the amplitude ratio of the second peak (high frequency) to the

first peak (low frequency) in the FFTs; the value of the first peak; and the value

of the second peak. The results were found at each lift-off and are shown in fig-

ures 5.21(a) to (c), respectively. All have been normalised to maximum value at zero

lift-off, so that the spatial variation of the generated signal can be easier clarified.

For amplitude comparison (figure 5.21(a)), a good agreement between the

theory and experiment is observed, though the speed of the decrease from the theory

is slower than that of the experiment. Similarly, the decreasing trends of frequency

shifts of the two peaks (figures 5.21(b)&(c)) match well between the theory and

experiment, but the slopes of the former are larger than the latter. This shows

that the model has overestimated the lift-off effect at large lift-offs. The reduced

signal-to-noise in the experiment when the lift-off was above 0.7 mm could also have

a strong effect here, as shown in figure 5.20(c).
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5.7 Summary

This chapter demonstrates the array EMAT model for Rayleigh surface wave gen-

eration used in this thesis. The generation is mainly through the Lorentz force

mechanism. With a constant static magnetic field applied, the theoretical emphasis

was given to the coil electromagnetic fields for mirror (eddy-) currents induction

and their spatial behaviour.

The single layer, flat, linear coil was chosen as the array element for building

the one-dimensional linear array. The spatial effect of the coil element with a finite

width has been detailed, mainly from the aspect of the spatial distortion of the

induced mirror currents with lift-off. The subsequent ultrasound behaviour can

exhibit a peak frequency decrease of the order of 100 kHz/mm for a 1.5 mm width

coil as lift-off is increased.

Formation of the 1-D linear coil array is given. The coil array was represented

by the coil induced shear Lorentz force array to generate a Rayleigh wave. The force

array has been standardised to a series of rectangular functions at zero lift-off. The

frequency behaviour of the standardised array has been discussed when an arbitrary

layout of the array, including the parameters of coil width, a, coil separation, d and

the number of coil pairs (dipole), Ndi, is applied. Several features are of note,

1. the array frequency largely depends on the values of a and d. If the desired

wavelength is much larger than a, the simple rule λ = 2d or f∗p = cR/2d holds,

where cR is the Rayleigh speed.

2. The frequency cannot be increased to an infinitely large value by simply de-

creasing d. If the wavelength is comparable to a, the real frequency hits a

maximum value when d decreases to d ≈ a.

3. By increasing the number of applied coil pairs (dipoles), Ndi, a higher fre-

quency can be obtained for a same a and d used above.

The lift-off behaviour of the formed coil array was then discussed. It shows

that the cross-talk (or spatial overlap) between the induced mirror currents from the

neighbouring coils can cause a significant impact on the array generated ultrasound.

The studies were undertaken on a two-coil model, for an out-of-phase configuration

mimicking the function of a simplified meander coil, and an in-phase configuration

mimicking a simplified normal coil array. The result of the out-of-phase two-coil

is similar to that of the single-coil, showing that a frequency shift can occur with

lift-off. Care must be taken, such as lift-off compensation [152], when using EMATs
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with this configuration where a precise frequency is required. The result of the in-

phase two-coil shows a significant attenuation at high frequency with lift-off. The

natural conflict between good lift-off capability and a high frequency output for the

in-phase array was observed.

These lift-off results suggest that, for the design of an array EMAT, a good

lift-off performance always conflicts with the need for high frequency narrowband

operation. A trade-off must be formed during practical use.
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Chapter 6

Phased EMAT arrays for

surface crack detection

6.1 Introduction

Ultrasonic testing with Rayleigh waves has been used for material characterisa-

tion [209, 210] and surface defect sizing [78, 211, 212, 213]. EMATs , with their

non-contact advantage, provide a method of Rayleigh wave excitation and have

good potential for fast inspection over a large area and in harsh conditions, such as

high temperature [46, 171] or corrosive environments [48].

Since the particle motion for a Rayleigh wave follows an elliptical trajectory

and the wave penetration depth is of the order of a wavelength [57], appropriate

selection of the wavelength is critical when using Rayleigh waves to detect a surface

crack. A broadband Rayleigh signal with multiple wavelength content is sensitive

to different crack depths [92]. A narrowband Rayleigh wave, on the other hand,

can provide more signal to noise ratio in a certain bandwidth, but the sensitivity

range to different crack depths is limited [181]. Conventional EMATs use a me-

ander coil design to generate narrowband Rayleigh waves with a fixed choice of

central wavelength. The use of a single meander EMAT limits inspection to the

designed wavelength, which limits the sensitivity to different size defects. Addition-

ally, when operated at short wavelength (high frequency) to detect small defects,

the coil dimensions are very small, leading to difficulties in manufacture. An alter-

native EMAT method which could offer narrowband operation but with a tunable

frequency would bring many benefits in crack characterisation.

This chapter proposes an advance in EMAT design, using a phased coil ar-

ray EMAT system for Rayleigh wave generation. Array EMATs with four linear
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coils were developed. Each coil was individually controlled using the in-house built

multi-channel pulser introduced in chapter 4. Different working wavelengths can be

selected by delaying the firing time of each coil element (phasing) to give different

effective separations between the coils. The practical performance of the four-coil

phased array is comprehensively presented, including the comparison with stan-

dard meander EMATs, the capability of multi-wavelength generation, and the use

for surface crack detection and depth gauging. Limits for the crack sensitivity are

discussed, giving directions for future optimisation.

The lift-off performance of the phased array is also discussed. In chapter

5, it has been seen that a significant frequency shift could occur with lift-off for a

meander-coil. Comparison between the phased array formed in this chapter and

the standard meander-coil is given. The influence of the coil physical or effective

spacing after phasing is detailed, since it is the key factor for adjusting the workable

wavelength/frequency of both the meander-coil or the phased array configuration

presented in this chapter.

6.2 Experimental set-up

In this chapter, the experimental development was undertaken to validate the prac-

tical performance of the proposed phased EMAT arrays. This focused on two topics;

the performance of enhanced multi-wavelength Rayleigh wave surface crack detec-

tion (section 6.4), and the lift-off performance compared to normal array EMATs

or meander coils (section 6.5). Details of the experimental set-ups used are given

below.

The instrumentation used to implement the surface crack inspection followed

the procedure introduced in section 4.3. The exact system schematic is given in Fig-

ure 6.1(a). The four-channel high energy pulser introduced in chapter 4 was used

to drive the array EMATs. In this chapter, the array EMATs were designed for two

purposes; firstly, a four-coil prototype was used to inspect the surface crack. This

EMAT design will be detailed in section 6.4.1. Secondly, two-coil prototypes, either

phased or non-phased, were used to compare the array lift-off performance. These

EMATs were similar to the two-coil models developed in section 5.6.2, and will be

introduced briefly in the next section. The broadband racetrack EMAT detector

(see section 3.4.1) was used to receive the generated Rayleigh wave signal, with a

total width of 3 mm, length of 25 mm, and using a NdFeB magnet (25×15×6 mm3).

The sensitivity range of the detector was between 0 and 4 MHz [206]. The detected

ultrasound signal was passed through an amplifier and a 2.5 MHz low pass filter
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Figure 6.1: (a) Schematic diagram showing the instrumentation used in this chapter.
The generation array EMATs are either four-coil (section 6.4) or two-coil models
(section 6.5). Machined surface slots were present for experiments in section 6.4.3,
while other samples were clean. (b) Detected Rayleigh wavefront from the array
EMAT with a single coil activated for different numbers of cycles.

before being recorded by a digital oscilloscope. The separation between the gener-

ator (the farthest coil element) and the detector was 100 mm for all experiments in

this chapter. All testing samples were aluminium. For the surface crack detection

experiments described in section 6.4, the inspection used a 60 mm thick bar con-

taining several machined slots. The slots were across the sample full face (in the

y-direction), and the opening width was 1 mm (in the x-direction). The crack depth

is given in the relevant section for clarity. For the lift-off study in section 6.5, the

used sample was clean and without surface slots.

Figure 6.1(b) shows the basic Rayleigh waveform (appears at around 35 µs)

that was generated from a single channel (coil 0, the farthest from the detector)

without a surface crack. The centre frequency of the driving signal was 600 kHz,

and the number of cycles of the driving signal was chosen to be one-cycle, three-

cycle or five-cycle. The ultrasound shape is rectangular windowed, as expected.

The single-cycle pulse provided a lower signal-to-noise ratio compared to the three-

cycle or the five-cycle, but the latter provided less resolution in the time domain.

The experiments designed in section 6.4 used three-cycle driving, while those in

section 6.5 used single-cycle broadband driving.
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Figure 6.2: Cross view of the two-coil EMAT for (a) the varied and (b) fixed sepa-
ration configurations.

6.2.1 Two-coil EMATs for lift-off performance comparison

The two-coil prototypes built for lift-off performance comparison are shown in fig-

ure 6.2. In this chapter, multiple coils with opposing currents (i.e. in a meander

configuration, or a phased array giving pseudo-meander behaviour) were focused on

to compare the behaviour of coils with different physical and effective separations.

The coils were hand made followed by the method introduced in chapter 4. Each

coil was near-identical, with a 1.5 mm width. Configuration of the EMAT magnet

was the same as that in section 5.2 where the dimensional size was 25×15×16 mm3,

producing an out-of-plane static field in the z-direction. The coils were placed onto

the magnet in the required positions and held in place using spacers. Figure 6.2(a)

shows the meander configuration for two coils, with physical separations of 2, 2.5,

3, 4 and 5 mm between coil centres used. Coils were positioned equidistant from

the magnet centre. Figure 6.2(b) shows the two coils used to give a fixed physical

separation of 8 mm, for opposing currents. The coil pair was also at equivalent

positions under the magnet. Phasing was then used to vary the effective separation

(see explanation in section 6.3.2) from 2 to 5 mm, corresponding to the physical

separations used. The magnetic field was predominantly in the z-direction for all

coil positions.

6.3 Phased spatial domain for the coil array

Before presenting the concept of phasing, the general idea of EMAT arrays used as a

transmitter for narrowband ultrasound generation is demonstrated. The behaviour

of the generated wave can be considered as an phenomenon of wave interference.
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Figure 6.3: The ultrasonic wave interference from a coil array EMAT. Linear coils
are polarised either in the positive current direction (‘+’) or in the negative current
direction (‘-’). Position P is an observation point in the far field (lP � D). Waves
from each force interfere at P , and fringes in the x-direction can be formed.

Figure 6.3 shows how constructive ultrasound interference can be obtained for a

shear wave by using an EMAT coil array. The static magnetic field produced by

a magnet is not shown here for simplicity. The linear coil elements are shown as

blue blocks above the sample surface. Each coil generate a wave, and the waves will

interfere with each other.

In order to discuss the array behaviour comprehensively, the coil array con-

figuration is divided into two sets defined by the direction of the current polarisation;

one is when currents are in the negative current direction (inwards, ‘−’) and the

other is when they are in the positive direction (outwards, ‘+’). The sizes of the coil

elements in both arrays are the same, including the width (a) and the number of

coils (N). The separation between the neighbouring coils with the same polarisation

in both groups is D1. Two groups are intersected evenly, giving an inter-distance d

between the coils with alternating polarisations, where d = D/2.

The induced Lorentz force array is shown by the red arrows under the mate-

rial surface. The direction of the induced shear force depends on the coil polarisation,

and is illustrated by the direction of the force arrows. The ultrasonic waves emit-

ted by the force element will travel into the material or along the material surface,

depending on the generated wavemodes; for example a shear-vertical wave with in-

1D is used in this chapter to be distinct from d used in chapter 5.
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cident angle, θ, will propagate into the material bulk, or a Rayleigh surface wave

will propagate on the material surface (see section 3.4.1). These waves will then

interfere. For bulk waves, at an observation point, P , in the far field (lP � D,

where lP is the distance between the sample surface and the observation point), the

propagation paths of the incoming waves from different elements can be approxi-

mated as parallel, but with coherent phase differences due to their different path

lengths. Interference fringes will be formed in the the detection plane [23].

The behaviour observed at P is due to the linear superposition contributed

by each source element [23]. A constructive interference can be obtained, depending

on the path length differences and whether a coil array with appropriate spatial

layout, i.e. the coil separation, was applied. In section 5.4, two configurations of

linear coil arrays are discussed; all coils used in the same current direction, or in

alternating directions to mimic a meander coil. To achieve the former, the coil array

either in the ‘-’ direction OR in the ‘+’ direction in figure 6.3 can be used. For the

latter, both groups need to be used at the same time. The condition that needs

to be satisfied to form constructive interference for shear waves generated by two

different configurations are [23],

D sin θ = mλ, or d sin θ = (m+
1

2
)λ (m = 0, 1, 2...), (6.1)

where λ is the ultrasound wavelength and θ is the incident angle of the desired

wavemode. m is zero or an integer, indicating the mth harmonic contained in the

interference. The use of D or d depends on the array configuration, i.e whether the

neighbouring coil is purely in the same current direction or alternating directions.

For a guided wave or Rayleigh wave EMAT whose generated waves will prop-

agate along the material surface (θ = 90° and sin θ = 1), the directional effect in

two-dimensions is neglected. Equation 6.1 for a Rayleigh EMAT array can be mod-

ified to

D = mλ, or d = (m+
1

2
)λ (m = 0, 1, 2...). (6.2)

This implies that the wavelength/frequency of the array system for Rayleigh gen-

eration is dominated by the choice of the coil spacing, as discussed in chapter 5.

However, this equation is not fully comprehensive for a practical coil array EMAT;

the efficiency of different harmonics (m is 1 or higher) is not included, nor is the

effect of the coil finite width a or the coil number N (for D) or the coil dipole num-

ber Ndi (for d). Mathematical analysis of the array model is covered in sections 5.4

and 5.5.

In this chapter, phasing is applied onto the above coil array such that the
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time at which an element is activated is controlled, for Rayleigh wave generation.

Electronic tuning of D or d is implemented, thereby the effective spatial layout of

the array can be changed. Different Rayleigh wave characteristics will be obtained,

providing more possibilities for surface crack detection.

6.3.1 Unidirectional signal enhancement

Signal-to-noise improvement

The in-house built multi-channel EMAT driver (see chapter 4) can firstly be used

as a phased array system to provide an improved signal to noise ratio compared

to a conventional single coil EMAT. Demonstration of this strategy starts from

equation 6.2. The coil array with all coil elements polarised in the same current

direction is chosen (see coil group ‘+’ in figure 6.3). The condition for such an array

to offer a constructive interference is when D = 0 (m = 0) or D = mλ (m = 1, 2...).

D = 0 will give a strong signal as the wave generated by each coil will be overlapped,

but is not practical. However, by using the phased pulser, a time delay factor can

be applied onto the each element, so that the time point of coil activation (wave

generation) can be controlled, and it is possible to set the delay such that effectively

D = 0 (m = 0). Sufficient delays for coils are applied, for example, by delaying

the coils closet to the detector, the wave signal generated by coil 0, wave 0, will

propagate first along the material surface. Coil 1 is then fired at the time point

when wave 0 has propagated to the location under coil 1. The two waves (wave 0

and 1) will superpose and propagate until they reach coil 2, at which point coil 2 is

activated, etc. In other words, the spatial differences between the coils are cancelled

by the time delay. All coils are electronically ‘overlapped’. This is equivalent to a

physical array where there are no separations between the neighbouring elements

(D = 0). The signal-to-noise ratio can then be maximised.

Figure 6.4 demonstrates a four-coil D = 0 operation. The four coils are in

the same current direction and are indicated by the blue blocks. The delay factor

for coils 3 to 0 are 0, ∆τ , 2∆τ and 3∆τ respectively, where ∆τ is a time delay

unit. The Rayleigh wave generated by a coil is bidirectional, propagating in both

the positive and negative x-directions. The schematic shows the time point when

coil 3 has just been fired. The bi-directional waves generated by a coil are shown

on different vertical layers to act as a guide to the wave behaviour, with the vertical

distance corresponding to the time delay. For example, coil 0 is 3∆τ ahead of coil

3, and coil 3 is the last one being fired in the figure. The four waves that travel in

the negative x-direction are superimposed at the position just underneath coil 3. A
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Figure 6.4: Unidirectional signal enhancement by implementing a four-coil phased
array system. The EMAT coil is bidirectional. Each coil is individually controlled
and a time delay sequence is used. At the time point when coil 3 has just been fired,
waves moving in the -x direction are superimposed, while in the +x direction waves
are not. ∆τ is the time delay unit and ∆τ = D/cR.

signal enhancement is obtained. The physical spacing D between coils is cancelled

by using a time delay that satisfies the relation D = ∆τ × cR or ∆τ = D/cR.

Meanwhile in the positive x−direction, the effective separation between the

four waves becomes larger. For example, coil 2 was driven ∆τ ahead coil 3, and the

corresponding generated wave has travelled a distance ∆τ × cR +D = 2D further.

By carefully choosing the delay factor ∆τ for the array, the effective layout of the

array is changeable such that constructive interference could instead be obtained in

the positive x-direction.

This concept has been previously investigated in the work [10]. The Rayleigh

wave coils were sequentially delayed by a four-channel phased broadband pulser. The

time delay factor was calculated using τ0,j = dj,0/cR, where dj,0 was the physical

separation between the jth element and the reference element. Figure 6.5 shows

the result of their four-coil broadband enhanced system. The signal improvement of

the Rayleigh wave is immediately shown, although the waveform is not a standard

sinusoidal wave. This might be due to the coil self-field generation and the resultant

wave frequency doubling [129].

An experimental investigation for Rayleigh signal improvement using a more

controllable pulser (see chapter 4) was undertaken later in this chapter. A narrow-

band signal with a good signal to noise ratio was obtained, with results given in

section 6.4.2.
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Figure 6.5: Enhanced Rayleigh wavefront from a four-coil phased system. Compar-
ison of a single coil activation (unphased) is given. The coil sources have 3.0 mm
width and the coil spacing is 3.8 mm (date taken from [10]).

Multi-wavelength emitting

Apart from the advantage that one can use phasing to improve the signal amplitude,

generation of multiple wavelengths for Rayleigh inspection is another important

benefit to be discussed. The motivation of this is to extend the sensitivity range for

sizing the surface crack depths, as introduced in section 2.2.2.

Both coil array groups, either in the positive polarisation or negative polari-

sation, demonstrated in figure 6.3, can deliver such a benefit. To generate multiple

wavelengths, the relation to form constructive interference (equation 6.2) needs to

be satisfied. Two layout scenarios can be identified; use of a single group (‘+’ or ‘-’)

or use of both array groups (‘+’ and ‘-’).

Figure 6.6 demonstrates the phasing modality applied for both scenarios. In

figure 6.6(a), a single array with four identical coils is used. All coils are polarised

in the same current direction. By using the phased four-channel pulser, the coils

can be separately controlled and delayed. The time delays from coil 0 to 3 are 3∆τ ,

2∆τ , ∆τ and 0, respectively. Here, unlike the special case where ∆τ = D/cR for

signal improvement purpose, 0 < ∆τ < D/cR, so that multiple wavelengths can

be generated. The coils show bi-directivity, and the delayed waves that travel in

both the positive and negative x-directions show the effect of geometric scattering

or gathering (reducing the effective separation of the coils such that the waves ‘gath-

ered’ together) with respect to their original activated positions. This produces an

‘elongated’ coil array when looked at from the positive x-direction or a ‘narrowed’

array when looked at from the negative x-direction. Constructive interference (equa-
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Figure 6.6: Schematic diagram showing the Rayleigh waves generated from the coil
array when it is delayed for multi-wavelength generation. (a) A single coil group is
used. All coils are polarised in the same current direction, and the coil spacing is
D. (b) Two coil groups with different polarisations are used, d = D/2. (a) is at the
time point when coil 3 has just been fired, and (b) is at the time point when coil 6
has just been fired. ∆τ is 0 < ∆τ < D/cR in (a) and is 0 < ∆τ < d/cR in (b).

tion 6.2) occurs when

D±eff = mλ, (6.3)

where D−eff and D+
eff are the effective coil spacing after phasing for the wave prop-

agating in the negative x-direction or positive x-direction, respectively. The values

of D−eff and D+
eff are linked to the time delay ∆τ , using D−eff = D −∆τ × cR and

D+
eff = D + ∆τ × cR.

In figure 6.3(b), both coil groups polarised in ‘+’ and ‘−’ are used. The two

groups are intersected evenly and the coil spacing between the nearest neighbour

coils is d = D/2. The schematic uses 7 coils, mimicking the configuration of a

typical meander coil (see section 3.4.1). By controlling and delaying the coil elements

separately, the effective array layout can be electronically changed. A delay sequence

[6∆τ 5∆τ 4∆τ 3∆τ 2∆τ ∆τ 0] is applied to coils 0 to 6, and ∆τ is 0 < ∆τ < d/cR.

The condition that gives constructive interference (equation 6.2) in this case is,

d±eff = (m+
1

2
)λ, (6.4)

where d−eff and d+eff are the effective coil spacings after phasing in the negative

x-direction and positive x-direction, respectively. The values of d−eff and d+eff are

linked to the time delay via d−eff = d−∆τ × cR and d+eff = d+ ∆τ × cR.

From equations 6.3 to 6.4, the wavelength λ provided by the effective coil

spacings (either Deff or deff ) can be varied by changing the time delay ∆τ . This

means one can design a multiple-wavelength EMAT array system by applying phas-

ing (time delay) to a single physical array. A large flexibility is immediately shown
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by this proposed concept.

Equations 6.3 and 6.4 show that both arrangements of linear coil arrays (a

single coil group or two group intersected) can offer the ability of multi-wavelength

Rayleigh wave generation. For a practical design, the latter arrangement is preferred.

This is because the coil spacing in the meander configuration d is only half of D

in the first arrangement, and so the coil density in the d-configuration is much

higher. This is very beneficial for EMAT design. By employing more coils, a better

signal-to-noise ratio can be obtained for a given transducer size requirement.

In the following sections in this chapter, the design of the coil array with

alternating current polarisation was used. Development was focused on the phasing

advantage of multiple-wavelength generation. The relation that the array layout

needs to satisfy for constructive interference is,

deff =
1

2
λ, or λ = 2deff , or f =

cR
2deff

, (6.5)

where m = 0 is chosen. The reason is that the mode at m = 0 can provide the most

efficient frequency/wavelength in a meander configuration (see sections 5.4 and 5.5).

deff can either be d−eff or d+eff , depending on the desired propagation direction of

the surface wave.

The above discussion offers the basic principle for phased multi-wavelength

operation. The phased four-channel high current driver introduced in chapter 4

allows experimental validation. The procedures used to implement the phased four-

coil EMAT system for multi-wavelength Rayleigh wave generation are summarised

in the cartoon given in figure 6.7. The four-coil system is unidirectionally enhanced

to give variable deff and λ. The details are summarised below;

� coil 1 could be activated at time t = 0, coil 2 at time t = ∆τ , coil 3 at a time

2∆τ , etc. The surface wave generated by coil 1 would then have moved closer

to coil 2 before it is activated, making the separation of the coils appear to be

smaller for waves travelling to the right.

� Conversely, for N
′

coils, coil N
′

could be activated at time t = 0, coil N
′
-

1 at time ∆τ , coil N
′
-2 at time 2∆τ ...For this configuration, shown in fig-

ures 6.7(b)&(c), the wave from coil N
′

would travel at a set distance before

coil N
′−1 is activated, making the separation between the coils appear larger.

� By the above phasing process, an effective separation between coils deff can

be defined. The designed wavelength of the system is then λ = 2deff . The
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Figure 6.7: The modality of the phased EMAT array. (a) shows the physical sep-
aration of the coils. Coils which are filled or non-filled indicate alternating current
directions; (b) shows the delay (dash) and pulse time (spot) of each channel; (c)
shows the effective separation obtained by the delay process, where red indicates
the coils are delayed.

time delay factor for element j to choose a deff is

τj = j
d− deff
cR

= j∆τ. (6.6)

The proposed strategy was experimentally validated on a four-coil system in

the next section. The parameter Ndi (the number of dipole coil pairs) was used to

represent the applied coil number, where Ndi = N/2 for the meander configuration

array. For small values of Ndi, the achieved wavelength will be slightly offset for the

designed wavelength, as described in section 5.5. However, improved behaviour can

still be obtained.

6.3.2 Controlled surface wave bi-directivity

Section 6.3.1 detailed the possible phasing strategies to change the array EMAT

spatial characteristics (effective separation). The bi-directivity of surface waves

generated by an EMAT coil has been illustrated (see figures 6.4 and 6.6). By care-

fully choosing the time delay factor ∆τ , the effective layout of the array for waves

propagating in the -x-direction or +x-direction can be varied, and so the surface

waves are controlled in both directions.

Another interesting phasing application is to control the wave directivity, i.e.

controlled surface wave generation direction. The special case demonstrated in sec-
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tion 6.3.1 for pure signal improvement purposes (∆τ = D/cR and Deff = 0) can be

modified to solve this problem. When using the meander coil configuration (alter-

nating current polarisation) and careful choice of ∆τ , the amplitude enhancement

direction in the −x for currents in the same direction (see figure 6.4) will be replaced

by a signal cancellation instead, as the overlapping waves are now out-of-phase. Zero

output can be therefore obtained by the alternating coil polarisation. This design

can be used for complex geometry inspection, where a reduced bi-directivity can

reduce the spurious signal reflected from multiple directions. This idea is suggested

as one of the future directions, and more details are given in chapter 8.

6.4 Experimental development: Four-coil phased oper-

ation

6.4.1 EMAT configuration

Experimental development of the array EMAT followed the method introduced in

chapter 4. A four-coil (number of coil pairs Ndi=2) transducer prototype was built to

implement the phasing concept proposed in this section. Figure 6.8(a) shows the 3-D

sketch of the four-coil array EMAT. A permanent NdFeB block magnet of dimensions

25× 15× 6 mm3 was used to introduce the static magnetic field. Copper wires were

tightly wrapped onto the magnet to produce four identical coils, each with seven

turns of 0.2-mm-diameter copper wire and a total coil width of 1.5 mm including

spacing. The physical separation between the coils was fixed at d = 6 mm with the

variation of the static magnetic field minimal over this range. Figures 6.8(b) and

(c) show the photographs of the transducer in a 3-D-printed holder. Four insulated

BNC connectors were used for the coils. The signal enhancement experiment (see

figure 6.9) was done using the normal array configuration (coils polarised in the

same direction), and the rest in this chapter were done using the pseudo-meander

array configuration.

6.4.2 Enhanced Rayleigh wave generation

Enhanced signal amplitude & geometry dependence

As demonstrated in section 6.3, a phased Rayleigh array EMAT can provide two

benefits; a large signal to noise ratio or the ability to deliver multiple wavelengths,

depending on the time delay ∆τ . In this section, typical examples obtained by

the four-coil phased array are given. Experimental set-ups were introduced in sec-

tion 6.2. The detector was fixed on one of the generation array for unidirectional
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Figure 6.8: Schematic of the Rayleigh wave array EMAT. Parameters of the array
are: coil width a = 1.5 mm, coil physical separation d = 6.0 mm, and the number
of coil dipoles Ndi =2. (a) Configuration of the coils and the permanent magnet.
The 3-D printed transducer holder from (b) top and (c) bottom.

enhancement study.

Firstly, coils in the ‘+’ array were delayed to provide the largest possible

signal. The time delay for coils 0 to 3 were 0, ∆τ , 2∆τ and 3∆τ , where ∆τ = D/cR,

and coil 0 was used as the reference coil (farthest from the detector). D is 6 mm,

cR is 2906 m/s on aluminium material and ∆τ was calculated as 2065 ns. The test

result is given in figure 6.9 for three cycle operation. A large signal-to-noise ratio

(SNR) improvement is immediately shown by comparing the phased four-coil model

to the single coil. Additionally, the waveform engineered by the narrowband system

shows a clear sinusoidal shape, giving improvement compared to the signal obtained

from the broadband design (figure 6.5) [10].

Equation 6.4 describes the spatial relation between the desired wavelength

and the coil spacing. Using phasing (τj) allows one to vary the array effective layout

(deff ), but the issue due to the coil element finite width is not addressed by this

equation (see section 5.4). The four-coil prototype used a 1.5 mm coil width, which

can decrease the wavelength performance when d or deff approached 1.5 mm (see

figure 5.14). It is therefore important to verify the spatial behaviour of the phased

array with different ∆τ (or deff ), i.e. ensure the spatial spectrum of the array (see

section 5.4) matches well with the input current signal, so that the Rayleigh wave

output can be optimised. The convolution model demonstrated in section 5.3.2 can

be used to predict the behaviour of the final resultant Rayleigh wave. The spatial

profile of the EMAT array induced Lorentz force array and the driving signal are

in the spatial domain (x-domain) and the time domain (t-domain), respectively.

To predict both domains accurately, the ultrasound signal in the Fourier domain is
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Figure 6.9: The enhancement Rayleigh wave by the narrowband phased four-coil
system. The single-coil is given for comparison. The signal centre frequency is
600 kHz.

described in the form of a 2-D Fourier transform,

Ŝ(k, ω) =

∫ ∞
−∞

∫ ∞
−∞

S(x, t)e−i2π(kx+ωt)dxdt

= F(f̄ (L)s (x))×F(y(t)), (6.7)

where S(x, t) indicates that the sound wave generated by the array EMAT with a

normalised Lorentz force profile f̄
(L)
s (x) is driven by a temporal signal y(t), propa-

gating in the x-direction. Note, equation 6.7 is just the Fourier form of equation 5.12.

Examples of designing wavelengths of 3.06 mm and 4.84 mm using the pre-

sented four-coil phased system are given in figure 6.10. Coil 0 was used as the

reference coil and the time delay sequence for the coil array was calculated from

equation 6.6. d is 6 mm and deff was 1.5 and 2.4 mm for the two designed wave-

lengths, respectively. The centre frequency f0 of the driving signal was set as fTp ,

obtained by numerically solving equation 5.22. It should be noted that small discrep-

ancies occur in the output wavelengths (3.06 and 4.84 mm) by using 2deff =3 and

4.8 mm. This is due to the effect of the coil finite width (1.5 mm) which is compa-

rable to the desired wavelengths here.

Figures 6.10(a) and (b) show the calculation results using equation 6.7, for

a driving signal y(t) of the frequency indicated on the temporal axis, and the fre-

quency due to the array structure behaviour in the spatial axis. Frequency param-

eters ω (rad/s) for the temporal domain and k (m−1) for the spatial domain were

transformed into f (Hz) using the relations ω = 2πf and k = 2πf/cR. The driving
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Figure 6.10: Generation of Rayleigh waves for wavelengths 3.06 mm and 4.84 mm.
(a) and (b) show the calculated frequency spectra for the temporal driving signal
and the spatial response from the array structure. (c) and (d) are the experimental
Rayleigh signals in time domain, while (e) and (f) are frequency domain. (a),(c)
and (e) are for λ = 4.84 mm and a centre frequency of the driving signal of f0 =
600 kHz for deff=1.5 mm. (b),(d) and (f) are for λ = 3.06 mm, f0 = 950 kHz and
deff = 2.40 mm. Due to the effect of coil 1.5 mm width, the resulted wavelength is
a little larger than 2deff , as explained in section 5.4.
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signal was modelled by a rectangular windowed sine wave centred at the selected

frequency. The duration was three time periods, modelling the three-cycle driving

signal. The calculation was undertaken in MATLAB. Both frequency/wavelength

operations predicted a peak at the designed frequencies, which are 600 and 950 kHz

for the two wavelengths. Figures 6.10(c) to (f) show the experimental results de-

tected by the racetrack EMAT detector, with the comparison of the output signals

between the single coil and four-coil operations. The captured A-scans are given in

figures 6.10(c) and (d), respectively, showing the enhanced Rayleigh wave amplitude

when four coils were used. The time delays used to obtain different values for deff

led to a small increase in waveform cycle number. This means the resultant wave-

forms are tone-burst shaped rather than rectangular shapes. Figures 6.10(e) and

(f) are the corresponding frequency spectra of the A-scans given in figures 6.7(c)

and (d), respectively, showing the bandwidth centred at around 600 and 950 kHz,

as expected.

Although the EMAT coils had a 1.5 mm width, the wave signals generated by

the coil array confirm the designed frequency characteristics, with a good signal to

noise ratio. This implies that a good constructive interference can still be obtained

by the finite coil width, as long as both spatial and temporal domains of the phased

array system are under good control.

Comparison with a standard meander coil

Measurements were then undertaken to investigate the frequency/wavelength be-

haviour of the phased four-coil array EMAT compared to the conventional meander

EMAT. The array EMAT shown in figure 6.8 was used with the phased pulser to

output different narrowband Rayleigh signals. Several standard meander coils were

made to perform the comparison. In summary, three types of EMATs were employed

in this experiment:

1. conventional standard meander coils (SM). These coils consisted of a single

piece of wire fabricated into the meander shape, and each coil giving a different

value of d. The SM EMATs contained four turns with a coil width of 1.5 mm

and length of 20 mm. The NdFeB magnet (size of 25× 15× 6 mm3) was used

to introduce the static magnetic field. One of the channels of the four-channel

pulser (CH0) was used to drive the standard meander EMATs.

2. Composite meanders (CM), which consisted of four individual linear coils,

with the physical coil spacing d varied to match the spacing of the above SM

meander coils. The CM EMATs also had a 1.5 mm width for each coil element.
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They were made by wrapping the coil wire directly onto the same NdFeB

magnet, but the coil physical separation was varied to different d using spacers.

Four coils were individually controlled by the pulser, but were activated at the

same time (no phasing).

3. Phased four-coil array EMAT (PA) shown in figure 6.8, whose physical sepa-

ration d was fixed at 6 mm but the phasing was used to give different deff .

deff can be varied to the same d values used in the above two EMAT types.

The key parameters (d or deff ) in the experiment were chosen to be 2.4, 3.6,

4.8 and 6.0 mm. The geometries of SM EMATs are given in figures 6.11(a) to (d) for

different d. The four-coil phased array EMAT for different deff was electronically

obtained through the use of phasing. Coil 0 was treated as the reference coil and

the time delays for other coils were calculated using equation 6.6. During the exper-

iment, the centre frequency of the driving signal f0 was progressively increased from

200 kHz to 2.0 MHz, with a 100 kHz step, for each chosen d or deff for each EMAT

type. 32 signals were averaged to eliminate the incoherent noise. The peak to peak

amplitude of the detected Rayleigh signal was found and is plotted as a function of

f0, shown in figures 6.11(e) to (h) and maxima are expected at frequencies where

equation 6.5 is satisfied.

Figure 6.11 shows that the frequency behaviours of the standard meander

EMAT and the array EMATs at different d (or deff ) match well, showing that the

phased array is equivalent to a meander coil but offering advantage of tuneability.

However, there is a trend that the second harmonic starts to dominate when the coil

separation is increased. Two reasons can be suggested for this; firstly, the second

harmonic (m = 1 in equation 6.4) was contained in the optimal range of operation

of the pulser and coils when deff or d was large enough. For small separations, such

as d = deff = 2.4 mm, the second harmonic was expected to be 1.8 MHz, which was

beyond the testing frequency range. Secondly, the effect of the racetrack receiver

means that an extra linear factor of the frequency will affect detection compared

to the actual ultrasound value due to the EMAT being a velocity detector (see

section 3.2.3). Despite this, the primary harmonic (m =0) was still efficient for the

cases when d or deff were 2.4, 3.6 or 4.8 mm. For d = 6.0 mm in figure 6.11(h),

the expected primary peak (0.24 MHz) did not appear but the second and third

harmonics did. This is due to the poor time resolution when a low frequency was

under test. The bandwidth of the EMAT detector could also contribute.

Table 6.1 summarises the experimental parameters used for the three EMAT

types, including the time delay factor for the phased array EMAT, and the pre-
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Figure 6.11: Comparisons of the frequency behaviour between a standard meander
(SM), the four-coil composite meander (CM) and the four-coil phased array (PA)
EMAT. The geometry of the standard meander EMAT is given from (a) to (d) for
d of 2.4, 3.6, 4.8 and 6 mm. The external magnetic field is shown in gray blocks.
The flowing current in the meander is indicated by red arrows. The experimental
results of the EMAT frequency measurements are given in (e) to (h) for different d
or deff for the same values of d (or deff ).
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Table 6.1: Experimental parameters of the standard meander (SM), composite me-
ander (CM) and phased array (PA) EMATs for comparison. The Rayleigh wave
was cR = 2906 m/s. ffitted represents the Gaussian fitted experimental result of the
EMAT frequency output.

Coil separation Primary harmonic (m=0)

SM & CM PA (d = 6 mm) Wavelength Frequency

d, mm deff , mm τj , ns λp, mm fp, MHz ffitted, MHz

2.4 2.4

coil 0, 0

4.8 0.60
SM, 0.61±0.01
CM, 0.55±0.01
PA, 0.53±0.01

coil 1, 1238.8
coil 2, 2477.6
coil 3, 3716.4

3.6 3.6

coil 0, 0

7.2 0.40
SM, 0.41±0.01
CM, 0.39±0.00
PA, 0.40±0.01

coil 1, 825.9
coil 2, 1651.8
coil 3, 2477.6

4.8 4.8

coil 0, 0

9.6 0.30
SM, 0.30±0.01
CM, 0.30±0.01
PA, 0.30±0.01

coil 1, 412.9
coil 2, 825.9
coil 0, 1238.8

6.0 6.0

coil 0, 0

12.0 0.24 N/A
coil 1, 0
coil 2, 0
coil 3, 0

dicted wavelength/frequency from equation 6.3 when a certain d or deff was chosen.

Since all chosen d or deff are larger than the coil width (1.5 mm), the predicted

wavelengths are given by λp = 2d (or deff ). Additionally, the obtained frequency-

amplitude curves were fitted using a Gaussian and the fitted peak frequencies, ffitted,

are given for comparison. A good agreement between the experimental primary peak

frequency from d (column 6) and the prediction (column 5) can be observed.

Selectivity of wavelength

The ability of the phased pulser to tune the coil array in both the spatial and

temporal domains allows one to generate multiple wavelengths of Rayleigh wave

with a single EMAT configuration. This has been verified (see figure 6.10) for

wavelengths 3.06 and 4.84 mm. The comparison between the meander coils and

the phased array system confirmed the capability of the latter to be a narrowband

generator. This can be used to replace multiple standard meander coils which may

be required during practical NDT.

In this section, a measurement was undertaken to investigate the full perfor-
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mance of the phased four-coil EMAT system. The aim was to show that an arbitrary

wavelength can be obtained via electronic changing of the effective coil separation

deff and the centre frequency of the driving signal f0 of the four-coil phased design.

During the experiment, deff for the four-coil array transducer was contin-

uously decreased from 6.0 mm (the fixed original separation) to 1.0 mm, with a

0.25 mm step. The driving signal was in three-cycle duration and its centre fre-

quency f0 at each deff was progressively increased from 200 kHz to 1.2 MHz, with

a 25 kHz step. The detected A-scan signal was recorded, and the peak-peak am-

plitude was measured to represent the efficiency when the phased array was in the

corresponding (deff , f0) setting. Full results are given in figure 6.12. Activation

of a single (Ndi = 1) or two (Ndi = 2) coil pairs were implemented separately for

comparison.

Figures 6.12(a) and (b) show the phased array efficiency on the spatial (deff )

- temporal (f0) map when Ndi = 1 and Ndi = 2 were applied, respectively. The pri-

mary harmonic (m = 0) and second harmonic (m = 1) predictions are given by dot-

ted red and black lines, respectively, for comparison, calculated using equation 6.4.

The experimental results show good agreement with the prediction. However, the

experimental fringes show a finite width for both modes, especially in the case when

Ndi = 1. This is attributable to the finite bandwidth of both the array spatial spec-

trum and the driving signal. The ideal situations represented by the dotted lines are

not achievable via the phased four-coil array. This is because the number of applied

coil pairs (Ndi = 1 or 2) and the cycle number of the driving signal (three-cycle)

were not sufficient to provide an infinitely narrow bandwidth centred at the desired

wavelength or frequency. The bright fringe of Ndi = 2 is narrower than that of

Ndi = 1, confirming that as Ndi increases the measurement tends towards the ideal

situation.

Both Ndi = 1 and Ndi = 2 show a tunable frequency range from about

900 kHz to 350 kHz when deff was increased from 1.5 to 4.5 mm. This proves the

performance of the four-coil phased system to generate multiple wavelengths con-

tinuously. The second harmonic m = 1 (the second bright fringe) in Ndi = 1 started

to appear when deff was increased to 4 mm, but is less observable in Ndi = 2 whose

primary harmonic (m = 0) always dominated over this range. This can be under-

stood from the theoretical analysis given in section 5.5 that shows, for a linear coil

array with more elements (Ndi = 2 in this experiment), the frequency/wavelength

filtering performance will be better, compared to that with fewer elements (Ndi = 1).

The higher harmonics can be better suppressed by using more coil elements.

Figures 6.12(c) and (d) extract information from (a) and (b) to show the
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Figure 6.12: Full results of tuning the phased array EMAT for multiple-wavelength
Rayleigh wave generation. (a) and (b) are the array efficiency results on the spatial-
temporal map when Ndi = 1 and Ndi = 2 were used, respectively. (c) and (d) are the
Gaussian fitted peak frequency and wavelength values respectively using the data
given in (a) and (b). For a chosen deff , the phased array generated (c) frequency and
(d) wavelength are illustrated, showing the capability of Rayleigh mode selectivity.
The rule of thumb prediction is given by black solid lines for comparison.
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Table 6.2: Technical data of the four-coil phased EMAT system generating different
wavelengths. Suitable for aluminium material testpiece, cR = 2906 m/s.

Array parameters Ndi = 2; a = 1.5 mm; d = 6 mm, 1 ≤ deff < 6 mm

Array wavelength setting λp (mm), (deff , fp) (mm, kHz)

λp (deff , fp) λp (deff , fp) λp (deff , fp)

3.02 (1.00, 959.81) 6.05 (2.75, 480.23) 8.87 (4.50, 327.57)

3.42 (1.25, 850.69) 6.48 (3.00, 448.70) 9.40 (4.75, 309.00)

3.87 (1.50, 750.48) 6.83 (3.25, 425.39) 9.72 (5.00, 298.97)

4.28 (1.75, 678.65) 7.15 (3.50, 406.65) 10.44 (5.25, 278.44)

4.65 (2.00, 624.79) 7.54 (3.75, 385.23) 10.99 (5.50, 264.39)

5.11 (2.25, 568.61) 7.97 (4.00, 364.43) 11.67 (5.74, 248.93)

5.59 (2.50, 519.96) 8.38 (4.25, 346.94)

primary frequency (fp) achieved and the wavelength (λp) at various deff . This

was obtained by Gaussian fitting the signal amplitude - driving frequency curve

at each deff . The peaks were found and plotted as a function of deff , shown in

figure 6.12(c). The primary wavelength in figure 6.12(d) was calculated from the

data in figure 6.12(c) using the relation λp = cR/fp. The rule of thumb predictions,

fp = cR/2deff or λp = 2deff , are also given by solid black lines for comparison.

The continuous trend of fp or λp with a varied deff shows the Rayleigh wavelength

selectivity using the phased system. The behaviour of Ndi = 2 matches better to

the prediction than that of Ndi = 1, as expected. The upturns occurring in both

fp and λp at small deff (deff < 2.5 mm) indicate that the width effect of the coil

source (a = 1.5 mm) began to affect the behaviour of the coil array for small deff ,

as expected in chapter 5.

Table 6.2 summarises the specifications of the phased four-coil EMAT sys-

tem for multiple-wavelength Rayleigh wave generation during this test. A target

wavelength λp can be easily obtained by setting the system deff and f0 to the val-

ues listed in the table. The designed four-coil phased system was able to deliver

Rayleigh wavelengths from about 3 mm to 12 mm on aluminium samples.

Compared to the conventional meander coil EMATs, a phased array system

can not only provide an enhanced flexibility in wave generation, but also overcome

the production difficulty when a small coil separation is required for a meander-coil

for high frequency operation. However, the effect caused by the coil finite width

cannot be avoided when using the phasing technique. The discrepancy between the

rule of thumb prediction and the experiment when deff → a (see figure 6.12(c))

confirms this point.

Building a high frequency Rayleigh EMAT is challenging, but one can use
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phasing to achieve a small coil separation electronically. Some future directions can

be suggested for optimising the EMAT system, for example, making thinner coils

to enhance the high frequency bandwidth; updating the coil material to reduce the

electrical loss; updating the EMAT driving electronics, such as building a more pow-

erful current source or combining it with a digital method such as pulse compression,

and so on [214].

6.4.3 Characterisation of surface breaking defects

Previous sections demonstrated the performance of a single phased array EMAT

delivering different wavelengths. One can characterise a surface crack by selecting

an appropriate wavelength and measuring transmission. An enhanced wavelength

range hence means a wider detection range for the crack depths, as introduced in

section 2.2.2. In this section, the four-coil phased EMAT system was used to mea-

sure several surface cracks. An aluminium bar sample was prepared, containing

three machined surface slots. All slots were vertical and their opening width was

1.0 mm. The depths of the slots were A: 1.0, B: 2.5 and C: 5.0 mm, and they were

across the full width of the bar. Figure 6.13 shows the sample geometry and the em-

ployed EMAT transmit-receive set-up. The inset shows a Rayleigh wave generated

by the phased EMAT array system, transmitting underneath a surface crack. The

transmission and reflection depend on the crack geometry and the Rayleigh wave

frequency [82, 85, 86, 213]. The setting of (deff , f0) of the array used the optimised

results given in table 6.2. For example, to generate a Rayleigh wave with a wave-

length of 5.59 mm, the (deff , f0) for the four-coil array was (2.5 mm, 520 kHz) on

an Aluminium testpiece.

Crack detection

Detection of cracks was done from the Rayleigh wave transmission. Figure 6.14

shows the behaviour for λp = 5.59 mm for a clean surface (black dashed lines) and

for two different depth defects (red lines). For a shallow 1.0 mm depth crack, the

Rayleigh wave amplitude dropped by only a small amount as most of the wave energy

was transmitted underneath the crack. For the 5.0 mm deep crack, the majority of

the energy was blocked by the crack and only a small amplitude signal was captured

by the detector. This demonstrates that a higher sensitivity to small cracks can be

obtained by generating a smaller wavelength, as expected.
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Figure 6.13: Diagram showing the crack characterisation set-up with an EMAT pair.
A, B and C are the positions of the three machined surface slots. The Rayleigh wave
is sent by the phased array EMAT generator and will be detected by the racetrack
detector after transmitting around the crack.

Figure 6.14: Crack sensing by the four-coil phased EMAT array for deff=2.5 mm,
f0=520 kHz and a generated wavelength of 5.59 mm. Two A-scans obtained for
cracks A and C.
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Depth gauging

The tuneability of the Rayleigh wavelength offers a unique ability to analyse the

crack geometry. First, a small wavelength can be chosen to scan the sample. Since

the Rayleigh wave propagates in the order of one-wavelength underneath the surface,

any potential surface fatigue crack, or even surface roughness that is deep enough

compared to the wavelength, could be identified. This is defined as the high sensi-

tivity mode of the system and a yes/no answer would be immediately known as to

whether a feature is present, without sizing information. This high sensitivity mode

hence provides a means of fast localisation of the cracks. Once a crack was found,

the crack depth could be gauged by varying the EMAT wavelength and identifying

the cut-off frequency for the crack in order to gauge its depth [50].

Figure 6.15 shows the result of such a measurement for three different depth

defects. For each defect, the setting of (deff , f0) and hence wavelength λp were

varied, with the generation and detection EMATs at fixed positions on either side

of the defect. The peak-peak transmitted Rayleigh amplitude was measured and was

plotted as a function of wavelength. Normalisation was undertaken using the no-

defect reference amplitude measurement, indicating that some energy is still blocked

even for larger wavelengths, as expected [92]. The experimental results for all slots

are shown by the points. They were then fitted by a normal logistic function, so the

trend can be better clarified. The corresponding frequency fp is given in the upper

x-axis.

For the 1.0 mm deep slot, the filtering behaviour can be clearly seen, with

longer wavelengths mainly able to pass underneath the crack and short wavelengths

mostly blocked. The 2.5 mm slot shows the start of the transition to waves being

able to pass underneath the slot for higher wavelengths. The 5.0 mm deep slot pre-

dominantly blocked signals over all wavelengths investigated, as expected; even for a

10.0 mm wavelength, for example, the crack depth is still significant compared to the

wavelength and blocked a significant amount of the wave energy. Some transmitted

amplitude is measured even for small wavelengths, where Rayleigh waves should be

blocked, due to a mode-converted longitudinal to shear (and vice-versa) wave from

the back face of the sample which arrived close to the Rayleigh wave arrival time.

The amplitude of this wave varied with deff due to interference effects, with the

amplitude strongest for short wavelengths. Additionally, for the 1.0 and 2.5 slots,

the scans were made close to the sample edge due to the presence of deep slots on

the side face, adding the effect of edge reflections.

Figure 6.15 can be further used with the combination of a crack calibration

curve, such as figure 2.11 in chapter 2 or figure 7.9(b) in chapter 7, for crack sizing.
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Figure 6.15: Results of characterising the surface defects by the four-coil phased
EMAT. Different wavelenths were sent and the wave transmission coefficient was
recorded.

Cut-off wavelengths that represent the waves which were mostly passed (transmis-

sion larger than 0.8) or blocked (transmission smaller than 0.25) can be defined.

For the 1 mm slot, the measurable wavelength range during the cut-off behaviour

is from 4 to 7 mm, and the corresponding frequency is from 400 to 700 kHz. Using

the calibrated value of a 0.6 MHz Rayleigh wave given in figure 7.9(b), a 2.2 mm

estimated crack depth is found. For the 2.5 mm slot, the measured transmission

of 0.4 at frequency 300 kHz was chosen to compare with data in the work [57, 92],

giving a 3.6 mm depth estimate. The results are not highly accurate, but provide

a means of fast characterisation in the early cracking stage, and a full calibration

for these EMATs would give a much improved estimate. Deeper cracks such as the

5 mm slot in the test are difficult to size in this experiment, but can be estimated

by a broadband EMAT system with lower frequencies [92].

From the above work, two things are of note. Firstly, the in-house built

phased EMAT system shows a good sensitivity for detecting surface cracks over

a wide range of depths. For shallower cracks, waves will be transmitted, but the

blocking of the wave becomes very clear when a smaller wavelength is used. Secondly,

to widen the depth monitoring range, one can expand the range of λp. For example,

to size the 5 mm deep crack, the testing wavelength should be increased until the

upturn shape occurs. Sub-mm cracks offer uncertain hazards and challenges for

detection, and for detection of these smaller wavelengths are needed. This can be

optimised by changing the phased array parameters or producing narrower coils, as
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suggested in section 6.4.2.

6.5 Lift-off comparison between phased arrays and phys-

ical arrays

The lift-off effect caused by the mirror current spreading has been discussed com-

prehensively in chapter 5 for EMATs consisting primarily of linear coils. For the

phasing concept presented in this chapter, the parameter of coil separation (d for

fixed physical arrays or deff for phased arrays) is the key factor to enhance the

surface crack detection performance as it controls the optimal frequency. This sec-

tion compares the lift-off performance between a phased EMAT array system and a

normal EMAT array system to see if there are further benefits from phasing. The

design of the phased EMAT array followed the conceptual design presented in this

chapter, where linear coils with alternating current polarisation were applied. The

fixed array system was the coil array with different fixed physical separations pre-

sented in section 5.4. The difference between the two systems was the use of phasing

or not.

A quantitative study on the lift-off behaviour for each was undertaken through

a two-coil system. Both theoretical and experimental analysis is presented here.

The theory model with the distorted mirror current was based on J̃ tot−e,y from equa-

tion 5.25 in section 5.6.2, and the corresponding experimental configuration of the

two-coils (phased and non-phased) has been introduced in section 6.2.1.

6.5.1 Influence of the coil separation

Apart from the issue caused by the coil finite width, the separation d between the

coils can have a strong effect on the measured behaviour, as will the lift-off. Models

were calculated using different values of d and h for a = 1.5 mm. The value of J̃ tot−e,y

will always be zero at the centre of the two coils (x = 0) (see figures 5.17(a) to (e)).

To quantify the distortion of the signals, the values of J̃ tot−e,y at each edge of the right

hand coil were compared; at zero lift-off, these will be the same, but will change by

different amounts as lift-off is increased if there is any spatial interaction between

the generated currents from each coil. A factor R− given by,

R−(a, d, h) =
J̃ tot−e,y |x=d/2+a/2
J̃ tot−e,y |x=d/2−a/2

, (6.8)
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Figure 6.16: Colour scale plot showing the value of R− as lift-off and coil separation
is varied. The lift-off effect on the distortion of the signal is strongest for small coil
separations.

was defined and is plotted in figure 6.16, where the lift-off and separation are nor-

malised by the coil width a. A value of 1 (black on the colour scale) corresponds

to no distortion, meaning the selected coil profile remains the same without influ-

ence from its neighbour. The R− value drastically increases as d decreases and h

increases, showing that the effect of lift-off on the generated ultrasound signals will

be strongest for small coil separations.

For a meander-line coil, a small separation between each coil element allows

for generation of surface waves with a high frequency, which is beneficial for detection

of small cracks. However, the eddy-current cross-talk underneath the coils will lead

to a decreased lift-off performance.

6.5.2 The equivalence of physical and phased separation of coils

Detection of the generated surface wave signal has been described by the convolution

model s(t) (equation 5.14) in chapter 5, which is determined by the driving signal y

and the coil current distribution J̃e,y. To compare the behaviour between a phased

array and a normal array, the temporal term y needs to be further discussed. This

is because the phasing allows the coils to be driven independently, thereby an extra

phase lag can occur between coils in the phased arrays compared to the normal

arrays, where all coil elements are driven simultaneously. A mathematical procedure

is given in this section to prove that the operation of the two types of arrays are

equivalent, and so the lift-off performance will be equivalent unless other factors are

involved.

For a meander coil EMAT, or the arrays presented in chapters 5 and 6, the

total ultrasound signal needs to consider the contribution from each turn in the
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meander, or each coil in the array. Where there are N EMAT elements (turns or

array coils), with coil j centred at a position xj , the detected signal can be calculated

by taking a sum over all the contributions. Assuming that each element is activated

by a signal with the same properties (centre frequency, number of cycles) at the

same time, y(t), the total displacement at the detection point is given by,

S(t) ∝

 N∑
j=1

J̃e,y(x+ xj)

⊗ y(t), (6.9)

where J̃e,y is the current from each coil, as demonstrated in section 5.3. For a two-

coil system with a separation of d, the sum part of this equation simplifies to the

same form (J̃ tot−e,y ) as equation 5.25.

As demonstrated in section 6.3, multiple coils were driven at set times using a

chosen delay sequence (i.e. were phased) to generate a Rayleigh wave. This allowed

the coils to have one physical separation d, but behave as if they were at different

locations. The effective coil separation deff in the array is governed by the physical

separation and the delay on activation of each coil. The total signal generated by

a phased linear array, when the jth coil is individually controlled by a temporal

function y(t− τj), where τj is the fixed delay for the jth coil, is given by,

Sph(t) ∝
N∑
j=1

[
J̃e,y(x+ x0j )⊗ y(t− τj)

]
, (6.10)

where x0j denotes the physical location for the jth coil in the array. By using the

properties of the convolution function, it can be shown that,

Sph(t) ∝

 N∑
j=1

J̃e,y(x+ x0j − τj × cR)

⊗ y(t), (6.11)

where the effective coil location is now given by x0j−τj×cR. If x0j−τj×cR = xj from

equation 6.9, i.e. comparing the behaviour at a phased separation to the equivalent

physical separation, the two equations (equations 6.9 and 6.11) would be equivalent

mathematically, and the lift-off behaviour should be the same. Any difference in

behaviour would be due to electrical differences between the two set-ups, which

would be expected to dominate for whichever out of the phased and physical array

had the smallest physical separation, and differences in magnetic field orientation

at each coil.
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Experimental validation

The lift-off performance of a meander coil (or well separated coil array) with large d

is better than that of a tightly spaced array, due to the lower frequency of operation

and the behaviour of the distortions shown in figure 6.16 for small values of d. This

section compares the behaviour of the generated ultrasound with lift-off, for a set

of physical separations, and for a pair of coils with 8 mm physical separation but

phased to have smaller effective separations.

Coils spacings of d or deff of 2, 2.5, 3, 4 and 5 mm were tested. Each group

was undertaken at lift-offs from 0.1 to 1.3 mm, where the lift-off of around 0.1 mm

due to the tape protecting the coil has been included. The driving signal y(t) was

varied for each d or deff , but then remained the same for each value of d (deff )

at all lift-offs. The choice of centre frequency was determined by the meander-

coil rule, λ = 2d or (deff ), to ensure a good signal-to-noise ratio for each set-up.

The corresponding frequencies were (deff : freq); 2 mm:725 kHz, 2.5 mm:580 kHz,

3 mm:465 kHz, 4 mm:350 kHz and 5 mm:285 kHz.

Results are shown in figure 6.17. Figure 6.17(a) shows the behaviour of the

peak frequency with lift-off defined as the frequency at which the FFT is a maxi-

mum, normalised to the frequency for the smallest lift-off. The expected behaviour

calculated using equations 5.8, 5.14 and 5.25 (theory) is also shown. Due to the

small amplitude signals obtained experimentally, there is significant scatter in the

results; however, good agreement between physical and phased separations and the

theoretical predictions is observed. The overall trend shows that the change in fre-

quency behaviour is dominated by the spatial behaviour of the coils, and electrical

changes (see problem described in section 3.2.4) have limited effects. Better lift-off

behaviour is observed for wider coil separations, with the frequency of the waves

remaining closer to the chosen value for zero lift-off. The bandwidth of the detector

and its frequency behaviour has not been considered in this work, and will give some

extra frequency-dependence to the results [206].

Figure 6.17(b) shows the magnitude of the peak in the FFT with lift-off for

each separation, for variable physical spacings (red points), phased two-coil with

fixed spacing (black points), and the theoretical model. As with the single coil, the

magnitude change has been calculated for a constant magnetic field (blue dashed

lines) and for the measured field with lift-off combined with equation 5.10. Factors

affecting the behaviour include the spatial spreading and lift-off dependence included

in the theory, the reduction in the magnetic field strength with lift-off, changes in

impedance, electrical interaction between the two coils, and the divergence of the

magnetic field.
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Figure 6.17: Two-coil measurements, for variable physical spacings (red points),
phased two-coil with fixed spacing (black points), and theoretical model with con-
stant field (blue dashed lines) or measured field (green dashed lines). (a) Peak
frequency comparison. (b) Magnitude of the FFT peak comparison.
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Figure 6.18: Experimental fits to the data in figure 6.17. (a) Frequency decrease
slop, ks. (b) Amplitude drop rate, α.

The experimental data for phased and physical spacings match well for the

larger separations, with a clear disagreement only for the smallest spacing tested.

Agreement in the data for larger values of d and deff show that there are minimal

electrical interactions between the coils, and that the field divergence effect is small.

For the smallest physical separations, the effect of coil interaction must also be

considered, accounting for the disagreement between phased and physical results.

Where very high frequency (small d) operation is required, using coils with a large

physical separation and phasing them to give a small deff may be beneficial, but

the benefits are limited. The model fits very well to the data for small separations,

accurately predicting the lift-off behaviour when the magnetic field is taken into

account. There are some disagreements at larger separations, where the model

suggests that better lift-off performance is expected.

While peak frequency shift with lift-off is an intrinsic property of EMAT

lift-off behaviour, as explained in chapter 5, the speed of the shift was found to

further compare the performance between phased pair and non-phased pair and

the theoretical predictions. Linear fitting was performed for each coil spacing in

figure 6.17(a). The slope of the fit was denoted k−s for the theory, k−∗s for the physical

spacing, and k−∗sph for the phased spacing. Results are given in figure 6.18(a), showing

good agreement between the physical and phased separations, and the theoretical

predictions.

Another intrinsic property of lift-off to be considered is the amplitude drop.

Figure 6.18(b) shows exponential fit values α, when A expαh is fit to the FFT

magnitudes in figure 6.17(b), for all experimental data and calculations. As before
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(section 5.3.3 for single coil), the prediction from the calculations underestimates

the decay in all cases. Including the measurement of magnetic field agreement

is improved, but the behaviour is not fully modelled using the very simple model

presented in chapter 5. This may be due to conflict between the meander coil ‘rule of

thumb’ and the coil width frequency influence used when choosing the frequency of

operation, or potentially due to further influence from the coil electrical behaviour.

This will be investigated in future work.

6.6 Summary

This chapter presents a four-coil phased EMAT system for enhanced Rayleigh wave

surface crack characterisation. The four-coil design was based on the linear array

formation demonstrated in section 5.4, and a pseudo meander-coil (4 turns) was

constructed. With the use of phasing, the capability of variable working wavelengths

was obtained. Comparison between the phased four-coil and meander-line coils was

undertaken, showing good agreement of the EMAT ability for Rayleigh wavelength

selectivity (designed narrowband performance).

The changeable wavelength of the prototype phased four-coil system was

from 3 mm to 11 mm on aluminium samples, giving pronounced sensitivity to sur-

face cracks that were deeper than 1 mm. To achieve higher sensitivity for demanding

uses, one can use thinner coil elements or increase the number of applied coil ele-

ments.

The lift-off performance of the phased array was also discussed. This was

undertaken through a two-coil model mimicking the meander shape in the simplest

way. The phased two-coil EMAT was compared with the non-phased (physical)

two-coil EMAT which was formed in section 5.6. The eddy current spatial changes

with lift-off due to the coil finite width cannot be neglected, and the effect can

significantly depend on the coil spacings, either d for physical coil arrays or deff for

phased arrays. Experimental results and theoretical predictions for the frequency

shift due to the lift-off effect agreed well, with the phased and physical separations

shown to be equivalent within noise levels for all but the smallest physical coil

separations. The benefits of using a phased array to achieve EMATs with good

lift-off performance are limited, but may be clearer if very small separations/high

frequencies are required.
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Chapter 7

Multi-mode EMATs for

detection of surface cracks on

multiple sides of a sample

7.1 Introduction

The non-contact and flexible generation mechanism of EMATs brings many benefits

to Rayleigh wave generation, as reviewed in chapters 2 and 3. Other wave modes

may also be excited by the EMAT, depending on the design of the EMAT and

the thickness of the testpiece sample [3, 11]. Studies using a pancake coil for bulk

wave generation confirmed such a point [148, 174, 178], revealing the potential of

EMATs for a more comprehensive scanning purpose by including both surface and

bulk inspections in the same scan.

Given the advantage of adaptability in design of EMATs and the potential for

a more detailed inspection process by using all the modes generated, the performance

of an EMAT for generating multiple wavemodes is investigated in this chapter. The

standard method of using EMATs in a single mode, such as just considering a

Rayleigh wave for inspection, is expanded into the use of multiple wavemodes for

multi-dimension inspection. The knowledge of the interaction between Rayleigh

waves and surface cracks [57] is combined with the standard method of using bulk

waves for far-side surface defect detection, where signal blocking or reflection of the

shear wave reflected from the back wall is used for indicating a deep far-side surface

defect [215, 216, 217]. The latter has been developed further into the technique

of time-of-flight diffraction, introduced in chapter 1. The potential for multi-mode

EMATs for enhanced NDT is then explored.
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An EMAT pair in transmit-receive mode was developed for sample surface

scanning. The design of the multi-wavemode EMAT considers a sample where de-

fects may occur on both faces, but inspection access is limited to just a single side.

The design of the EMAT coils are introduced here, including the geometry of the coil

and the generated wave properties, such as the frequency and the beam directivity.

The EMAT system was calibrated for crack characterisation on either the near-side

surface (using the Rayleigh surface wave and the shear bulk wave) or far-side surface

(using just the shear bulk wave). The use of the dual-mode to fully characterise the

material front and back faces is demonstrated through several measurements, using

manual scans and an automated B-scan on several bar samples. The benefits of

using both wavemodes simultaneously is well-demonstrated.

7.2 Experimental apparatus

In this section, the experimental set-ups used in this chapter are introduced, includ-

ing the instrumentation that was used for EMAT driving and data processing, and

the sample geometries that were used for different experimental purposes. Details

such as the driving signal properties (frequency etc.) and the scanning methods,

i.e. manual or automated scan, are given in the relevant sections. The details of the

EMAT designs for ultrasound generation and detection are given in section 7.3.

7.2.1 EMAT instrumentation

The experimental set-up used to scan the surface cracks is shown in figure 7.1. The

generation EMAT was driven by a single channel of the four-channel high energy

pulser introduced in chapter 4. The receiving EMAT was used to detect the ul-

trasound signal. The separation between transmitter and receiver was adjustable

and was optimised as described in section 7.3. The captured ultrasound signal was

amplified and passed through a 2.5 MHz low pass analogue filter. The signal was

digitalised and saved by the digital oscilloscope with a 32 times averaging. The

recorded signal was then processed by a desktop computer. A LabVIEW controlled

xy stage system was used for some scans, which was able to provide an automated

scan for high accuracy analysis by setting a small step size. The LabVIEW pro-

gramme enables control of the xy platform and also synchronises both the xy stage

and the digital oscilloscope so the data can be automatically saved.

For automated scans, the EMAT pair was connected onto the y-beam of the

xy stage using a configurable connector. The scanning method can be switched from

either manual or automated scan by using or removing this connector. The use of
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Figure 7.1: Schematic diagram showing the EMAT instrumentation for characteris-
ing material surface cracks. The designed EMAT transmit-receive pair was scanned
using either a manual scan or an automated scan, depending on the scanning pur-
poses, and will be introduced in section 7.3 and 7.4. The latter was implemented
through a LabVIEW platform controlled xy stage.
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the xy stage system or manual scanning depends on the scan purpose. For analysis

of the EMAT designs and for wave calibrations (sections 7.3 and 7.4.1), the EMAT

was not connected to the xy stage and the tests were manually performed. For a low

resolution scan on a bar sample with double sided vertical cracks (section 7.4.2.1),

the measurement was also done manually. A highly detailed scan for a sample with

a complex near-side crack (section 7.4.2.2) was undertaken using the automated

system, so more details could be recorded and analysed. The scan set-up, including

the EMAT starting positions and sample material geometry, will be given in the

relevant sections. For shear wave directivity measurements, an alternative set-up

was used.

7.2.2 Preparation of samples

All samples tested in this chapter were aluminium. The prepared sample surface

was smooth but not polished, with the top 3.0 mm machined off at the surface.

This was to reduce the grain structure impact on Rayleigh wave propagation when

the top layers show a different grain structure to the deeper layers with a mix of

material properties in an extruded aluminium [55]. The Rayleigh wavelengths used

in the work were significantly larger than any surface roughness.

Figure 7.2 shows the geometry of the EMAT transmit-receive system when

applied to different sample materials. A 70 mm radius aluminium semi-cylindrical

sample was used to study the EMAT shear wave directivity, given in figure 7.2(a).

This experiment relates to section 7.3.2. For this sample the generator was fixed in

place, and the detector was scanned by hand around the sample. Block samples with

60 mm thickness were used for scanning a bar, shown in figure 7.2(b). This geometry

applies for all the rest of the experiments undertaken in sections 7.3 and 7.4. Both

generator and detector EMAT were placed on the same side of the bar sample,

mimicking the situation where the other side of the sample is not accessible in real-

world NDT conditions.

7.3 EMATs in pitch-catch mode

7.3.1 EMAT configuration

The work reported in [174] investigated shear wave generation using an EMAT with

a flat spiral (pancake) coil. The spatial distribution of the spiral coil is different

from a typical piston force behaviour for a piezoelectric transducer. The ultrasound

amplitude is zero on the axis through the centre of the coil due to antisymmetry of
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Figure 7.2: Schematic diagram showing the geometry using an EMAT transmit-
receive pair for different purposes in this chapter (EMAT drivers and control modules
are omitted in this graph).(a) is used for studying the directivity property of the
EMAT generator. (b) is for using the EMAT pair to to scan a bar sample.

the signal generated by a spiral coil. The generated shear wave is hence not purely

plane, but a combination of a plane and an edge or a head wave. A beam profile with

an intrinsic angular behaviour was observed in reference [174], with the maximum

at around 35° to the surface normal, due to constructive interference between the

edge shear wave and the head wave. A good beam directivity of the shear bulk wave

was shown and can potentially be applied to inspect samples.

The racetrack coil design was chosen as the generation EMAT coil for both

bulk shear wave and Rayleigh wave in this work. Figures 7.3(a) and (b) show the

geometry. The racetrack coil can be considered as two contacting line sources, but

is antisymmetric around the coil centre, similar to a spiral coil in two-dimensions.

Unlike a spiral coil, however, where the coil turns are radially polarised and the gen-

erated waves are omni-directional in the xy-plane, the racetrack provides a majority

of the energy in the x-direction for Rayleigh waves and in the xz-plane for shear

waves, which can better suit inspection of a bar sample. A single linear coil (fig-

ure 7.3(c) and (d)), which can be treated as a uniform line source, was also tested,

to give a comparison with the racetrack coil for the study of the bulk shear wave

directivity. For these generation EMATs, copper wire of diameter 0.1 mm was used

to make the coil, and the effective widths and lengths of both coils were 1.5 mm and

15 mm, respectively, with the same block magnets used, as can be seen from fig-

ure 7.3(a) and (c). Figure 7.3(b) and (d) show the racetrack and linear coil induced

Lorentz force in an aluminium material sample. Both coils show a reasonably good

response for frequencies that are below 2.0 MHz [206].

Detection EMATs used one configurable design; a linear coil, that can be

used with two polarisations of the external magnet for directivity measurements,

shown in figure 7.4. The linear detector coil was hand-wound using 7 turns of

0.2 mm diameter wire, giving a total width of 1.5 mm including gaps. These de-
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Figure 7.3: Schematic diagram of the generation EMATs. Racetrack generator is
shown in (a) top view and (b) cut-through of EMAT-material. Linear generator
is shown in (c) 3D sketch and (d) cut-through of the EMAT-material. The same
magnet of dimensions 25 × 15 × 6 mm (x× y × z) was used for both coils.

Figure 7.4: Schematic showing the linear coil EMAT detector for measuring the
shear wave directivity of the EMAT generator. Both in-plane and out-of-plane
velocity components can be detected.
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signs of EMATs have been proven to be sensitive to primarily either the in-plane

or out-of-plane velocity components by careful choice of the direction of the mag-

netic field from the permanent magnet [85, 139]. For a magnetic field directed into

the sample (perpendicular to the surface), the in-plane particle motion will give a

Lorentz force which is parallel to the EMAT coil, and hence will give a detectable

current. Conversely, for a magnetic field directed parallel to the sample surface, a

suitable current direction will be generated by particle motion which is out-of-plane

(perpendicular to the sample surface). Figures 7.4(a) and (b) show schematics of

the configuration of the linear in-plane and out-of-plane coil detectors, respectively.

The orientation of the magnet is changeable and hence so is the sensing direction of

the ultrasonic velocity signal.

7.3.2 Shear wave directivity

Using bulk waves for ultrasonic NDT has been widely applied in both industrial

and fundamental research areas [53]. In this work, a shear wave was chosen as

the mode for detecting a surface crack growing on the inaccessible (far) surface of

the sample, while a Rayleigh wave was used as the primary mode for inspection

of the near-side surface. Measurements use the blocking of the signal by a crack

during scanning [217]. The sound velocity of a bulk shear wave (3040 m/s) is close

to that of a Rayleigh wave (first mode, 2906 m/s) in aluminium, so in the chosen

measurement geometry shown in figure 7.2, the detected shear wave can be well

distinguished from the Rayleigh wave. Also, the transducer dead zone (electrical

cross-talk when the coil is driven, showing as the noise from the starting time point)

can be avoided, which can sometimes be an issue for the longitudinal mode due to

its large speed. The EMAT generator is also more efficient for shear wave generation

than for longitudinal waves [3, 143, 174].

To optimise the set-up of the EMAT transmit-receive pair (i.e. finding the

ideal EMAT separation for a given bar thickness), the beam profile of the shear

wave generated by the EMAT generator was first investigated. Earlier papers have

studied the directivity of a range of EMAT coil designs, primarily considering spiral,

linear, meander, or coils generating SH waves, but not for the racetrack coil for bulk

shear wave generation [172, 173, 174, 178, 183]. A similar racetrack coil was used

by [173], but they used a compound magnet such that their magnetic field switched

direction on either side of the coil, resulting in a force similar to that generated by

a linear coil.

Experimental measurements and numerical modelling were undertaken to

study the directivity of the EMAT generation coils shown in figure 7.3. The driv-
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ing signal was operated at 0.6, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 MHz for a three-cycle, relatively

narrowband pulse. The generation EMAT was positioned at the centre of the semi-

cylindrical sample’s flat surface, and the linear coil detector was moved around the

curved side of the sample, with the moving direction indicated in figure 7.2(a). The

measurements were taken every 5°, and both in-plane and out-of-plane velocities

were measured. The commercial FEM package PZFlex was also used to verify the

beam profile. An identical two dimensional aluminium model was built to match

the experiments, quadrilaterally meshed with an element size of 75 µm, which is ap-

proximately 21 elements per wavelength when the centre frequency is 2.0 MHz. The

generation coil was modelled as an ideal pressure source, with the pressure applied

uniformly to each element over a distance matching the width of the coil used in

the experiments. Each source load was defined as a standard sinusoidal burst with

three periods and a centre frequency of 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 or 2.0 MHz. The modelled x-

and y- velocity data matrix was output from the numerical model, and the in-plane

and out-of-plane velocities relative to the curved surface were calculated at each

detection position from these two orthogonal components. The relations between

two coordinate systems are given by[
vIP

vOP

]
=

[
− cos θs sin θs

sin θs cos θs

][
vx

vy

]
, (7.1)

where θs is the incident angle of the shear wave. vIP and vOP refer to the desired

in-plane and out-of-plane ultrasound velocities for comparison with experiments.

Figure 7.5 exemplifies the 2D numerical simulation of the racetrack generator

at 1.0 MHz using PZFlex. Figures 7.5(a) and (b) are snapshots for the modelling

of the x-velocity and y-velocity, respectively, at a time of 9.08 µs. Generally, four

waves can be observed; the Rayleigh wave, shear bulk wave, longitudinal wave and

head wave 1, as indicated by the arrows in figure 7.5(a). It can be roughly seen from

the colour intensity that the amplitudes of the shear bulk wave and Rayleigh wave

are greater than that of the longitudinal wave. Also, the longitudinal and shear

waves are well-distinguished due to the large difference between their velocities. In

the A-scan given in figure 7.5(c) for an angle of θs = 45° for the x-velocity (vx),

there are three waves visible; the incident longitudinal wave appearing at around

12 µs, the incident shear wave appearing at around 24 µs and a Rayleigh wave that

1A head wave is the wave associated with the surface skimming longitudinal wave. According
to Huygen’s theory of wavelets, the primary critically refracted wave (surface skimming wave) acts
as a source for new secondary wavefronts and ray paths. The created head wave exhibits a normal
wavefront due to the propagation of the surface skimming wave, with an angle that equal to that
of the mode converted shear wave.
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Figure 7.5: 2D simulation of racetrack generator. This is from 9.08 µs after the
coil has been fired. (a) shows x-velocity. (b) shows y-velocity. (c) The A-scan of
x-velocity, vx at an incident angle, θs of 45°.

travelled around the sample surface at around 34 µs.

Full analysed amplitude results for both simulation and experimental mea-

surement are shown in figure 7.6, giving the amplitude of the signal at each position

on a polar plot. Points in the higher angle range, such as θs > 85°, or lower angle

range, θs < 5°, were removed for clarity. This is due to the interference between

the bulk waves and the Rayleigh wave, as the latter was travelling bidirectionally

along the sample surface. The ultrasound near the sample surface is not a single

wavemode but can be very complicated. The out-of-plane component for both linear

and racetrack coils shows primarily noise, as expected for a shear wave, although

some directivity is observed. For the in-plane, there is overall a good agreement

between modelling and experimental results.

The shear waves generated by both racetrack and linear coils are directed to

a certain region in the bulk. The racetrack coil was mostly radiating at an angle of

35°, whereas the linear coil was more scattered into the region of lower angles. This

confirms the previous work [174] and can be explained by the source distribution of

the coil. The racetrack is antisymmetric around the coil centre, so less wave appears

along the axis of the coil due to the cancellation of shear waves. The linear coil,

on the other hand, has a force that is uniformly distributed, so more wave energy

travels straight down and the radiated wave can be described more as a plane wave.

The geometrical spread of the shear beam radiated by EMATs cannot be avoided,
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Figure 7.6: Normalised shear wave directivity pattern of the generation EMAT.
Results of the racetrack generator are given in (a) and (b). Linear generator is in
(c) and (d). IP refers to in-plane component and OP is out-of-plane.

but within a small chosen detection domain, it can be acceptable.

Since the racetrack is able to provide a better performance of shear wave

directivity than that of a linear coil, it was used for scanning. The separation

between the transmit-receive EMAT pair was optimised for a given sample thickness

on a bar sample to ensure the largest signal is obtained, while still maintaining

separation between the shear and Rayleigh wavemodes. The separation of transmit

and receive EMATs was optimised such that they detected the beam travel at around

35°.

An experiment based on the schematic shown in figure 7.2(b) was used to

confirm the transducer separation on a 60 mm thick aluminium bar sample. The

racetrack generation EMAT was fixed and the detector was scanned along the sample

length by hand to increase separation, with a spatial interval of 10 mm. The corre-

sponding incident angle range for the shear wave that was reflected once from the

back wall before returning to the detector, was from 19.7° to 60.8°. Multiple driving

frequencies were tested, from 400 kHz to 2.0 MHz, with a 200 kHz step. The magni-

tude of the detected signal as a function of transducer separation at each generation

frequency is shown in figure 7.7 for both in-plane and out-of-plane velocities. As the
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Figure 7.7: Experimental analysis for EMAT pair separtion. Magnitude of the shear
wave for (a) in-plane velocity and (b) out-of-plane velocity. (c) Peak incident angle
from a Gaussian fit to the data.

shear wave approaches the top sample surface at an angle, it has motion which is

partially in-plane and partially out-of-plane relative to the top surface of the sam-

ple. The angle at which the amplitude was at the maximum (peak angle) for each

frequency was found by Gaussian fitting to the data and is plotted in figure 7.7(c).

The amplitudes are shown to scale, and the in-plane signals are stronger than the

out-of-plane. Both signals are strongest in the region of 90-110 mm, which corre-

sponds to an angle region of 36° to 43°, in agreement with the directivity measured

before. A strong frequency dependence was observed, as can be seen in figure 7.7(c).

This is due to the shear wave interference when some phase lag exists across the coil

source due to its finite width, i.e. at a position where the constructive interference

is satisfied for a certain wavelength (frequency) [183]. However, this was not fully

observed in the out-of-plane data. This is because the wave energy in this direction

was insufficient, and there were issues with beam spread.

The EMAT transmit-receive pair used for the rest of the work in this chapter

was a racetrack generator and in-plane detector. This combination gave a good beam

directivity and good signal to noise ratio for the shear wave, and hence was chosen

as the optimised set-up.

7.3.3 Multi-wavemodes detected at the bar sample surface

The measurement of waves on the surface of a bar sample can be rather complicated

for an EMAT system. Many modes, other than the surface wave, could be sensed by

an EMAT receiver, especially when waves have travelled through multiple reflections

between the front face and back wall of the sample. Mode conversion between

various ultrasound modes can also occur [81]. Before testing the sample for crack

detection, identifying different wavemodes is therefore of necessity. The directivity
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Figure 7.8: Three experimental A-scans obtained by the EMAT transmit-receive
pair on an aluminium sample surface are shown. They were obtained at different
transducer separations, 40, 100 and 160 mm, labelled on the right. R refers to
Rayleigh wave, C is longitudinal wave and S means shear wave.

measurements above allow a prediction of the behaviour.

Figure 7.8 shows a few A-scans taken on a 60 mm thick aluminium bar. The

generation EMAT was fixed and the detection EMAT was placed at 40 mm, 100 mm

and 160 mm away from the generator. The system frequency was 1.0 MHz, with a

three-cycle driving signal. Apart from the electrical cross-talk around 0 s, there are

four modes that can be clearly observed: Rayleigh waves, including both the incident

(R) and the reflected waves (reflected R) from the sample edge, are windowed by

the red boxes; a shear wave arising from the mode conversion of a longitudinal wave

at the back wall (CS), is highlighted in the green boxes; a shear wave reflected from

the back wall (SS), in the blue boxes, and another shear wave which is reflected

twice at the back wall, mode converted from the incident longitudinal wave (CSSS),

is in the purple boxes. SSSS is not visible.

With an increase or decrease of the transducer separation, different wave

modes arrived at various times, as expected and shown clearly by the trend in the

time domain in figure 7.8. The amplitudes of the bulk waves vary with separa-

tion/incident angle, and at certain separations, different wavemodes can overlap.

The effect of Rayleigh wave attenuation for different transducer separations is not

observed for these small variations in separations, hence all three Rayleigh signals

are of the same amplitude level. The undesired modes, such as the longitudinal

to shear wave, are not the major modes that dominate the signal trace, but the

situation could be worse if the sample properties are changed, for example using a

thinner sample or having a different type of material. Using the EMAT pair for bar
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sample scanning thus should have a specific set-up, depending on multiple aspects,

from the design of the transducer system to the physical environment and sample

geometry. The key thing is to ensure that the ultrasonic waves can propagate in the

testpiece and can be interpreted correctly. There are a few conditions outlined as

follows for devising a proper separation of the EMAT pair:

1. The separation is sufficient so that the wave arrival times are outside the

electrical dead-time following the generation pulse.

2. Within the propagation distance, the issue of wave attenuation (not just

Rayleigh wave but also the shear waves) is not significant, so that sufficient

wave signal to noise ratio (SNR) can be guaranteed.

3. The chosen wave modes, Rayleigh wave and shear wave, are well separated

in time. Interference with other modes is not obvious, so that the signal

waveforms are not obviously distorted and the SNR is guaranteed.

According to the shear wave performance (figure 7.7(a)), the sample thickness, and

the relative arrival times for the Rayleigh and shear waves, the transducer separation

was set as 102 mm, corresponding to a 40.3° shear wave incident angle for a 60 mm

thick bar. The ultrasound frequency was set to a value between 0.6 MHz and

1.5 MHz, normally using 1.0 MHz, as the shear wave generation was inefficient at

lower frequencies, while the Rayleigh wave generation and detection was inefficient

at higher frequencies using the present system.

7.4 Dual-wavemode surface scanning

In this section, the transmit-receive dual mode (Rayleigh and shear waves) EMAT

pair was used to scan the material near- and far-side surfaces for surface crack

characterisation. Measurements on near-side crack detection using just a Rayleigh

wave, and far-side crack detection using a shear bulk wave, were first undertaken.

This was to calibrate the EMAT performance for crack depth gauging purposes, so

that depth information for cracks on both the near and far side can be obtained by

a single scan using both waves. The second part was to use the calibrated EMAT

system to scan a bar sample with prepared surface cracks on both faces, and use

the waves in combination.
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7.4.1 Transducer calibration

It is essential to calibrate the EMAT behaviour before crack detection is done [50,

218]. Two methods which are reported in the literature were used: the surface crack

depth calibration curve was obtained for the EMATs for the specific Rayleigh wave

frequency/wavelength and bandwidth of operation for the EMAT system used; and

the threshold value to be used for shear wave analysis for crack depth was tested.

Rayleigh calibration depends on the wave properties such as central frequency, band-

width, etc., so needs to be tested for each EMAT design/sample material.

Near-side defects: Rayleigh transmission

A bar sample (sample A) shown in figure 7.9(a) was used; this contained two surface

slots (cracks A and B, with depths of 2.5 and 1 mm) on the near side surface and

three (cracks C, D and M, with depths of 5, 15 and 10 mm) on the back wall.

Cracks A and C are vertically aligned, as are cracks B and D.

All cracks were characterised using the Rayleigh wave. Cracks on the far side

were tested by simply flipping the sample, so that the EMATs were on the same

side of the sample as the cracks. Figure 7.9(b) shows the Rayleigh wave calibration

results using the EMAT pair, plotting the transmission coefficient as a function

of crack depth. The driving signal was relatively narrowband compared to earlier

work [80, 85] with a three-cycle duration. Two centre frequencies, 0.6 and 1.0 MHz,

were chosen for producing the calibration curves. The peak to peak amplitude of

the detected transmitted wave was recorded and normalised to the level of the ‘no

defect’ signal. For a 0.6 MHz Rayleigh wave, cracks deeper than 9 mm mostly block

the wave energy, whereas the blocking depth is about 6 mm for the 1 MHz Rayleigh

wave, showing that the range of depth sensitivity depends on the frequency chosen,

due to the different Rayleigh wavelengths [57].

Far-side defects: Blocking of the shear wave

The ray path of the shear wave generation and detection using the EMAT pair is

illustrated in figure 7.10 for an idealised system (no beam spread). The shadow

region is where direct reflections cannot reach the detection EMAT due to the ex-

istence of the surface crack on the sample far side, thus no signal is received at the

expected arrival time. The crack depth affects the duration of the shadow region,

with the depth tF related to the length of the region x by

tF =
x

2 tan θs
(7.2)
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Figure 7.9: Depth gauging using Rayleigh wave mode. (a) The geometry of the
testpiece (sample A). (b) Normalised peak-peak of the transmitted Rayleigh wave
for different crack depths.

Figure 7.10: Blocked region of the shear wave when the EMAT pair is scanned on
the opposite side of the sample to the surface crack.

for a crack propagating normal to the sample surface and a sharp beam profile,

where θs = 40.3° is the chosen incident angle of the shear wave in the EMAT system

used.

The transducer calibration was undertaken using two steps: 1. investigate

the frequency behaviour when the blocking was used to detect a crack. This is to

compensate for the effect of the minor frequency dependence shown in figure 7.7(c);

2. find the threshold for crack depth gauging, given the finite beam width of the

EMAT. Criteria 1 was fulfilled by applying a three-cycle signal at a range of fre-

quencies (from 0.4 to 2.0 MHz with a 0.2 MHz step) for inspection of a 15.0 mm

deep crack. The EMAT system was moved along the bar surface, from the far left

end to the right end, with 160 mm total scan length and a fixed EMAT separation.

The spatial interval of the scanning was 5.0 mm and the detected shear wave was

recorded at each position. The peak to peak amplitude of the received signal was

found and normalised to the average value where no defect was present. Criteria

2 was investigated by scanning two cracks, with depths of 4.0 mm (shallow) and
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Figure 7.11: Calibration of the EMAT shear wave mode for far side surface scan.
(a) Frequency characteristics. (b) Shear bulk wave for defects of depths d = 15 mm
and d = 4 mm for two frequencies. The x−axis corresponds to position relative to
the crack centre.

15.0 mm (deep). Two frequencies, 0.6 MHz and 1.0 MHz, were used on both cracks

for clarity. Figure 7.11 shows the results.

It can be seen that the edge of the wave blocked region is not sharp. This

is due to the width of the beam; the EMAT coils contain multiple wires and have a

finite width, with generation and detection stronger towards the centre. The geomet-

ric spread of the beam within the sample bulk needs also to be considered. Therefore

some width to both the generated and detected ultrasound beam is expected, which

provides the sloping edges to the graphs shown in figure 7.11 rather than a sharp

cut-off of the signal. The width of the blocking shows generally the same profile for

different applied frequencies, as expected and shown in figure 7.11(a), meaning that

the frequency dependence of the shear directivity is suppressed by the constant,

chosen transducer separation. Lower frequencies, such as 0.4 or 0.6 MHz show a

shallower drop than those of the higher frequencies. This is because of the small

SNR obtained for the lower frequencies, so the normalised noise level is higher and

measured values are less accurate.

Based on figure 7.11(b), a suitable threshold was chosen to obtained defect

depth; here a threshold of 0.33 returns x = 25.4 mm for the deeper defect corre-

sponding to a depth of exactly 15 mm. As the threshold is primarily related to

the beamwidth, the same value can be used for all defect depths, and will give a

reliable measurement where the depth is of the order of the beamwidth and higher.

Applying a threshold of 0.33 to the crack with depth 4.0 mm, gives an estimate of

5.17 mm for the crack depth, with some errors due to the limited resolution of the

scan.
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7.4.2 Inspection of sample near & far side surface cracks

The two techniques described above could be applied separately for analysis of

the front and back faces of the sample. However, near-side defects will also affect

propagation of the shear wave, hence the strength of the technique comes from

combining results from both wavemodes in order to obtain more information than

when using just a single mode, or each mode individually, allowing identification of

defect position relative to the EMATs.

To demonstrate this, two samples with machined defects on both sides were

used. First, sample A was scanned; cracks A and B on the near side surface were

scanned using the Rayleigh wave and cracks C and D on the back wall were detected

by the shear wave in a single scan, illustrated in figure 7.12(a). A three-cycle

driving signal with a centre frequency of 0.6 or 1.0 MHz was chosen. The sample

was manually scanned with a spatial interval of 10 mm in the moving direction.

For the test demonstrated in figure 7.12(b), sample B was scanned to understand

the EMAT pair performance for the situation of a more complex near side defect

(crack E) when also investigating a simple vertical far side surface crack (crack

F). The feasibility of using the dual-wave for a more accurate surface scan was

investigated in this experiment via implementing the LabView controlled xy stage.

A 1.0 MHz single cycle pulse was used to drive the generator, chosen to give good

time resolution for the waves. The full geometry of cracks E and F is shown on

the right in figure 7.12(b). Here crack E exhibited a 20° angle to the surface and a

15 mm length, and crack F exhibited a 15 mm vertical depth. Automated scanning

was undertaken using the xy stage with a step size of 0.5 mm. This was to not only

provide a more detailed result, but also simulate the practical use in an environment

or when using a unmanned vehicle for scanning [48, 219].

Depth gauging for surface cracks on both faces

The EMAT system was scanned over the near side surface of sample A. The received

ultrasound signal was recorded at each scan position and the peak to peak amplitude

of both waves (Rayleigh and shear-to-shear) were recorded, normalised and plotted,

shown in figure 7.13.

Two notches can be clearly seen from the behaviour of the Rayleigh wave

(figure 7.13(a)) by the two regions of reduced amplitude, indicating two surface

cracks (cracks A and B) growing on the near side surface. At a frequency of 0.6 MHz,

the notch profile of crack B is shallower, indicating its smaller depth compared to

that of crack A. Using the calibration curve for 0.6 MHz, given in figure 7.9, the
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Figure 7.12: EMAT scanning path in dual-wave mode, and defect geometry. Two
aluminium bar sample were prepared, for (a) manual test and (b) automated scan-
ning respectively.

Figure 7.13: Measurement results on sample A. Implementing dual waves for in-
specting both faces of an aluminium block. Normalised transmission of (a) Rayleigh
wave and (b) shear wave.
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depth of crack B can be estimated as 1.77±1 mm. Since the transmitted waves for

crack A have a small amplitude, the wave energy at each wavelength was mostly

blocked by crack A. Crack A is therefore measured to be deeper than crack B, as

expected. For crack A, both 0.6 and 1.0 MHz show a signal amplitude that is very

close to the noise level, hence only a rough estimation of crack A depth can be

obtained with an estimate that it is of the order of or deeper than 3 mm. A lower

frequency (larger wavelength) Rayleigh wave would need to be used for accurate

depth gauging of crack A, with the frequency range chosen such that all depth

defects greater than a chosen value will be clearly detected.

In figure 7.13(b) for results of the shear wave, a number of dips were observed.

Comparing all these dips with the positions of the near-side defects obtained by the

dips in the Rayleigh wave amplitude, four of the dips, which occur at 60, 160, 290

and 390 mm, are attributed to signal blocking due to the presence of the near side

cracks. These dips in the shear wave amplitude are generally very narrow dips

because the defects are relatively shallow. The four dips which are due to the near-

side defects appear to be symmetric in pairs, indicating that the near-side surface

defects are close to propagating normal to the surface. The dips located at 110 and

340 mm are wider and do not align with the start and end of the defects found

using Rayleigh waves, and are therefore identified as the surface cracks on the far

side surface. Applying a shear wave threshold of 0.33 gives depth estimations of

5.8±1 and 12.5±1 mm for cracks C and D respectively, in generally good agreement

with the true depths of 5.0 and 15.0 mm shown in the sample schematic.

There are a few signal enhancements observed on the edges of the notches.

This is mainly caused by the constructive interference between the incident wave

and the reflected wave from the crack [5]. It is not always observed due to the large

step size used.

Characterisation for complex near side cracks

In this section, sample B with an angled near side surface crack and a vertical far side

surface crack, shown in figure 7.12(b), was scanned comprehensively to further study

the performance of dual-wavemode scanning. The scan was performed automatically

using the xy stage with a 0.25 mm spatial step using the calibrated EMAT pair

(Rayleigh wave for looking at the near-side surface, and shear bulk wave for the

far-side surface). The detected data is presented in two ways; B-scan imaging and

peak to peak analysis. Details are given below.

Before studying the full B-scan result, ultrasound ray path analysis for the

key wavemodes presented on B-scan is given. This is because a single Rayleigh wave
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Figure 7.14: Ray path analysis of B-scan for scanning sample B using the EMAT
transmit-receive pair.

encountering an angled crack can lead to multiple wave reflections/transmissions

and mode conversions, as introduced in section 2.2.2. Identifying the key features

in the B-scan is therefore necessary to ensure the results are properly analysed.

Figure 7.14 shows the schematic diagram for several possible wavemodes travelling

along the near-side surface when the EMAT pair is scanned along the surface. Three

spatial regions, according to the relative position of crack and EMAT generator, are

identified. In region 1, demonstrated in figure 7.14(a), both EMATs are on the

same side of the near-side defect prior to interaction. In region 2 (figure 7.14(b)),

the EMATs are on opposite sides of the near-side defect. The region 3 shown in

figure 7.14(c) indicates when the EMATs have both passed over the near-side defect

(this includes when they encounter the far-side defect). The wavemodes of interest

are; the Rayleigh waves, the shear wave reflected from the back wall, and the bulk

wave converted from the incident Rayleigh wave due to the presence of the crack.

The above wavemodes are labelled as; Rayleigh (R), longitudinal (C) and shear (S),

with several subscripts; r corresponds to a reflected wave, i to an incident wave, t to

a transmitted wave and h to a mode converted wave. Explanation of each expected

wavemode in each region is given below, which is mostly based on the previous

studies presented in [80, 82, 85].

1. Region 1. Three significant waves are expected to be detected; the direct in-

cident Rayleigh, Ri, the Rayleigh wave reflected by the crack, Rr0 and the
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reflected Rayleigh that is mode converted from the incident Longitudinal gen-

erated by the EMAT generator, Rrh. The time of flight for each wavemode is

given by,

tRi = l/cR, (7.3)

tRr0 = (l + 2x)/cR, (7.4)

tRrh = x/cL + (l + x)/cR, (7.5)

where l is the separation between the generator and detector and x indicates

the separation between crack E and the generator, as marked on the figure.

2. Region 2. Three mode converted waves are expected, two shear wave arrivals

and one longitudinal, as well as the transmitted Rayleigh wave. All of these

waves were mode-converted at the angled crack bottom when the incident

Rayleigh wave reached this point. One of the mode-converted shear waves, Sth,

and the longitudinal wave, Cth, directly propagate to the detector, whereas

the other mode-converted shear SSth was detected after it has been reflected

by the back wall. The time of flight of these waves are given by [82],

tCth = (x+ d)/cR +M/cL, (7.6)

tSth = (x+ d)/cR +M/cT , (7.7)

tSSth = (x+ d)/cR + (2tAl − d sin θE)/ cosα, (7.8)

where M =
√
d2 + (l − x)2 − 2d(l − x) cos θE and α = arctan

l − x− d cos θE
2tAl − d sin θE

.

θE = 20° is the angle of crack E, tAl = 60 mm is the sample thickness.

d = 15 mm here indicates the length of the near-side surface crack. The

amplitude of the CC wave was too small to be measured.

3. Region 3. Since both generator and detector have passed over the near-side

crack, only the generated shear bulk wave that was reflected from the back

wall, SS is considered. The time of flight of this wave is straightforward,

tSS = 2
√

[(l/2)2 + t2Al]/cT . (7.9)

It can be seen from the above expressions that only the arrival times of Ri and SS

are independent of the transducer location, x.

The full results of B-scan imaging are given in figure 7.15. The B-scan in this

work is the 3D picture that consists of multiple A-scans obtained at multiple EMAT
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Figure 7.15: Measurement results on sample B. EMAT B-scans for the sample near-
and far-side surfaces. (a) and (c) show the time period between 32.27 and 42.8 µs,
containing the Rayleigh wave, while (b) and (d) show the time period between
48.12 and 58.65 µs, containing the shear wave. The scanning position of EMATs
are increased from lower plots to higher plots. Different regions are indicated based
on the ray path analysis (figure 7.14).

pair scanning locations. The x-axis of the B-scan maps to the time of flight from

generator to detector, t, and the y-axis to the scanning position, x, and the colour

scale corresponds to the signal amplitude at each chosen (t, x) [81]. The results are

separated into four sections for better illustration; two time regions, from 32.3 µs to

42.7 µs to show in detail the arrival times of the Rayleigh wave ((a) and (c)) and

from 48.1 µs to 58.7 µs to show that of the shear-to-shear ((b) and (d)) wave, and

two spatial regions, from 22 to 164 mm, to show the interaction with the near-side

defect ((a) and (b)), and from 312 to 412 mm to show that of the far-side defect

((c) and (d)).

Many wavemodes can be seen on the B-scan, shown by the light or dark

lines. Waves which always have the same path length, i.e. signals passing directly

from generator to detector, and with no x-dependence in the calculation above, are

shown by vertical lines (independent of the relative position of transducer and crack).
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Reflections and mode converted waves are indicated by angled lines. Ri and SS are

clearly identified by the vertical lines appearing at t = 35 µs and t = 50 µs in all

graphs in figure 7.15. In addition, a shear bulk wave, CS that was mode-converted

from the incident longitudinal generated by the EMAT generator is also observed

at t = 36.5 µs. CS is much weaker than Ri or SS, shown by its lighter colour. The

effects of the near- and far-side surface cracks are identified by the signal blocking of

Ri and SS shown in figures 7.15(c) and (b) when the EMATs were moved from 52 to

155 mm and from 347 to 370 mm, respectively. Other reflected and mode-converted

modes that have been predicted in the ray path analysis (i.e. Rr0, Rrh, Cth, Sth

and SSth) are also given in the corresponding graphs by angled dashed lines, for

example, the Rayleigh wave that was reflected by the angled crack, Rr0 is indicated

in figure 7.15(c). Its time-location trajectory is given by the black dashed line which

was calculated from equation 7.4.

Some other features are worth noting. A dispersive feature (highlighted by

the dashed circle in figure 7.15(c)) can be observed in region 1 when the generator

was approaching the angled crack (crack E); these are due to the mode conversion

between the Rayleigh and a Lamb-like mode within the wedge geometry created

by the angled defect [220]. Similarly, some dispersive/non-dispersive features are

also observed near the arrival times of SS shown in region 1 in figure 7.15(d). This

could be due to multiple reflections/mode conversions among the bulk waves or bulk

waves and surface wave when the EMAT was approaching crack E. The behaviour

of waves at the far-side defect is very clear (figure 7.15(a) and (b)), shown by a

blocking of the shear bulk wave without interruptions of any other wavemodes.

A more detailed study of the Rayleigh wave and shear-to-shear wave be-

haviours was undertaken by measuring the peak to peak amplitude of each wave

(Ri, SS) at each position during the scan. The signal has been normalised to the

average of the ‘no defect’ signal, with data shown in figure 7.16. Several features

are of note;

1. The normalised signal where there are no defect indications behaves similarly

for both shear and Rayleigh waves, and can be used to check whether changes

in the measured amplitude are due to changes in EMAT lift-off or sample

composition, which should affect both wave-modes similarly, rather than being

due to defects.

2. The shear wave shows a feature at around 25 mm, which corresponds to in-

terference with a reflected Rayleigh wave.

3. The Rayleigh wave shows a single dip.
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Figure 7.16: Normalised amplitudes of the Rayleigh Ri and shear SS waves at each
point in the scan shown in figure 7.15.

4. Additionally, the shear wave shows three dips.

Crack characterisation is then performed from the above peak-peak analysis. First,

considering the results from the Rayleigh wave (noting point 3 from above) with a

single dip, clearly implying that a single surface-breaking defect is on the near-side

surface. The transmitted signal is small, meaning that the defect is deep compared to

the wavelength used for the inspection [92]. Additionally, a large signal enhancement

occurring at around 50 mm is observed when the first transducer (EMAT generator)

was passing over the defect, but not when the detector passed over. This can be used

to deduce that the target crack is angled and that the crack orientation is facing the

incident Rayleigh wave [85]. The measured signal enhancement factor, FEIP for the

Rayleigh wave (the normalised amplitude) in figure 7.16 is around 2.2, predicting a

21° incline angle of the crack according to the work presented by Rosli et al. [85].

The transmission coefficient in this measurement (less than 0.2), however, is too

low and beyond the reliable region of the Rayleigh characterisation curve given in

figure 7.9 and that given by [85]. An estimated crack depth of the order of or greater

than 15 mm is obtained.

Using the results of a single shear-to-shear wave measurement (note 4) with

three dips, without considering the Rayleigh wave results, can lead to an indication

of three surface cracks on the far-side face. Applying a threshold of 0.33 (shear

wave calibration given in section 7.4.1.2) to all the dips gives the predication of the

crack depths as 5, 11 and 16.8 mm respectively for the dips at positions 50, 140 and

360 mm (the one with 16.8 mm is close to the actual depth of 15 mm).

The above prediction based on using a single wavemode only shows incom-
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plete or incorrect information about the bar sample surfaces; the complex geometry

of the near-side crack makes the Rayleigh depth measurement overestimated due

to the small incline angle, and the spurious dip features in the shear-to-shear wave

leads to the prediction of two cracks which are not present on the far side of the

sample. By taking account of the results from the two wavemodes, the prediction

can be modified to be more correct. The shear wave is first blocked at around

50 mm and 140 mm; it is clear from figure 7.16 that this is due to blocking of the

signal by the near-side defect when the generator or detector passes over it, as the

reduction in the signal occurs at the start and end points of the defect measured

by the Rayleigh wave. The signal enhancement in the shear-to-shear wave near the

first dip (note 2) also confirms this, as such a phenomenon can be only be formed

when a Rayleigh wave was reflected by a near-side crack. In contrast, the dip in the

shear wave amplitude at around 350 mm occurs where the Rayleigh wave shows no

disruption, indicating that there is no near-surface defect. It is now clear that only

one near-side surface crack and one far-side surface crack exist.

Further information can be obtained from the non-symmetric response of

both waves at the start and end of the near-side defect. As discussed above, the

measured Rayleigh wave enhancement feature implies an angled near-side surface

crack. The asymmetry in the shear wave blocked region widths at 50 and 140 mm

confirms this assumption. Figure 7.17 explains the origin of this asymmetry in the

shear wave behaviour in the region of an angled surface-breaking defect on the near-

side of the sample. For a surface crack propagating at an angle θE to the surface,

with a vertical depth tE , the length of the blocked region shown in figure 7.17(a) is

given by

x1 = tE

(
1

tan θE
− tan θs

)
(7.10)

where the dimensions are shown in the graph. Similarly, in figure 7.17(b), the length

of the blocked region is

x2 = tE

(
1

tan θE
+ tan θs

)
(7.11)

In figure 7.16, the shear wave dips have x1 = 8.5, and x2 = 18.5, after applying

the 0.33 threshold. As θs = 40.3°, taking the ratio of x1 to x2 gives a measurement

of tan θE = 0.437, corresponding to an angle of 23.6°. Substituting that into equa-

tion 7.10 and 7.11 gives a crack vertical depth (tE) of 5.9 mm and a crack length

(d) of 14.7 mm. These agree very well with the angle and length measured from the

side of the sample, which are 20° and 15 mm respectively.

Table 7.1 summaries the crack characterisation results from using each wave-
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Figure 7.17: Origin of the asymmetry in the shear wave blocking for an angled
surface-breaking defect.

Table 7.1: Summary of defect detection results of sample B using either a single
wavemode or dual wavemodes. θE refers to the crack incline angle, tE and d are
crack vertical depth and length, respectively. The units of tE and d are mm.

near-side, crack E far-side, crack F
θE tE d Qty. θE tE d Qty.

R wave only 21° >15 >15 1 \ \

SS wave only \ \
90° 5 5

390° 11 11
90° 16.8 16.8

R, SS waves 23.6° 5.9 14.7 1 90° 16.8 16.8 1

mode (Ri or SS) or dual-wavemodes on sample B from the peak to peak analysis.

Both cracks E and F are considered as unknown cracks to be detected. It shows

that dual-wavemodes scans offer many benefits, not just for widening the scanning

ability from probing a single surface to analysing both surfaces of a bar sample,

but also because it offers more accurate information for the crack geometry in the

near side. The overestimated crack E depth obtained by the single Rayleigh wave

(more than 15 mm) is corrected by the dual waves when there is a near-side defect

affecting the shear wave and causing the asymmetric dip feature. The number of

far-side cracks estimated by a single shear-to-shear wave analysis is three, and is

corrected to only one when comparing both Rayleigh and shear wave behaviours.

It can be seen that the situation for just far-side surface cracks is rather

simple without any interaction with the Rayleigh signal in the near-side (see the

calibration process of shear-to-shear in section 7). However, it can be complicated

when cracks are growing on both sides. Performing analysis on both Rayleigh and

shear-to-shear provides an efficient way of improving the accuracy of the sample

surface scanning.
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7.5 Summary

This chapter has presented an EMAT based method to simultaneously monitor both

faces of a bar sample. By taking advantage of multi-mode generation from a single

EMAT, a metallic sample with limited access to the back face can be inspected thor-

oughly from a fast near-side B-scan by using both Rayleigh and shear wavemodes.

The directivity patterns of the shear wave generated by the generation EMATs

for linear and straight racetrack designs have been investigated. There is a good

agreement between experimental and modelling results. The radiated wavefront for

the linear coil is dominated by plane waves, showing less directivity of the desired

shear wave. The racetrack coil, which provides asymmetry of the source Lorentz

force, confirms steering of the beam primarily over a region of around 30° to 40°, en-

abling a suitable EMAT separation to be chosen. It should be noted that the above

directivity exhibits bi-directional performance, i.e. waves are travelling in both the

positive xz-plane (x > 0) and negative xz-plane (x < 0). The analysis given in this

chapter only considers a single direction, but both could be used if two detectors

were present.

The scans show a pronounced sensitivity for detecting surface defects using

the Rayleigh wave, with the shear wave also being affected when the generation or

detection EMAT is directly over the defect. For far-side defects, locating a flaw is

straightforward, but the conclusion can sometimes be misguided by disturbances

due to the presence of a near-side crack.

The combination of inspection using a Rayleigh wave and a shear wave gives

several advantages. Firstly, it gives a higher accuracy to identification of the location

of defects, enabling confirmation of whether defects are present on the near-side or

far-side of the sample. Additionally, any asymmetry in the shear wave blocking

can be used to identify the angle of propagation of the near-side defect, as well as

its depth, and this can be used in combination with the Rayleigh waves for high

accuracy characterisation of near-side defects when only a single side of the sample

is accessible.

It should be noted that with this technique there exists a shadow zone for

the shear wave when there is a surface crack, as indicated in figure 7.17, where a

far-side defect may not be detected, or may be mis-sized. This can be overcome

by taking advantage of the fact that the shear wave directivity is not a tight beam,

but that different propagation angles could be chosen if signal to noise ratio was

sufficient. Using two or more detectors at different positions (giving different angles

of propagation of shear wave) would overcome this issue, by giving different shadow
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zones. Full analysis would use the position with the highest signal to noise ratio for

the shear wave, while the other position(s) could be used as a check against missing

features.

The inspections thus far have used calibration defects and samples with

smooth faces. For real-life applications, the next steps must consider the scattering

effect of a rough far-side surface, and more realistic defects, including branched or

angled defects on the far-side.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

8.1 Conclusions

This work mainly focused on developing an enhanced EMAT ability for characteris-

ing surface-breaking defects on metal samples. Surface cracks such as rolling contact

fatigue (RCF) on railway tracks or stress corrosion cracking (SCC) (see section 1.1)

need to be identified in their early stages before hazardous failures occur. EMATs

have been proven to be a promising technique to tackle the surface crack challenge,

with ability to work on a large scale or under high temperature conditions [46, 49],

due to their natural advantages of being couplant-free and offering great flexibility in

generating multiple ultrasonic wavemodes (including surface guided waves) [11, 122].

The main contribution of this work can be summarised into two aspects. The first

is the design and understanding of a tunable surface wave phased EMAT array sys-

tem (chapters 5 and 6). Enhanced surface crack characterisation performance was

obtained, giving a larger detection size range with a good sizing accuracy by using

multiple frequencies. The second is the surface and bulk wave combined pitch-catch

EMAT system for faster inspection for defects on both the front and opposite faces

of a billet sample (chapter 7).

Chapter 4 detailed the methodologies used in this work, including the EMAT

production method, the multi-channel EMAT driver and the method of finite ele-

ment modelling to study the EMAT performance for the experimental chapters

(chapters 5 to 7). The multi-channel driver is an in-house built four-channel high

current phased EMAT driver, which provides the core part of the electronics that

makes the experimental development in chapters 5 and 6 possible. The block di-

agram of the pulser has been introduced. Special care was given to the pulser

frequency characteristics study, showing a tread of decreasing output amplitude
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with the increase of input frequency due to the complexity of internal network.

This study is necessary as the multi-frequency operation was the central principle

in chapter 6.

Chapter 5 was concerned with the analytical formation of the linear array

EMAT for this work. Linear coils with a finite width (of the order of millimeters)

were chosen as the ultrasonic element to generate the surface (Rayleigh) wave via

the Lorentz force mechanism. The electromagnetic field distribution radiated by a

single coil element was derived and studied in detail, including understanding the

distortion effect caused by the coil lift-off variation (of the order of sub-millimetres).

It was shown that the desired eddy-current field will decay and the spatial extent of

the generated currents will be broadened with the increasing lift-off. The subsequent

ultrasonic behaviour includes a significant signal reduction and a frequency shift.

This explains the frequency shift with lift-off determined experimentally [155].

An analytical formation of the coil array was then given. A one-dimensional

linear array was proposed, consisting of multiple identical linear coils. The spatial

behaviour of the array model was studied to give precise prediction of the narrow-

band Rayleigh generation when an array with arbitrary coil width (a), coil spacing

(d) and number of coils (N) is applied. The theoretical analysis shows clearly that

the frequency at which the fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the Rayleigh wave shows

a maximum, fTp , is closely related to the applied coil spacing, via fTp ≈ cR/2d, where

cR is the Rayleigh speed, when the coil width is much smaller than the wavelength.

The frequency can be increased by decreasing the coil spacing, but will encounter

a bottleneck when the desired wavelength becomes comparable to the coil width.

Increasing the number of applied coils gives a frequency closer to that designed, but

one can never reach an infinitely high frequency (see figure 5.14).

The lift-off behaviour of the coil array was studied through a two-coil model.

The eddy-current cross-talk from the neighbouring coils was demonstrated analyti-

cally and was validated experimentally. It was found that when two coils are placed

nearby to each other with their currents out-of-phase (meander-coil), the ultrasound

frequency will shift as lift-off is increased, similar to that of a single coil. When two

coils have currents which are in-phase (normal array configurations), the narrowband

feature of the array can vanish with increasing lift-off. This is understandable, as

the multi-coil profile can merge into behaving like a wider single coil with increasing

lift-off (see figure 5.17(b)).

Chapter 6 implemented the phasing concept onto the linear array described

above. The ultrasonic constructive interference phenomenon is the central idea to

form the phasing modality. For surface waves, there are three interesting phasing
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phenomena and benefits that can be expected; the generated surface wave signal can

be enhanced to give a larger signal amplitude (1), there is the ability to generate

multiple wavelengths electronically (2). There is also potential for controlling the

bidirectional generation which is obtained from a single linear coil. This is promising

for improving the detection efficiency when multiple wavemodes and reflections are

present and is suggested as one area of future work (3).

The rest of chapter 6 focused on developing a four-coil phased EMAT sys-

tem with enhanced Rayleigh generation performance, giving benefits 1 and 2. The

four-coil prototype had a = 1.5 mm and d = 6.0 mm, providing a much better signal-

to-noise ratio (SNR) compared to a single coil (see figures 6.9 and 6.10), equivalent

performance to standard meander-coil EMATs (see figure 6.11) and multiple wave-

length generation from 3 to 11.67 mm by using phasing (see table 6.2). The ability

of surface crack characterisation was validated on an aluminium sample, and the

results (figures 6.14 and 6.15) show that the above four-coil system was sensitive

to cracks that were deeper than 1 mm. Better sensitivity to small defects could be

obtained by using thinner coils and higher frequencies.

The lift-off performance comparison between the normal array (without phas-

ing) and the phased array of EMATs was given. This showed that the frequency

shift phenomenon with lift-off cannot be avoided by using phasing, but the signal

amplitude decrease was reduced for very high frequencies, when coils in normal ar-

rays were required to be physically close to each other. This is attributable to the

dipole effect contributed from a close neighbouring coil (2 mm in this work), but can

be minimised by using the phasing technique with a large physical spacing between

the coils (8 mm in this work).

Chapter 7 detailed the design of the multi-mode pitch-catch EMAT system

for improved high speed surface inspection. A pair of racetrack coils was used

as the transmitter and the receiver. There were four generated/mode-converted

wavemodes available, and the Rayleigh wave and bulk shear wave were chosen for

defect analysis. The Rayleigh wave was used to inspect the near-side surface. The

shear wave generated by a racetrack coil showed good directivity characteristics

(main energy directed at between 30° to 40° to the sample surface) and was used to

inspect surface cracks on the far-side (opposite) surface.

Experimental validation was undertaken. The combination of measurements

using both of these waves provided several advantages; firstly, simultaneous double-

side surface inspection was shown to be possible. Secondly, self-contained crack

location correction was possible. For example, spurious crack signals can be ob-

tained when using a shear wave, but the true position can be identified by using
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the Rayleigh surface wave. The accuracy of sizing the near-side surface crack can

also be improved by using two waves instead of a single Rayleigh wave and this

also enables accurate characterisation of the angle of propagation of only near-side

defects. This does require parallel sample faces (see summary in table 7.1).

8.2 Suggestion for future work

The main focus of this work was to develop advanced EMAT techniques to charac-

terise surface breaking defects. The Rayleigh surface wave was chosen as the major

tool to inspect the metal surface. Ultrasound is recognised as a versatile tool, where

different wavemodes can be generated in various industrial structures, such as shear-

horizontal (SH) guided waves and Lamb waves in plate structures, longitudinal and

torsional waves in cylindrical structures (pipelines, tubes, etc.) [3]. Despite the

natural complexity of ultrasound guided waves, there are more attempts nowadays

to use these waves to inspect complex geometries in industry (see introduction in

chapter 1). The critical requirement is a deep understanding of wave propagation in

different media, in order to solve practical problems. The techniques developed and

described in this thesis could bring multiple advantages to guided wave inspection.

Mode selectivity of ultrasonic guided waves

For EMAT phasing applications, the first suggested direction is to extend the

Rayleigh wave method (see section 6.3) onto using plate guided waves. The ability

of Rayleigh wavelength selection using the phased EMAT array proposed in chapter

6 is transferable to other wavemodes. A similar array pattern (comb or meander-

line shaped) has been used for mode tuning of Lamb waves [182], but using different

transducer types [35, 221, 222], including laser ultrasound or piezoelectric transduc-

ers. One of the benefits of enhanced mode control of Lamb waves is the potential

to reduce the complexity of post data interpretation [36]. Since Lamb waves are

dispersive, careful choice of delays can give a chosen enhanced mode.

Control of surface wave bi-directivity

The second suggested direction is the extended use of wave directivity control us-

ing phasing. The surface wave emission from an EMAT transmitter is typically

bi-directional, but is tunable such that it is uni-directional with the combination of

phasing. Section 6.3.1 presents two possible approaches of uni-directional signal en-

hancement, but the coil bi-directional behaviour, i.e. both waves emitted in the +x-

direction and −x-direction, is not fully studied yet (see introduction in section 6.3.2).
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The phasing technique allows one to change the array layout electronically, and this

will have different effects on waves propagating in different directions. One feasi-

ble strategy is to present an EMAT phasing design that can send surface waves

in a chosen direction with a cancelled direction. This idea has been proven useful

to improve the longitudinal wave detection accuracy in the pipeline industry [223].

The received signals from bi-directional generation were over-complicated, so the

cracks/corrosion were hard to localise. Uni-directional control reduced significantly

the crack misidentification, because the inspection direction was pre-determined.

The idea can be extended to Rayleigh waves for rail inspection [50], SH guided wave

for plate inspection [34] or flexural waves for pipe inspection [32], using the proposed

phased EMAT system.

To generalise the bi-directivity problem, the conceptual study in section 6.3.1

for coil uni-directional enhancement is extended here. A schematic is given in fig-

ure 8.1(a), where four coils are well spaced in the horizontal (x), and the vertical

layers are used to understand the effective position of each coil after delays have been

applied. Note, all coils are located above the sample surface with the same lift-off.

The coil (horizontal) physical separation is d. A dashed line is drawn through the

positions of four coils to separate the waves propagating in the positive x-direction

(right hand side) and negative x-direction (left hand side). When coils are driven

with zero time delay (no phasing, ∆τ = 0, where ∆τ is the time delay unit), the

relative positions of the waves in both directions are fixed, and the coil separation

is defined by d for both directions of propagation.

However, the coil effective separation (deff , see section 6.3.1) will be changed

when phasing is applied (∆τ 6= 0), and so will the generated ultrasound. d±eff are

used to describe the coil effective separation when the array output is measured from

the positive x- and negative x-directions, respectively. The relationships d−eff =

d−∆τ × cR, d+eff = d + ∆τ × cR and d−eff + d+eff = 2d explain the behaviour (see

equations 6.3 and 6.4). A time period ∆τ
′

= d/cR, where cR is the Rayleigh speed

can be defined. Figure 8.1(b) demonstrates the array scenario when phasing is varied

within the first period, ∆τ ≤ ∆τ
′
. The black dashed line is given to indicate the

coil physical positions, whereas red dashed lines and green dashed lines are used to

indicated the coil effective positions during the changing of phasing (0 < ∆τ ≤ ∆τ
′
)

and the limits when ∆τ = d/cR, respectively. It is clear that, with the increasing

of ∆τ , the coil array is ‘expanded’ in the positive direction (d+eff is increased), and

is ‘tightened’ in the negative direction (d−eff is decreased), as expected in chapter 6.

The red lines will hit the limits (green lines) at ∆τ = d/cR, giving the special case

where d−eff = 0 and d+eff = 2d.
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Figure 8.1: Bi-directivity study of EMAT coil generating Rayleigh surface wave.
EMAT array with four-coils is used. Coil wave emission is given on different vertical
layers to distinguish the horizontal bi-directional behaviour. Black line indicates the
coil physical positions. (a) Coil normal generation without phasing. (b) Coil effective
generation with changing phasing. Red lines indicate the coil effective locations in
both directions as ∆τ is varied , where ∆τ is the time delay factor. Green lines are
the special case when ∆τ = d/cR, where d is the coil physical horizontal separation
and cR is the Rayleigh speed.

Figure 8.2: Coil array Rayleigh wave bi-directivity study when ∆τ = d/cR. Two
array configurations are studied; (a) all coil currents in the same current direction.
(d) Neighbouring coil is in alternating current direction. (b) and (e) are the wave
simulations in the x-domain for both configurations (four-coil), and (c) and (f) are
the array (only two-coil here for preliminary study) frequency behaviour in both the
negative and positive x-directions for two configurations.
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A preliminary study of the special case has been undertaken using the phased

EMAT system, and the results are given in figure 8.2. The coil layout was classified

by the polarisation directions of the driving currents, i.e. if all coils are polarised

in the same current direction (in-phase, figures 8.2(a)-(c)) or the neighbouring coil

currents are in alternating directions (out-of-phase, figures 8.2(d)-(f)). The array

generation was firstly modelled in the x-domain in MATLAB using Huygens prin-

ciple1. The coil separation (d) was 2 mm, the Rayleigh speed (cR) was 2906 m/s

and the number of coils was 4. The coil was considered as a point source without

the effect of finite width for simplicity. The driving pulse was three-cycle and was

726 kHz (λ = 2d) for the in-phase group, and 363 kHz (λ = 4d) for the out-of-phase

group. The delay unit was ∆τ = d/cR = 0.69 µs. The simulation results are given

in figures 8.1(b) and (e), showing the emitted wave in the x-domain at 17.2 µs after

the first coil has been fired. For in-phase configuration, the negative direction gave

an improved SNR three-cycle signal as d−eff = 0 and all coils were in phase. The

positive direction showed a partially enhanced toneburst signal, as expected (see

figure 6.4). For the out-of-phase configuration, the negative direction was cancelled,

as d−eff = 0 and the signals destructively interfered. The positive direction gave a

well-shaped toneburst output.

Figures 8.2(c) and (f) show the calculated and experimental results of the

array bandwidth study when ∆τ = d/cR for in-phase and out-of-phase configura-

tions, respectively. Only two coils were used for this preliminary study. The driving

frequency was not fixed at the designed value but varied from 150 to 1200 kHz with

a 25 kHz step. The peak-to-peak value of the output signal was found and plotted

as a function of driving frequency. Both experimental and modelling data is given

and the result has been normalised for better comparison. Data in the positive

x-direction is shown by a black dashed line (simulation) or square symbols and line

(experiment), while that is the negative x-direction is shown in red. In figure 8.1(c),

good agreements are obtained between the simulation and the experiment; the pos-

itive direction shows a peak frequency (frequency that gives maximum amplitude)

at around 700 kHz. The minimum amplitude of the simulated positive direction

is 0.5, which is the value of a single coil without phased operation under an ideal

modelling. The sound behaviour in the negative direction shows some discrepancy

between model and experiment; the signals are improved by a factor of 2 (1/0.5)

in the simulation throughout the testing frequency range. This was not achieved in

the experiment, where a bandwidth is shown, because of the finite bandwidth of the

1P(r) = Ar−1ei(kr−ωt), where P indicates the wave field at a distance r from a point source. A
is a complex number representing the size and phase of the source. k, ω and t indicate wavenumber,
frequency and time, respectively [224].
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Figure 8.3: Simulation of the array bi-directivity behaviour for different time delays.
Two coils were used. d = 2 mm and cR=2906 m/s. Simulation was performed
through Huygens principle without considering the coil finite width. The driving
signal was three-cycle. For a pixel located at coordinate (∆τ , f0), its value is the
peak-peak amplitude of the output signal. Two coils are in (a) in-phase or (b)
out-of-phase configurations.

ultrasonic detector (racetrack coil, see figure 6.1).

In figure 8.1(f) for the out-of-phase configuration and the positive x-direction,

a peak frequency occurring at 360 kHz is obtained in both the simulation and the

experiment, as expected, but a harmonic at around 1100 kHz is also shown in the

simulation. Multiple factors can contribute to this phenomenon. More details are

given in section 6.4.2. For the negative direction, the simulation shows a consistent

zero throughout the testing frequency range, while the experiment shows a noise

level with an amplitude of around 0.2 to 0.3.

The above study considers the special case of d−eff = 0, d+eff = 2d when

∆τ = d/cR. To fully verify the bi-directivity behaviour, ∆τ needs to be discussed

in more detail. Simulation of the array bandwidth prediction when ∆τ is varied

within two time periods (±2d/cR) is shown in figure 8.3, with negative values equiv-

alent to switching x-direction. Interference fringes can be observed in both the

in-phase (figure 8.3(a)) and the out-of-phase (figure 8.3(b)) configurations. This is

understandable since d±eff holds a linear relationship with ∆τ which can provide

constructive interference when it is equal to a certain amount of wavelengths (see

equations 6.3 and 6.4). The bright band has finite width, and this is due to the

limited number of coils applied (here only 2). To improve the system performance,

more coils need to be used, such as 4 as the next step for both the simulated and

experimental studies.

Extending this to use to other surface waves is also necessary. Rayleigh
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waves, which are non-dispersive, can be used as the simplest form of guided wave

travelling in the material surface. Many other industrial structures, however, can

possess complicated wavemodes, such as Lamb waves or SH waves in plate structures,

flexural waves in pipelines etc. (see chapter 1). Controlling such waves can be more

difficult, for example, careful choice of frequency and digital filtering is needed to

compensate the dispersion of lamb waves [225]. The array EMAT needs to be

carefully designed beforehand, so only a single mode will be sent by a coil. The

special case of d−eff = 0 is useful to further reduce the mode complexity, as has been

explained before.

Rayleigh wave imaging in pseudo-pulse-echo EMAT configuration

Apart from the extensive phasing applications when using different wavemodes for

different structures, one can make better use of the EMAT’s potential for fast

speed detection. A vision for future NDE [19] emphasises the role of integration of

robots/manipulators and long-life reliable sensors adapted to the Fourth Industrial

Revolution (4IR), where EMATs can be a good candidate for data sending/capturing

under an intelligent inspection framework. Chapters 5 to 7 focused on crack detec-

tion in one-dimension (transducers moving only in the x-direction), another direction

to be suggested is to expand the one-dimensional detection to two-dimensional de-

tection by the use of 2-D dynamic beam forming. Previous work showed that EMAT

systems can provide 2-D crack information of a sample surface when used in associa-

tion with an automated device, for example, focused Rayleigh wave EMATs to scan

sum-mm surface cracks with a xy stage [9] or a miniaturised SH guide wave EMAT

to screen the wall thickness with a robot [219]. These EMAT systems, however,

can only send ultrasound in one-dimension, and the imaging ability was achieved

by a point-to-point scan through the mechanical moving of the external devices.

Improvement of the EMAT ultrasound beam performance is therefore of interest,

since a 2-D beam EMAT can provide richer information than a conventional 1-D

EMAT under the same mechanical scan. A further improved inspection efficiency

can be expected.

A preliminary study of a 2-D EMAT design used Rayleigh waves for sample

surface inspection. This can continue the EMAT advantage of simpler generation of

Rayleigh waves than with conventional pieozoelectric transducers (see section 2.3.1)

and also fill in the gap of 2-D Rayleigh wave beam forming using EMAT technique. A

Rayleigh wave phased array (PA) EMAT is presented here, following the concept of

a classical 1-D linear ultrasonic PA system (see section 1.4.3). The schematic of the

EMAT array is demonstrated in figure 8.4(a), where four EMAT coils are shown. A
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coil with a single layer of wire (0.08 mm diameter) was used as the ultrasonic element

to generate a Rayleigh wave for a simplified preliminary study. An inset is given on

the right top to demonstrate the EMAT working principle; the coil was polarised

in the x-direction (I0) with a z-direction polarised static magnetic field (B0,z) to

produce a Lorentz force in the y-direction (F
(L)
s ). The generated Rayleigh wave

would propagate primarily in the y-direction, and the beam width was primarily

determined by the coil width (a).

The work of PA EMAT has been reviewed in sections 3.4.4. The major draw-

back that hinders the development is the low ultrasonic transduction efficiency of

EMATs. Conventional piezoelectric PA system can use small elements and also con-

tain tens to hundreds of individual channels. However, this is not suitable for EMAT

PA systems due to the current limit of the material and electronics techniques. The

proposed EMAT phasing system in this work can only support four channels, and

the EMAT elements cannot be too small to guarantee the SNR. Even though, pre-

liminary design of a four-element PA EMAT was worth doing to investigate the

proposal feasibility. The work mainly contained the following stages; 1. material

preparation. 2. Conceptual design of the PA system using the available materials.

3. Experimental design and verification. 4. Data acquisition and discussion.

In stage 1, it was noticed that the core instruments needed for system design

were the EMAT driving and receiving electronics. The lab has the four-channel real-

time phased driving, as introduced in chapter 4. Although a multi-channel pulse-

echo system is under development, a separate four-channel receiver was available.

The receiving was not as fast as real-time, and used an amplifier to amplify the

signal before an oscilloscope was used to save the data. The maximum number of

receiving channels was four. For the testing sample, both steel and aluminium were

options. Aluminium was chosen here to simply the EMAT generation mechanism.

The conceptual design in stage 2 was the central basis of the preliminary

work. This was not easy as the PA performance can significantly depend on multi-

ple aspects, including the electronics, EMAT configuration, data processing method,

etc. The critical problem was to identify the PA EMAT modality which was achiev-

able using the current hard/software and but which was also constructively mean-

ingful to connect the future work. Since the detection EMAT was separated from

the generator, there was flexibility to study the array generation field in detail. The

four-coil linear array shown in figure 8.4(a) was used as the EMAT generation ar-

ray, and the numerical modelling was undertaken via Huygen’s principle. The coil

width in the y-direction (w) was ignored for simplicity, and the coil number (N)

was fixed at 4. Other array parameters, including the coil width (a), the coil spac-
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Figure 8.4: Four element linear array EMAT modelling. The array parameters are:
element (coil) width (a) 4.8 mm, element spacing (d) 5 mm, frequency 700 kHz. (a)
Schematic of the coil array generating Rayleigh wave in xy-plane. (b) EMAT wave-
field modelling. The EMAT generation array is positioned at the place highlighted
by the red line. (c) Beam steering study of the array presented in (b). Angles from
0 to 30° with a 5° step are chosen.
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Figure 8.5: Preliminary set-up to evaluate the array beam-steering property. An
omnidirectional spiral coil EMAT was chosen to receive the Rayleigh wave. Ray
paths of the 0° and the -15° beams are given for clarity. Beams at higher angles
were not expected to be received by the fixed single receiver.

ing (d), the Rayleigh wave frequency/wavelength (f/λ) were evaluated to optimise

the array beam performance, either for beam steering or focusing. A normal beam

(zero delay law) modelling is given in figure 8.4(b), showing the straight beams

that were emitted bi-directionally from the coil array (red line) into the xy-plane.

The array parameters were; a = 4.8 mm, d = 5 mm, N = 4 and f = 700 kHz

(λ = 4.15 mm when cR = 2906 m/s). Due to the limitation of the coil number and

size, a beam-steering2 array with a small steering region, -15° to 15°, was decided

as the first model to be tested. Results of beam steering from 0° to 30° are given in

figure 8.4(c). It is clear that, with the increasing of the steering angle, the side lobe

dominates, and so the angle range over which the four coil prototype can be steered

is very limited.

In stage 3, an initial experiment was designed to verify the above generation

beam-steering model. The geometry of the system is demonstrated in figure 8.5. An

aluminium sample with 150× 50 mm2 (x× y) size was used. The sample thickness

is 56 mm. The EMAT generation array was positioned close to the sample edge. A

Rayleigh wave is a sensitive tool to inspect a surface discontinuity, and it will be

partially reflected by the sample edge and then detected, using the sample edge as

an ideal defect. A receiving coil (spiral, with a 3 mm diameter) was used to detect

the reflected Rayleigh signal. The spiral shape allows one to capture the incoming

waves from all directions. The generator was 25 mm away from the sample edge to

avoid the EMAT dead zone, and the receiver was fixed behind the transmitter with

a 10 mm distance. Ray paths of the straight beam (blue) and the steered beam

(red) are shown. At higher steered angles, the aperture size of the receiver was too

2 Time delay ∆τj = jd sin(θst)/cR for jth coil, where θst is the steering angle. Phase delay is
βj = exp(iω∆τj) to Huygen’s principle, where ω is the angular frequency.
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Figure 8.6: (a) Appearance of the EMAT array generator. Cubic magnets with
a 4.7 mm length were used to produce the coil elements. (b) Appearance of the
omnidirectional (spiral) receiver. The diameter of the receiving coil was 3 mm and
the cubic magnet was 10 mm. (c) Beam steering testing results. The received
A-scans are shown sequentially from -15° to 15°, with a 1° step.

small to capture the signal, thereby zero Rayleigh would be expected.

Experimental development of EMATs were then performed. The EMAT

production was through the method described in section 4.1. The photo of the

hand-made transmitter and receiver is shown in figures 8.6(a) and (b), respectively.

The driving and receiving electronics were the same as those used in figure 6.1(a).

The experiment was conducted based on the plan illustrated in figure 8.5. The

driving signal was set to two-cycle to increase the time resolution. The array beam

angle was varied from -15° to 15° with a 1° angular step. There were 31 A-scans in

total captured by the fixed spiral receiver.

In stage 4, the data interpretation was performed. The testing results are

given in figure 8.6(c). The Rayleigh reflection from the sample edge occurs at around

27 µs for small angles (-8° to 8°), as expected. Due to the beam steering, no Rayleigh

signal at the corresponding time point was received by the fixed receiver, at angles

higher than 10° (or -10°).

The above study confirms the feasibility of using a Rayleigh wave PA EMAT

to perform a 2-D surface crack detection. However, the construction of the system is

not yet completed, since only the generation field has been studied and verified. A

classical ultrasonic PA system (like those used in medical applications) can contain a

comprehensive system from ultrasonic generation, detection to data processing and

imaging. The next step to improve the performance of the PA EMAT presented here
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is therefore to design the detection array, and the novel post-processing algorithm,

such as full matrix capture (FMC) and total focusing method (TFM) introduced in

chapter 1. Since the four-channel receiving is achievable in the lab, the next step of

designing the detection half of the PA EMAT is suggested as;

1. build four-coil detection array. The receiving coil can be spiral to capture sig-

nal omni-directionally, and the size can be slightly smaller (∼ 2 mm diameter)

than the previous one.

2. Implement different detection strategies to evaluate the performance of the

whole system. These strategies could be 1. beam steering (generation) - delay

and sum (detection) to produce a traditional sectorial B-scan. 2. FMC (gen-

eration - detection) to TFM to construct an image with a higher resolution.

3. Implement the above system for surface crack detection.

Steps 2 and 3 can also work with the synthetic aperture method (SAM) [224] to

increase the aperture size of the receiver.

After the above procedures, the PA EMAT capability for 2-D surface crack

imaging can be understood. It is expected that the resolution of the crack imaging

will not be satisfactory nor will the effective region of interest (ROI), due to the

limited channel number of the transmitter/receiver. To optimise the system, long-

term systematic efforts need to be planned, including the application/development

of new electronics techniques onto the EMAT PA array, so more elements/channels

or larger aperture size can be applied. Also, a study on new materials, such as low

impedance coils or high flux density magnets, can be very useful. This can solve the

drawback of EMATs’ low SNR, hence the electrical consumption can be reduced,

making it possible to use smaller EMAT elements.

EMATs have their unique advantages, and are gaining more attention in

this changing world. Trending on the intelligent revolution, EMATs and other

NDT methods, such as eddy-current testing (ECT), can be used together to give

higher probability of detection [226]; data fusion can be performed to increase the

reliability of crack identification on steel and aluminium samples. A safer world can

be expected.
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